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UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20549

FORM 8-K
CURRENT REPORT
PURSUANT TO SECTION 13 OR 15(d)
OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Date of Report (Date of earliest event reported): September 10, 2015

GLOBE SPECIALTY METALS, INC.
(Exact Name of Registrant as Specified in its Charter)

Delaware

1-34420

20-2055624

(State or other jurisdiction
of incorporation)

(Commission
File Number)

(IRS Employer
Identification No.)

600 Brickell Ave, Suite 3100
Miami, FL 33131
(Address of principal executive offices and Zip Code)

Registrant’s telephone number, including area code: (786) 509-6900
Not Applicable
(Former name or former address, if changed since last report)

Check the appropriate box below if the Form 8-K filing is intended to simultaneously satisfy the filing obligation of the registrant under
any of the following provisions:


Written communications pursuant to Rule 425 under the Securities Act (17 CFR 230.425)



Soliciting material pursuant to Rule 14a-12 under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.14a-12)



Pre-commencement communications pursuant to Rule 14d-2(b) under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.14d-2(b))



Pre-commencement communications pursuant to Rule 13e-4(c) under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.13e-4(c))

Item 1.01.

Entry into a Material Definitive Agreement

Amendment to Amended and Restated Business Combination Agreement
As previously announced, on February 23, 2015, Globe Specialty Metals, Inc. (“ Globe ” or the “ Company ”) entered into a Business
Combination Agreement with, among others, Grupo Villar Mir, S.A.U. (“ Grupo VM ”) and Grupo FerroAtlántica, S.A.U. (“ FerroAtlántica ”)
pursuant to which the parties agreed to combine the businesses of Globe and FerroAtlántica (the “ Business Combination ”) under a new
holding company to be renamed Ferroglobe PLC (“ Ferroglobe ”). The Business Combination Agreement was amended and restated on May 5,
2015 (as so amended and restated, the “ Business Combination Agreement ”).
On September 10, 2015, in connection with the memorandum of understanding described below, the parties to the Business Combination
Agreement entered into a First Amendment to Amended and Restated Business Combination Agreement (the “ Amendment ”) pursuant to
which, among other things:
•

An additional designee from GrupoVM’s designees to the Ferroglobe board will be required to qualify as an independent
director under applicable NASDAQ rules, bringing the total number of independent directors to five, with the effect that the
Ferroglobe board will be comprised of a majority of independent directors.

•

After the fifth anniversary of the Business Combination, Grupo VM will abstain from voting its Ferroglobe shares with
respect to contested elections involving the independent Globe designees to the Ferroglobe board, providing the opportunity
for the Ferroglobe public shareholders to nominate and elect independent directors to the Ferroglobe board.

•

Ferroglobe’s articles of association will require that, until the first date on which Grupo VM and its affiliates collectively
own less than 15% of the Ferroglobe shares, all Ferroglobe shareholders will be offered the same type and amount of
consideration per share in any tender offer and receive the same type and amount of consideration per share in any scheme
of arrangement, merger or other business combination that results in a change in control of Ferroglobe, ensuring equal
treatment of shareholders.

•

Ferroglobe’s articles of association will require the approval of a majority of the independent directors of Ferroglobe to
approve any change in board size during the five year period following the Business Combination.

The Business Combination Agreement, as amended, remains in full force and effect. The foregoing description of the Business
Combination Agreement is qualified in its entirety by reference to the full text of the Business Combination Agreement, which is included as
Exhibit 2.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed by the Company as of May 5, 2015 and incorporated herein by reference. The
foregoing description of the Amendment is qualified in its entirety by the full text of the Amendment, which is attached hereto as Exhibit 2.1
and incorporated herein by reference.
Item 8.01.

Other Events.

Adjournment of Special Meeting
On September 10, 2015, the Company issued a press release announcing it would again adjourn the special meeting of Globe
shareholders originally scheduled for September 10, 2015 and subsequently adjourned to September 11, 2015. The special meeting will be
adjourned to September 22, 2015 at 9:00 a.m. local time, at 600 Brickell Avenue, Miami, Florida 33131. The record date for the special
meeting will remain July 31, 2015. A copy of the press release is attached hereto as Exhibit 99.1 and incorporated herein by reference.
Globe intends to prepare, file with the SEC and mail to shareholders a supplement to Globe’s definitive proxy statement to provide
additional disclosure regarding the Amendment and the terms and conditions of the memorandum of understanding described below.
Preliminary Settlement of Certain Litigation
As previously reported in the definitive proxy statement filed by the Company with the Securities and Exchange Commission on
August 12, 2015, in connection with the Business Combination, (i) a putative class action entitled Fraser v. Globe Specialty Metals, Inc., et al.
was filed in the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware (the “ Court ”) on March 23, 2015, (ii) a putative class action entitled City of
Providence v. Globe Specialty Metals, Inc., et al. was filed in the Court on April 1, 2015, (iii) a putative class action entitled Int’l Union of
Operating Engineers Local 478 Pension Fund v. Globe Specialty Metals, Inc., et al. was filed in the Court on April 10, 2015 and (iv) a putative
class action entitled Cirillo v. Globe Specialty Metals, Inc., et al. was filed in the Court on April 21, 2015. On May 4, 2015, the Court
consolidated these four actions for all purposes into one action captioned In re Globe Specialty Metals, Inc. Stockholders Litigation (the “
Action ”).

While Globe believes that the Action is without merit, on September 10, 2015, Globe entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (“
MOU ”), which outlines the terms of the agreement in principle to settle the Action, in an effort to minimize the cost and disruption of any
litigation relating to the Action. The proposed terms of the settlement are subject to approval by the Court. Pursuant to the terms of the MOU,
and subject to final approval of the settlement by the Court, a $32.5 million aggregate cash payment would be made by the combined
companies on a pro rata basis to the holders of shares of Globe common stock (other than the defendants in the Action and certain related
persons) as of the close of business on the business day immediately prior to completion of the Business Combination. In addition, pursuant to
the terms of the MOU, the Company agreed to make certain amendments to the Business Combination Agreement as described in Item 1.01
above. The MOU also provides that the stipulation of settlement to be entered into (the “ Stipulation ”) will include a general release of all
claims against the defendants, and will include the defendants’ denial that they have committed or aided and abetted in the commission of any
violation of law or breaches of duty or engaged in any of the alleged wrongful acts and an express assertion that they have diligently and
scrupulously complied with any fiduciary, disclosure and other legal duties. The MOU and the Stipulation will also be conditioned upon class
certification.
There can be no assurance that the court will approve the settlement, or that any eventual settlement will be under the same terms as those
contemplated by the MOU.
The foregoing description of the MOU is qualified in its entirety by the full text of the MOU, which is attached hereto as Exhibit 99.2 and
incorporated herein by reference.
Item 9.01. Financial Statements and Exhibits.
(d) Exhibits
Exhibit No.

2.1

Description

First Amendment to Amended and Restated Business Combination Agreement, dated September 10, 2015

99.1

Press Release, dated September 10, 2015

99.2

Memorandum of Understanding, dated September 10, 2015

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
Certain statements in this communication regarding the proposed transaction, the expected timetable for completing the transaction,
benefits and synergies of the transaction, future opportunities for the combined company and products and any other statements regarding
future expectations, beliefs, plans, objectives, financial conditions, assumptions or future events or performance that are not historical facts are
“forward-looking” statements made within the meaning of Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. These statements are often, but
not always, made through the use of words or phrases such as “believe,” “anticipate,” “could,” “may,” “would,” “should,” “intend,” “plan,”
“potential,” “predict(s),” “will,” “expect(s),” “estimate(s),” “project(s),” “positioned,” “strategy,” “outlook” and similar expressions. All such
forward-looking statements involve estimates and assumptions that are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual
results to differ materially from the results expressed in the statements. Among the key factors that could cause actual results to differ
materially from those projected in the forward-looking statements are the following: the timing to complete the proposed transaction, including
the receipt of shareholder approval and satisfaction of the other conditions to completion of the transaction; that regulatory approvals required
for the proposed transaction may not be obtained on the terms expected or on the anticipated schedule; the possibility that the parties may be
unable to successfully integrate Globe’s and FerroAtlántica’s operations and that such integration may be more difficult, time-consuming or
costly than expected; operating costs, customer loss and business disruption (including, without limitation, difficulties in maintaining
relationships with employees, customers, clients or suppliers) may be greater than expected following the transaction; the retention of certain
key employees may be difficult; regional, national or global political, economic, business, competitive, market and regulatory conditions
including, among others, changes in metals prices; increases in the cost of raw materials or energy; competition in the metals and foundry
industries; environmental and regulatory risks; ability to identify liabilities associated with acquired properties prior to their acquisition; ability
to manage price and operational risks including industrial accidents and natural disasters; ability to manage foreign operations; changes in
technology; ability to acquire or renew permits and approvals; and other factors identified in the Company’s periodic reports filed with the
SEC. Additional information concerning these and other factors can be found in Globe’s filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission
(“ SEC ”), including Globe’s most recent Annual Reports on Form 10-K, Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q and Current Reports on Form 8-K,
and in the registration statement on Form F-4 filed by Ferroglobe. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking
statements that speak only as of the date hereof and the parties undertake no obligation to update or revise publicly any forward-looking
statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND WHERE TO FIND IT
This communication may be deemed to be solicitation material in respect of the proposed transaction among Globe, Grupo VM,
FerroAtlántica and Ferroglobe. In connection with the proposed transaction, Ferroglobe has filed with the SEC a registration

statement on Form F-4, which includes a proxy statement of Globe that also constitutes a prospectus of Ferroglobe. Investors and security
holders are urged to read the definitive proxy statement/prospectus, which was filed with the SEC by Globe on August 12, 2015, as
supplemented on August 26, 2015 and September 11, 2015, and as it may be further supplemented, together with all other relevant documents
filed with the SEC, because they will contain important information about the proposed transaction. Investors and security holders are able to
obtain the documents (once available) free of charge at the SEC’s website, http://www.sec.gov, or for free from Globe by contacting the
Corporate Secretary, Globe Specialty Metals, 600 Brickell Avenue, Suite 3100, Miami, FL 33131, telephone: 786-509-6900 (for documents
filed with the SEC by Globe) or from Grupo VM by contacting Investor Relations, Torre Espacio, Paseo de la Castellana, 259 D 49a, 28046
Madrid, Spain, +34 91 556 7347 (for documents filed with the SEC by Grupo VM, FerroAtlántica or Ferroglobe).
PARTICIPANTS IN SOLICITATION
Globe, Grupo VM, FerroAtlántica and Ferroglobe and their directors and executive officers and certain employees may be deemed to be
participants in the solicitation of proxies from the holders of Globe common stock with respect to the proposed transaction. Information about
Globe’s directors and executive officers is set forth in the definitive proxy statement filed in connection with Globe’s 2014 annual meeting of
shareholders, which was filed with the SEC on October 27, 2014. Investors may obtain additional information regarding the interest of such
participants by reading the definitive proxy statement/prospectus regarding the proposed transaction, which was filed with the SEC on
August 12, 2015, as supplemented on August 26, 2015 and September 11, 2015. These documents may be obtained free of charge from the
SEC’s website http://www.sec.gov, or from Globe and Grupo VM using the contact information above.
NON-SOLICITATION
This communication shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any
securities, nor shall there be any sale of securities in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to
registration or qualification under the securities laws of any such jurisdiction. No offer of securities shall be made except by means of a
prospectus meeting the requirements of Section 10 of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended.

SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf
by the undersigned hereunto duly authorized.
G LOBE S PECIALTY M ETALS , I NC .
Date: September 10, 2015

/s/ Stephen Lebowitz
By:
Name: Stephen Lebowitz
Title: Chief Legal Officer
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Exhibit 2.1
EXECUTION VERSION

FIRST AMENDMENT TO
AMENDED AND RESTATED BUSINESS COMBINATION AGREEMENT
THIS FIRST AMENDMENT (this “ Amendment ”) to the Amended and Restated Business Combination Agreement (the “
Agreement ”), dated as of May 5, 2015, by and among Globe Specialty Metals, Inc., a Delaware corporation (“ GSM ”), Grupo Villar Mir,
S.A.U., a Spanish public limited liability company in the form of a sociedad anónima (“ Grupo VM ”), Grupo FerroAtlántica, S.A.U., a
Spanish public limited liability company in the form of a sociedad anónima and wholly-owned subsidiary of Grupo VM (“ FA ”), Velonewco
Limited, a private limited company incorporated under the laws of England and a wholly-owned subsidiary of Grupo VM (“ Holdco ”), and
Gordon Merger Sub, Inc., a Delaware corporation and a direct wholly-owned subsidiary of Holdco (“ Merger Sub ”), is entered into as of
September 10, 2015 by and among GSM, Grupo VM, FA, Holdco and Merger Sub. Capitalized terms used herein without definition shall have
the meanings ascribed to such terms in the Agreement.

RECITALS
WHEREAS, the parties hereto previously entered into the Agreement, which amended and restated in its entirety that certain
Business Combination Agreement, dated as of February 23, 2015 among the parties hereto;
WHEREAS, Section 9.4 of the Agreement provides that the Agreement may be amended, modified or supplement by the parties;
and
WHEREAS, the parties hereto now desire to amend the Agreement as provided herein.

AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and premises contained in this Amendment and for other good and
valuable consideration, the receipt and adequacy of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties to this Amendment agree as follows:
1. Amendments .
(a) Section 1.11(a) the Agreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety as follows:
“Effective at the Effective Time, unless otherwise agreed by GSM and FA in writing, the parties shall take all necessary action to cause
the size of the Holdco Board to be increased to nine members, five of which shall be designated by Grupo VM (the “ Grupo VM
Designees ”) and four of which shall be designated by the GSM Board (the “ GSM Designees ”). AK shall be appointed as a member of
the Holdco Board as one of the GSM Designees and executive chairman of the Holdco Board if he is willing and able to serve as such.
Grupo VM shall be entitled to designate one of the Grupo VM Designees as executive vice-chairman of the Holdco Board. At least two
of the Grupo VM Designees and at least three of the GSM Designees shall qualify as “ independent

directors ”, as such term is defined in NASDAQ Stock Market Rule 5605(a)(2), and shall otherwise meet the minimum requirements to
serve on Holdco’s audit committee under the NASDAQ Stock Market Rules and applicable Law. The independent Grupo VM Designee
or Designees shall be designated by Grupo VM after consultation with GSM. At least one of the Grupo VM Designees shall not be
resident in Spain. The independent GSM Designees shall be designated by GSM from the current members of the GSM Board after
consultation with Grupo VM. Grupo VM agrees that each of the Grupo VM Designees shall, and GSM agrees that each of the GSM
Designees shall, at all times be qualified to serve as a director under applicable rules and policies of Holdco, NASDAQ, applicable Law
and shall have demonstrated good judgment, character and integrity in his or her personal and professional dealings and have relevant
financial, management and/or global business experience. Each of the Grupo VM Designees and the GSM Designees shall serve from and
after the Effective Time until their successors are duly elected or appointed and qualified or until his or her earlier death, resignation or
removal, in each case, in accordance with applicable Law, the Holdco Articles and the Shareholders’ Agreements.”
(b) Exhibit A of the Agreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety to read as set forth on Exhibit A hereto.
(c) Exhibit B of the Agreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety to read as set forth on Exhibit B hereto.
(d) Exhibit F of the Agreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety to read as set forth on Exhibit C hereto.
2. Reference to and Effect on the Agreement .
(a) Each reference in the Agreement to “this Agreement”, “hereunder”, “hereof”, “herein”, or words of like import shall
mean and be a reference to the Agreement as amended hereby. Each reference in any other agreement, document, instrument or certificate
contemplated by the Agreement to the Agreement shall mean and be a reference to the Agreement as amended hereby.
(b) Except as specifically amended herein, the terms and conditions of the Agreement shall remain unchanged and the
Agreement shall remain in full force and effect and is hereby ratified and confirmed.
3. Miscellaneous .
(a) This Amendment shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the Laws of the State of Delaware, without
regard to laws that may be applicable under conflicts of laws principles (whether of the State of Delaware or any other jurisdiction) that would
cause the application of the Laws of any jurisdiction other than the State of Delaware.
(b) This Amendment may be executed in one or more counterparts, and by the different parties hereto in separate
counterparts, each of which when executed shall be deemed to be an original but all of which taken together shall constitute one and the same
agreement.
[Signature Pages Follow]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the parties hereto has caused this Amendment to be executed as of the date first written above
by their respective officers thereunto duly authorized.
GLOBE SPECIALTY METALS, INC.
By: /s/ Alan Kestenbaum
Name: Alan Kestenbaum
Title: Executive Chairman
GRUPO FERROATLÁNTICA, S.A.U.
By: /s/ Javier López Madrid
Name: Javier López Madrid
Title: Vice-Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
GRUPO VILLAR MIR, S.A.U.
By: /s/ Javier López Madrid
Name: Javier López Madrid
Title: Chief Executive Officer
GORDON MERGER SUB, INC.
By: /s/ Javier López Madrid
Name: Javier López Madrid
Title: Vice-President
VELONEWCO LIMITED
By: /s/ Javier López Madrid
Name: Javier López Madrid
Title: Director
[Signature Page to First Amendment to Amended and Restated Business Combination Agreement]

Exhibit A
Form of Grupo VM Shareholder Agreement
[Attached.]
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SHAREHOLDER AGREEMENT (as it may be amended, restated, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time, this “
Agreement ”), dated as of [  ], 2015, between Grupo Villar Mir, S.A.U., a public limited company ( sociedad anónima ) incorporated
under the laws of Spain (“ Grupo VM ”), and VeloNewco Limited, a public limited company incorporated under the laws of England (“ Holdco
”).
WHEREAS, on the Effective Date, Holdco issued Shares to Grupo VM pursuant to the Business Combination Agreement; and
WHEREAS the parties hereto desire to enter into this Agreement to govern certain rights, obligations and interests of Grupo VM with
respect to Holdco.
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto agree as follows:
ARTICLE I
Certain Definitions
SECTION 1.01. Defined Terms . (a) In this Agreement, the following terms shall have the meanings set forth below:
“ Affiliate ” shall mean, with respect to any specified Person, any other Person that, directly or indirectly, through one or more
intermediaries, Controls, is Controlled by or is under common Control with such specified Person. Notwithstanding the foregoing, (i) neither
Holdco nor any Person Controlled by Holdco shall be deemed to be an “Affiliate” of Grupo VM or of any Affiliate of Grupo VM and
(ii) neither Grupo VM nor any Affiliate thereof shall be deemed to be an “Affiliate” of any other Shareholder or any Affiliate thereof by virtue
of its Shares.
“ AK ” shall mean Alan Kestebaum.
“ Articles of Association ” shall mean the Amended and Restated Articles of Association of Holdco, as the same may be amended or
supplemented from time to time.
“ beneficial owner ” shall mean any Person deemed to be the beneficial owner pursuant to Rule 13d-3 under the Exchange Act; provided ,
however , that, notwithstanding anything in Rule 13d-3(d)(1)(i) to the contrary, the determination of the “beneficial owner” shall be made after
giving effect to the conversion of all options, warrants, rights and convertible or other similar securities outstanding as of any date in question.
The term “beneficial ownership” shall have a correlative meaning.
“ Business Combination Agreement ” shall mean the Amended and Restated Business Combination Agreement among GSM, FA, Grupo
VM, Holdco and Gordon Merger Sub, Inc., a Delaware corporation, dated as of May 5, 2015.
“ Contested Election for Directors ” shall mean an election of directors at any annual general meeting of the members of the Company at
which directors of the Company are to be elected and at which (i) one or more members of the Company (other than Grupo VM, its

Affiliates or AK) nominates, in accordance with the Companies Act and Articles 21.1, 21.4 and 25.1(b) of the Articles of Association, and does
not withdraw from nomination prior to the meeting, one or more persons for election as a director in opposition to the persons nominated for
election by the Board of Directors in accordance with Section 3.01(c) and (ii) such member or members of the Company (A) attends the annual
general meeting, in person or by proxy, (B) votes (or shall have executed a deed providing that such member or members shall vote) all Shares
beneficially owned by such member or members in favor of such persons nominated for election by such member or members, and (C) makes a
material effort to solicit proxies in favor of such persons nominated for election by such member or members.
“ Contract ” shall mean, as to any Person, any contract, lease, easement, license, instrument or understanding to which the applicable
Person is a party.
“ Control ” shall mean, as to any Person, the possession, directly or indirectly or as trustee or executor, of the power to direct or cause the
direction of the management or policies of a Person, whether through the ownership of shares or other equity securities or as trustee or
executor, by Contract or otherwise. The terms “ Controlled ” and “ Controlling ” shall have a correlative meaning.
“ Covered Equity Securities ” shall mean any equity securities of Holdco or any Holdco Subsidiary.
“ Decrease Date ” shall mean the first date on which (a) Grupo VM no longer has the right to designate or nominate the majority of the
entire Board of Directors and (b) Grupo VM Directors no longer constitute the majority of the entire Board of Directors.
“ Director Nominees ” shall mean (a) the Grupo VM Nominees, (b) AK, if he is nominated as director of the Board of Directors, (c) any
person nominated as a GSM Independent Director and (d) any other person nominated as a director of the Board of Directors in accordance
with Section 3.01(d).
“ Effective Date ” shall mean the Closing Date (as defined in the Business Combination Agreement).
“ Employment Agreement ” shall mean any agreement that has been approved by the Board of Directors for the employment by Holdco
of any person.
“ equity security ” shall have the meaning given to such term in Rule 405 under the Securities Act.
“ Exchange ” shall mean the stock exchange in which Holdco maintains its primary listing, and in all events will be the Nasdaq so long as
listed thereon.
“ Exchange Act ” means the Securities Exchange of 1934, as amended, and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.
“ FA ” shall mean Grupo FerroAtlántica, S.A.U., a Spanish public limited liability company in the form of a sociedad anónima .
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“ Governmental Authority ” shall mean any national, federal, state, county, municipal, local or foreign government, or other political
subdivision thereof, any entity exercising executive, legislative, judicial, regulatory, taxing or administrative functions of or pertaining to
government, and any arbitrator or arbitral body or panel of competent jurisdiction.
“ GSM ” shall mean Globe Specialty Metals, Inc., a Delaware corporation.
“ GSM Independent Director ” shall mean (a) any Initial GSM Independent Director and (b) any other Director nominated for election or
appointment to the Board of Directors by the GSM Independent Directors or the Board of Directors in accordance with Section 3.01(c), and
who is a member of the Board of Directors and qualifies as an independent director under the Nasdaq Rules. The Grupo VM Directors and AK
shall not constitute GSM Independent Directors.
“ Holdco Equity Securities ” shall mean the Shares and any other equity securities of Holdco.
“ Holdco Subsidiary ” shall mean any direct or indirect Subsidiary of Holdco.
“ Law ” shall mean any federal, state, provincial, municipal, local or foreign law, statute, code, ordinance, rule, regulation, circular, order,
judgment, writ, stipulation, award, injunction, decree or arbitration award or finding.
“ Nasdaq Rules ” shall mean the Nasdaq Stock Market Rules or other rules of the applicable Exchange applicable to Holdco, as amended
and supplemented from time to time.
“ Percentage Interest ” shall mean, with respect to any Shareholder, the percentage of the total issued and outstanding Shares of Holdco
owned by that Shareholder.
“ Permitted Maximum Percentage ” shall mean the Percentage Interest of Grupo VM and its Affiliates as of the Effective Date; provided
that if at any time the aggregate Percentage Interest of Grupo VM and its Affiliates falls below 44.4% (other than as a result of any issuance or
offering of Shares by Holdco (i) with respect to which Grupo VM and its Affiliates did not have preemptive rights under Section 4.01 or (ii) for
non-cash consideration), the Permitted Maximum Percentage shall be 44.4%.
“ Person ” shall mean any individual, corporation, limited company, limited liability company, partnership, association, trust,
unincorporated organization, Governmental Authority, other entity or group (as defined in Section 13(d) of the Exchange Act).
“ Registration Rights Agreement ” shall mean the Registration Rights Agreement among Grupo VM, Holdco and AK, dated the date
hereof.
“ SEC ” shall mean the United States Securities and Exchange Commission.
“ Securities Act ” shall mean the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.
3

“ Shareholders ” shall mean the shareholders of Holdco.
“ Shares ” shall mean Company Ordinary Shares (as defined in the Articles of Association).
“ Subsidiary ” shall mean, with respect to any Person, any corporation, partnership, joint venture or other legal entity of which such
Person (either alone or through or together with any other Subsidiary), owns, directly or indirectly, a majority of the stock or other equity
interests the holders of which are generally entitled to vote for the election of the board of directors or other governing body of such
corporation, partnership, joint venture or other legal entity, or any Person that would otherwise be deemed a “subsidiary” under Rule 12b-2
promulgated under the Exchange Act.
“ Sunset Date ” shall mean the first date after the Effective Date on which Grupo VM and its Affiliates in the aggregate beneficially own
less than 15% of the issued and outstanding Shares.
“ Grupo VM Director ” shall mean any Initial Grupo VM Director or any Grupo VM Nominee elected to the Board of Directors in
accordance with the Articles of Association and this Agreement.
(b) Each of the following terms is defined in the Section listed opposite such term:
Term

Defined in

“Agreement”
“Board of Directors”
“Executive Chairman”
“Holdco”
“Initial Directors”
“Initial GSM Independent Directors”
“Initial Grupo VM Directors”
“Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee”
“Notice of Primary Offering”
“Permitted Transfer”
“Qualified Director Nominee”
“Transfer”
“Grupo VM”
“Grupo VM Nominee”
“Working Hours”

Preamble
Section 3.01(a)
Section 3.01(d)(i)
Preamble
Section 3.01(a)
Section 3.01(a)
Section 3.01(a)
Section 3.01(e)(ii)
Section 4.01
Section 6.02
Section 3.01(e)(ii)
Section 6.01
Preamble
Section 3.01(b)
Section 8.03(b)

SECTION 1.02. Other Definitional Provisions . (a) For purposes of this Agreement, whenever the context requires: the singular number
shall include the plural, and vice versa; the masculine gender shall include the feminine and neuter genders; the feminine gender shall include
the masculine and neuter genders; and the neuter gender shall include masculine and feminine genders. As used in this Agreement, the words
“include” and “including,” and variations thereof, shall not be deemed to be terms of limitation, but rather shall be deemed to be
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followed by the words “without limitation.” As used in this Agreement, references to a “party” or the “parties” are intended to refer to a party
to this Agreement or the parties to this Agreement. Except as otherwise indicated, all references in this Agreement to “Sections,” “Exhibits”
and “Schedules” are intended to refer to Sections of this Agreement and Exhibits and Schedules to this Agreement. Unless otherwise
specifically provided for herein, the term “or” shall not be deemed to be exclusive.
(b) Any agreement, instrument, statute or regulation defined or referred to herein or in any instrument or certificate delivered in
connection herewith means such agreement, instrument, statute or regulation as from time to time amended, consolidated, modified or
supplemented and includes (in the case of agreements or instruments) references to all attachments thereto and instruments incorporated
therein; references to a Person are also to its permitted successors and assigns.
(c) References to the “entire” Board of Directors are to the total number of director positions on the Board of Directors, without
regard to any vacancies, at the relevant time. As an example, if there are nine director positions, six of which are filled and three of which are
vacant, the entire Board of Directors shall be nine directors, action by a majority of the entire Board of Directors shall require the approval of
five of the six sitting directors and action by two-thirds of the entire Board of Directors shall require the approval of all six of the sitting
directors. If one or more Directors is not entitled to vote on a resolution in accordance with Article 33 of the Articles of Association, the size of
the entire Board shall be deemed reduced by the number of conflicted Directors, except that any item that under the Articles of Association that
requires the approval of two-thirds of the entire Board would still require either (i) the approval of two-thirds of the entire Board (determined
without regard to the deemed reduction pursuant to this sentence) or (ii) the approval of two-thirds of the entire Board (determined after taking
into account the deemed reduction pursuant to this sentence), including the approval of at least one Independent Director.

ARTICLE II
Holdco
SECTION 2.01. Ownership; Shares . Schedule I sets forth the number of Shares Grupo VM owns and its related Percentage Interest, as of
the Effective Date.

ARTICLE III
Management and Operations of Holdco
SECTION 3.01. Board of Directors .
(a) Pursuant to the Business Combination Agreement, on the Effective Date the board of directors of Holdco (the “ Board of Directors ”)
shall have up to nine Directors, consisting of: (1) three Directors designated by GSM after consultation with Grupo VM who qualify as
independent directors under the Nasdaq Rules (regardless of whether Shares are listed thereon) and were members of the board of directors of
GSM on the date prior to the Effective
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Date (the “ Initial GSM Independent Directors ”); (2) five Directors designated by Grupo VM, at least two of whom shall be designated after
consultation with GSM and qualify as an independent director under the Nasdaq Rules (regardless of whether Shares are listed thereon) (the “
Initial Grupo VM Directors ”); and (3) AK, if he was serving as chairman of the board of directors of GSM on the date prior to the Effective
Date (together with the Initial GSM Directors and the Initial Grupo VM Directors, the “ Initial Directors ”).
(b) Prior to the Sunset Date, subject to and in accordance with this Section 3.01, in connection with any election of the Board of
Directors, Grupo VM shall have the right to nominate, for election at any meeting of Holdco shareholders called for the purpose of electing
directors for, or to appoint persons to fill vacancies in, the Board of Directors, a number of director candidates (each such candidate, a “ Grupo
VM Nominee ”) equal to its Percentage Interest multiplied by the number of directors constituting the entire Board of Directors, rounded up to
the nearest whole number, calculated on the date that is ten days prior to the beginning of the period during which shareholders of Holdco may
give notice of a resolution to be proposed at a general meeting pursuant to Article 21 of the Articles of Association; provided , however , that in
the event such whole number would cause the Grupo VM Nominees to constitute two-thirds or more of the entire Board, such result shall be
rounded down to the nearest whole number. Prior to the Decrease Date, Grupo VM shall at all times nominate at least two Grupo VM Directors
who shall qualify as independent directors under the Nasdaq Rules (regardless of whether Shares are listed thereon). On and after the Decrease
Date, until the number of Grupo VM Directors is reduced to one, Grupo VM shall at all times nominate at least one Grupo VM Director who
shall qualify as an independent director under the Nasdaq Rules (regardless of whether Shares are listed thereon).
(c) Prior to the Decrease Date, subject to and in accordance with this Section 3.01, the GSM Independent Directors shall have the
exclusive right to nominate persons on behalf of the Board of Directors for election at any meeting of Holdco shareholders called for the
purpose of electing directors for, or to appoint persons to fill vacancies in, the Board of Directors, subject to the right of Grupo VM to designate
and nominate Directors under this Agreement and to Section 3.01(d). On and after the Decrease Date, the Board of Directors shall have the
right to nominate persons on behalf of the Board of Directors for election at any meeting of Holdco shareholders called for the purpose of
electing directors for, or to fill vacancies in, the Board of Directors, subject to the right of Grupo VM to designate and nominate Directors
under this Agreement and to Section 3.01(d). With respect to any meeting of Holdco shareholders called for the purpose of electing directors
prior to the Decrease Date, the number of nominations by the GSM Independent Directors shall not exceed the number of the entire Board of
Directors reduced by the number of Grupo VM Directors and by any person entitled to nomination under Section 3.01(d).
(d) (i) Subject to the Articles of Association, for so long as AK is serving as the executive chairman of Holdco (the “ Executive Chairman
”), he shall be entitled to nomination for election as a director at any meeting of Holdco shareholders called for the purpose of electing
directors.
(ii) Prior to the third anniversary of the Effective Date, if AK is not serving as the Executive Chairman, Grupo VM and/or the GSM
Independent Directors may submit the names
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of one or more Person(s) to the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee for consideration to be appointed as a director and act as the
Executive Chairman. The Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee shall evaluate the qualifications of each such Person to serve as a
director and the Executive Chairman and, following such evaluation, shall make a recommendation to the Board of Directors for action by the
requisite approval of the entire Board of Directors as to such Person under the Articles of Association for appointment of a replacement
Executive Chairman. In the event the requisite approval of the entire Board of Directors is not obtained in accordance with the Articles of
Association, Grupo VM and/or the GSM Independent Directors may, and in any event Grupo VM shall, in good faith and consistent with the
requirements of Section 3.01(e), within 30 days of such disapproval, submit the names of one or more additional (but not the same) Person(s)
to serve as a director and act as the Executive Chairman for approval in accordance with the foregoing sentence. Grupo VM shall continue to
submit the names of additional (but not the same) Persons in accordance with this Section 3.01(e)(ii) until the earlier of (x) such time as an
Executive Chairman is appointed and (y) the third anniversary of the Effective Date. In the event the Executive Chairman is a Grupo VM
Director or an Affiliate of Grupo VM, the Executive Chairman shall constitute a Grupo VM Nominee and a Grupo VM Director for all
purposes under this Agreement.
(iii) On and after the third anniversary of the Effective Date, if AK is not serving as Executive Chairman, the Board of Directors may
determine that Holdco’s chief executive officer should serve as a member of the Board of Directors; provided , that (A) if the chief executive
officer is an Affiliate of Grupo VM, he or she shall be deemed to be a Grupo VM Nominee and a Grupo VM Director, as the case may be, for
all purposes under this Agreement and (B) if the chief executive officer was a Grupo VM Director prior to such Board determination, he or she
shall be deemed to be a Grupo VM Nominee and a Grupo VM Director, as the case may be, for all purposes under this Agreement.
(e) (i) Each Director shall at all times (A) be qualified to serve as a Director under applicable rules and policies of Holdco, the Exchange
and applicable Law and (B) have demonstrated good judgment, character and integrity in his or her personal and professional dealings and have
relevant financial, management and/or global business experience.
(ii) Each of the Director Nominees nominated as a GSM Independent Director or as a Grupo VM Director who is required to qualify as
“independent” under the Nasdaq Rules (any such Director Nominee, a “ Qualified Director Nominee ”) shall at all times be qualified to serve as
a director under applicable rules and policies of Holdco, the Exchange and applicable Law. Such qualification shall be determined with respect
to each Qualified Director Nominee by the nominating and corporate governance committee of the Board of Directors, or other committee
performing the functions of nominating directors for election to the Board of Directors (the “ Nominating and Corporate Governance
Committee ”), acting reasonably and in good faith and in a manner consistent with the fiduciary duties of each director and the rules of the
Exchange and applicable Law. In addition, in evaluating the Qualified Director Nominees for nomination, the Nominating and Corporate
Governance Committee shall consider whether each Qualified Director Nominee (i) has demonstrated good judgment, character and integrity in
his or her personal and professional dealings and (ii) has relevant financial, management and/or global business experience, each as determined
by the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee, acting reasonably and in good faith and in a manner consistent with the fiduciary
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duties of each director and the rules of the Exchange and applicable Law. In the event the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee
determines reasonably and in good faith and in a manner consistent with the fiduciary duties of each director, that a Qualified Director
Nominee is ineligible to serve under the applicable rules and policies of Holdco, the Exchange and applicable Law, or otherwise does not
satisfy the standards for service on the Board of Directors specified above, the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee will inform
Grupo VM, the Board of Directors and the Qualified Director Nominee of its determination and the basis therefor in writing and in reasonable
detail and will allow a reasonable opportunity for Grupo VM, the Board of Directors and the Qualified Director Nominee to evaluate the
determination, including through meetings and discussions with the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee regarding the
circumstances of his or her eligibility to serve. Following such discussions, if the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee, acting
reasonably and in good faith and in a manner consistent with the fiduciary duties of each director, has not reversed its determination that the
Qualified Director Nominee is ineligible to serve, then, in the case of a Qualified Director Nominee who has been submitted for nomination,
Grupo VM, the GSM Independent Directors or the Board of Directors, as applicable, shall submit in good faith a replacement Board Nominee
for consideration by the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee as promptly as possible but in all cases within thirty (30) days, in
accordance with the requirements of this Article III, or in the case of a Board Nominee who is an incumbent director, such Board Nominee
will, if requested by the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee, promptly tender his or her resignation from the Board of Directors
or committee of the Board of Directors, as applicable, and the resulting vacancy will be filled pursuant to this Article III.
(f) Holdco shall, during the term of this Agreement, subject to applicable Law and to Section 3.01(e), include the Director Nominees in
the slate of nominees recommended by the Board of Directors to the shareholders of Holdco, and included in the related Holdco notice of
annual or other general meeting, voting ballots, proxy notice, or proxy statement (if applicable) and proposed as a resolution at such annual or
general meeting, for election to the Board of Directors at any annual or other general meeting of shareholders of Holdco at which directors are
to be elected.
(g) Except with respect to the election of directors (other than the Grupo VM Nominees and any person nominated to the Board of
Directors pursuant to Section 3.01(d)) in a Contested Election for Directors that occurs from and after the fifth anniversary of the Effective
Date, Grupo VM shall vote, in person or by proxy, its Shares at any meeting of the Holdco shareholders at which action is to be taken with
respect to the election of directors to cause the election or reelection, as applicable, of the Grupo VM Nominees and any person nominated by
the Board of Directors for any election of directors so long as such nominations are in accordance with Sections 3.01(c), 3.01(d) and 3.01(e)
and the Articles of Association. Grupo VM shall not vote, in person or by proxy, its Shares at any meeting of the Holdco shareholders to cause
the removal as a director of any person entitled to nomination pursuant to Section 3.01(c) or any director nominated for election or appointment
in accordance with Section 3.01(d). In the case of a Contested Election for Directors that occurs from and after the fifth anniversary of the
Effective Date, (i) Grupo VM shall vote, in person or by proxy, its Shares at any meeting of the Holdco shareholders at which action is to be
taken with respect to the election of directors to
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cause the election or reelection, as applicable, of the Grupo VM Nominees and any person nominated for election to the Board of Directors
pursuant to Section 3.01(d) and (ii) Grupo VM shall abstain from voting and not vote its Shares with respect to the election of directors other
than the Grupo VM Nominees or any person nominated to the Board of Directors pursuant to Section 3.01(d). Grupo VM shall not take any
actions which are inconsistent with the intent and purpose of any of the foregoing or vote, in person or by proxy, in any manner that is
inconsistent with the intent and purpose of any of the foregoing.
(h) Upon the death, resignation, retirement, incapacity, disqualification or removal (with or without cause) for any other reason of any
Grupo VM Director, Grupo VM shall have the right to nominate the individual to fill the resulting vacancy in accordance with Section 3.01(b)
and the Articles of Association.
SECTION 3.02. Appointment of Executive Chairman and Executive Vice-Chairman . On the Effective Date, (a) AK shall be appointed as
the Executive Chairman and (b) a Grupo VM Director, to be designated by Grupo VM, shall be appointed as the executive vice-chairman of the
Board of Directors. Each of the Executive Chairman and the executive vice-chairman of the Board of Directors shall have the authority and
responsibility set forth in the Articles of Association and as otherwise delegated or agreed by the Board of Directors from time to time.
SECTION 3.03. Committees . The Board of Directors may designate one or more committees of the Board of Directors. Prior to the
Sunset Date, subject to applicable Law and the rules of the Exchange, each committee of the Board of Directors shall contain a number of
Grupo VM Directors equal to the product (rounded up to the nearest whole number) of (a) the total number of members of such committee and
(b) Grupo VM’s Percentage Interest; provided , however , that, prior to the Decrease Date, GSM Independent Directors shall constitute a
majority of the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee and, provided , further , that at all times the BCA Special Committee (as
defined in the Business Combination Agreement) shall be a three-member committee composed of two GSM Independent Directors and one
independent Grupo VM Director.

ARTICLE IV
Preemptive Rights
SECTION 4.01. Preemptive Rights . Grupo VM shall have preemptive rights to subscribe for up to its Percentage Interest of any issue of
Covered Equity Securities by Holdco or any Holdco Subsidiary for cash or non-cash consideration, in each case on the same terms and at the
same price per Covered Equity Security offered to each offeree. Prior to any such issuance of Covered Equity Securities, Holdco shall first
deliver written notice to Grupo VM of the proposed primary offering, including the number and terms of the Covered Equity Securities to be
sold, the proposed price per Covered Equity Security and other relevant terms of the issue and the proposed closing date for such transaction (“
Notice of Primary Offering ”). Grupo VM shall have a period of 60 days after delivery of the Notice of Primary Offering to elect to subscribe
for a number of Covered Equity Securities, up to a maximum of the Percentage Interest of Grupo VM immediately prior to such issue
multiplied by the number of Covered Equity Securities
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being issued. This right shall be exercised by Grupo VM, if at all, by delivery of written notice to Holdco. A failure to deliver such notice to
Holdco shall be deemed an election by Grupo VM not to participate in the offering, but shall not waive Grupo VM’s rights with respect to
future offerings. An election by Grupo VM to subscribe shall constitute an agreement to purchase that number of Covered Equity Securities so
elected on the terms contained in the Notice of Primary Offering.
SECTION 4.02. Exceptions From Preemptive Rights . The preemptive rights of Grupo VM in Section 4.01 shall not apply to any issue by
Holdco of Shares: (a) pursuant to any share split, share dividend or similar corporate action, (b) pursuant to a firm-commitment underwritten
public offering of Shares for cash, with the number of Shares issued in any 12-month period pursuant to such offering not to exceed 10% of the
Shares issued and outstanding immediately prior to such 12-month period, (c) in connection with the acquisition of any Person or the purchase
of the assets or properties of any Person to the extent such Shares are not issued for cash consideration, (d) in connection with the bona fide
sale by Holdco or any Holdco Subsidiary of all or substantially all of the equity securities of one or more Holdco Subsidiaries or (e) pursuant to
an employee share plan, incentive plan, restricted share plan or other similar benefit plan, program or agreement approved by the Board of
Directors.
SECTION 4.03. Nonintervention by Holdco . Holdco shall not, and shall not permit any of its Subsidiaries to, take any action that directly
impairs the ability of Grupo VM to exercise its preemptive rights under this Article IV.
SECTION 4.04. Certain Issues of Shares . Holdco shall not issue any Shares in connection with the acquisition of any Person or the
purchase of the assets or properties of any Person if the aggregate number of Shares to be issued in any single acquisition or purchase would
exceed 20% of the issued and outstanding Shares immediately prior to such issue, without the prior approval of the holders of the Shares by
ordinary resolution.

ARTICLE V
Standstill Provisions
SECTION 5.01. Standstill .
(a) Prior to the Sunset Date, neither Grupo VM nor any Affiliate of Grupo VM shall: (i) effect, agree, seek or make any proposal or
offer with respect to, or announce any intention with respect to or cause or participate in or in any way assist, facilitate or encourage any other
Person to effect or seek, directly or indirectly, (A) any acquisition of any Holdco Equity Securities (or beneficial ownership thereof), or any
assets, indebtedness or businesses of Holdco or any Holdco Subsidiary, (B) any tender or exchange offer, merger or other business combination
involving Holdco or any Holdco Subsidiary or assets of Holdco or any Holdco Subsidiary constituting a significant portion of the consolidated
assets of Holdco and the Holdco Subsidiaries, (C) any recapitalization, restructuring, liquidation, dissolution, change of Control or other
extraordinary transaction with respect to Holdco or any Holdco Subsidiary, or (D) any “solicitation” of “proxies” (as such terms are used in the
proxy rules of the SEC) to vote any equity securities of Holdco; (ii) form, join or in any way participate in a “group” (as defined under the
Exchange Act) with respect to Holdco or otherwise act in concert with any Person or
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group in respect of any equity securities of Holdco; (iii) except in accordance with this Agreement, otherwise act, alone or in concert with
others, to seek representation on the Board of Directors; (iv) take any action which would or would reasonably be expected to cause Holdco to
make a public announcement under applicable Law regarding any of the types of matters set forth in clause (i) above; (v) enter into any
discussions or arrangements with any Person with respect to any of the foregoing or (vi) request that Holdco amend or waive any provision of
this Section 5.01(a).
(b) Section 5.01(a) shall not prohibit: (i) any transaction, discussions or arrangements solely between or among Grupo VM and its
Affiliates; (ii) any acquisition pursuant to an equity incentive or similar plan established by the Board of Directors for members of the Board of
Directors in their capacities as such; (iii) any acquisition pursuant to or in connection with a share split, share dividend or similar corporate
action initiated by Holdco; (iv) any acquisition pursuant to Article IV; (v) any purchase of Shares “regular-way” on the Nasdaq or other
recognized securities exchange if immediately subsequent to such purchase, the aggregate Percentage Interests of Grupo VM and its Affiliates
does not exceed the Permitted Maximum Percentage as of immediately prior to such purchase; (vi) any transaction previously approved by the
Board of Directors in accordance with this Agreement and the Articles of Association and actions in furtherance thereof; (vii) any action
expressly permitted by this Agreement or the Registration Rights Agreement; (viii) Grupo VM or any Grupo VM Director from engaging in
non-public discussions with the Board of Directors regarding one or more transactions that would otherwise be prohibited by Section 5.01 so
long as (A) with respect to any such discussions occurring prior to the Decrease Date with respect to matters of a type listed in paragraphs
(b) and (c) of Article 34.3 of the Articles of Association, such discussions would not reasonably be expected to result in public disclosure by
Grupo VM under applicable Law, including requirements of the SEC and (B) with respect to any such discussions occurring after the Decrease
Date, such discussions would not reasonably be expected to result in public disclosure by Grupo VM under applicable Law, including
requirements of the SEC, and (ix) at any time after the third anniversary of the Effective Date, an acquisition of Shares for cash pursuant to a
takeover offer made to all holders of Shares for all Shares if such takeover offer (A) complies with all applicable requirements of the SEC, and
(B) has a non-waivable condition that it be accepted by holders of a majority of Shares not held by Grupo VM and its Affiliates.
(c) Prior to the Decrease Date, Section 5.01(a) shall also not prohibit any transaction (or any proposal, announcement, discussion or
arrangement in connection therewith) not of a type listed in paragraphs (b) and (c) of Article 34.3 of the Articles of Association (or any
successor provisions) and actions in furtherance thereof; provided , however , that immediately subsequent to any such transaction otherwise
permitted by this Section 5.01(c), the aggregate Percentage Interests of Grupo VM and its Affiliates does not exceed the Permitted Maximum
Percentage.
(d) Section 5.01(a) shall also not prohibit or prevent Grupo VM or any of its Affiliates from acquiring securities of, or from entering
into any merger or other business combination with, another Person that owns, beneficially or otherwise, any Holdco Equity Securities;
provided , however , that (i) such Person shall not have acquired such Holdco Equity Securities in contemplation of Grupo VM or such
Affiliate acquiring the securities of, or entering into any such merger or other business combination with, such Person, (ii) the ownership of
such
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Holdco Equity Securities by such Person shall not be a material reason for Grupo VM or such Affiliate acquiring the securities of, or entering
into any such merger or other business combination with, such Person, and (iii) such Person shall not own, beneficially or otherwise, greater
than 1% of the Holdco Equity Securities then-outstanding.
(e) If (i) the aggregate Percentage Interest of Grupo VM and its Affiliates falls below 30% (other than as a result of an issuance or
offering of Shares by Holdco with respect to which Grupo VM and its Affiliates did not have preemptive rights) and (ii) Grupo VM or any of
its Affiliates subsequently purchases any Shares pursuant to Section 5.01(b)(v) and as a result of such purchase the aggregate Percentage
Interests of Grupo VM and its Affiliates exceeds 30%, then Grupo VM will make a “mandatory bid” in compliance with Rule 9 of The City
Code on Takeovers and Mergers, without regard for whether Rule 9 or such Code is otherwise applicable.
SECTION 5.02. Nonintervention by Holdco . Holdco shall not, and shall not permit any of its Subsidiaries to, take any action that would
directly impair the ability of Grupo VM to exercise its rights under Sections 5.01(b), 5.01(c) and 5.01(d) or its obligations under Section 5.01
(e).

ARTICLE VI
Transfers
SECTION 6.01. Restrictions on Transfers .
(a) Grupo VM shall not, directly or indirectly, by operation of Law, Contract or otherwise, (a) offer, transfer, sell, assign, pledge,
hypothecate, encumber, gift or otherwise dispose of any beneficial ownership of, or pecuniary interest in, any Covered Equity Securities
(whether by sale, merger, consolidation, liquidation, dissolution, dividend, distribution or otherwise), (b) engage in any hedging, swap, forward
contract or other transaction which is designed to or which reasonably could be expected to lead to or result in a sale or disposition of beneficial
ownership of, or pecuniary interest in, any Covered Equity Securities, including any short sale or any purchase, sale or grant of any right
(including without limitation any put or call option) with respect to the Covered Equity Securities; or (c) enter into a short sale of, or trade in,
derivative securities representing the right to vote or economic benefits of, the Covered Equity Securities (in each case, a “ Transfer ”), other
than in a Permitted Transfer (as defined below).
(b) Any Transfer not expressly permitted herein shall be null and void ab initio and of no effect, and Holdco shall not record any such
Transfer on its books or treat any purported transferee as the owner of Covered Equity Securities for any purpose.
(c) If and to the extent Grupo VM holds any Shares in certificated form, Grupo VM hereby agrees, as promptly as practicable after the
date of this Agreement, to deliver certificates evidencing all of the Covered Equity Securities held by Grupo VM to Holdco, and hereby
authorizes and instructs Holdco (including through Holdco’s transfer agent or registrar, as applicable), and Holdco agrees, not to register any
Transfer of any of the Covered Equity Securities held by Grupo VM, except as expressly permitted by this Agreement and in any event
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not before any transferee of a Permitted Transfer has entered into a customary binding deed of adherence to this Agreement (if required
hereunder), and to legend the certificates evidencing such Covered Equity Securities. Holdco agrees that as promptly as practicable after the
date of this Agreement it shall (i) make a notation on its records and give instructions to the transfer agent and registrar for the Covered Equity
Securities not to permit, during the term of this Agreement, the Transfer of the Covered Equity Securities held by Grupo VM and (ii) place (or
cause the transfer agent and registrar for the Covered Equity Securities to place) the legend described below in its registry of members and on
any certificates evidencing any Covered Equity Securities held by Grupo VM. Holdco agrees that, following the termination of this Agreement,
Holdco shall cause any restricted transfer instructions imposed pursuant to this Section 6.01(c) to be lifted and any legended certificates
delivered pursuant to this Section 6.01(c) to be replaced with certificates not bearing such legend.
Holdco shall note the following legend on its registry of members with respect to the Covered Equity Securities held by Grupo VM in
certificated form, and each certificate evidencing Covered Equity Securities shall bear the following legend on the face thereof:
“THE SHARES REPRESENTED BY CERTIFICATE NO. [•] ARE SUBJECT TO RESTRICTIONS ON VOTING, TRANSFER AND
CERTAIN OTHER LIMITATIONS SET FORTH IN THAT CERTAIN SHAREHOLDER AGREEMENT, DATED AS OF
[
], 2015, BETWEEN HOLDCO AND GRUPO VM, COPIES OF WHICH SHAREHOLDER AGREEMENT ARE ON
FILE AT THE PRINCIPAL OFFICE OF HOLDCO. THE SHARES REPRESENTED BY CERTIFICATE NO. [•] MAY NOT BE
VOTED, SOLD, TRANSFERRED, PLEDGED OR OTHERWISE DISPOSED OF EXCEPT IN ACCORDANCE WITH SAID
SHAREHOLDER AGREEMENT.”
SECTION 6.02. Permitted Transfers . Each of the following is a “ Permitted Transfer ”:
(a) any Transfer to an Affiliate of Grupo VM, so long as such Affiliate, to the extent it has not already done so, executes a customary
binding deed of adherence to this Agreement, in form and substance reasonably acceptable to Holdco;
(b) any Transfer to Holdco or a Subsidiary of Holdco;
(c) any Transfer pursuant to a widely distributed public offering of Shares for cash;
(d) any Transfer of Shares effected through a “brokers’ transaction” as defined in Rule 144(g) under the Securities Act;
(e) any Transfer of Shares pursuant to a privately-negotiated transaction to any purchaser who, along with its Affiliates or any “group” (as
defined under the Exchange Act) of which it is a member (to the extent Grupo VM has knowledge of the existence and composition of such
group after reasonable inquiry), immediately after the consummation of such Transfer, would have beneficial ownership of less than 10% of
outstanding Shares, provided , that after reasonable inquiry, Grupo VM has no reason to believe that such purchaser is, or has the intent to be, a
Person who would be required to file a Schedule 13D (or successor form) under the Exchange Act disclosing an intent other than for
investment;
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(f) any Transfer of Shares in connection with a public tender or similar takeover offer made to all holders of Shares for all Shares if such
public tender or similar takeover offer (i) complies with all applicable requirements of the SEC, the Exchange and other applicable Law, (ii) is
made on the same price per Share, with the same form of consideration per Share and otherwise on the same terms and conditions to all holders
of Shares ( provided , however , that if the holders of Shares are granted the right to elect to receive one of two or more alternative forms of
consideration, the foregoing provision shall be deemed satisfied if each holder of Shares is granted identical election rights) and (iii) has a nonwaivable condition that it be accepted by holders of a majority of the Shares not held by Grupo VM or its Affiliates;
(g) any pledge of Shares if (i) such pledge is in favor of a bona fide independent financial institution that is not a “state-owned
enterprise” (which term shall not include any publicly traded European financial institution in which some but not all of the equity interests
therein are owned by a Governmental Authority) and (ii) as a condition to pledgee’s ability to take ownership of such Shares, such pledgee
agrees to comply with the restrictions in this Article VI with respect to such Shares (it being acknowledged and agreed that such pledgee shall
inure to the rights of Grupo VM and its Affiliates under the Registration Rights Agreement with respect to such Shares); and
(h) any hedging, swap, forward or other derivative contract with respect to any Covered Equity Securities, provided that (i) at no time
shall the aggregate number of Covered Equity Securities underlying such hedging, swap, forward or other derivative arrangements exceed 20%
of the aggregate number of the Covered Equity Securities held by Grupo VM and its Affiliates and (ii) Grupo VM shall not lend, or permit or
authorizing the lending of, any Covered Equity Security to any Person.

ARTICLE VII
Representations and Warranties
SECTION 7.01. Representations and Warranties of Grupo VM . Grupo VM represents and warrants as of the date hereof as follows:
(a) Due Incorporation. It is duly incorporated, registered and validly existing under the laws of the jurisdiction of its incorporation, and
has the power and lawful authority to own its assets and properties and to carry on its business as now conducted. It is duly licensed or
qualified to do business in each jurisdiction in which it transacts business, except where the failure to be so licensed or qualified would not,
individually or in the aggregate, have a material adverse effect on its consolidated financial condition or on its ability to perform its obligations
under this Agreement.
(b) Authority to Execute and Perform Agreement. It has the full right, power, authority and approval required to enter into, execute and
deliver this Agreement and to perform fully its obligations hereunder. Assuming the due execution and delivery by Holdco, this
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Agreement constitutes the valid and binding obligations of Grupo VM, enforceable in accordance with its terms, except as (i) such
enforceability may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization or moratorium or other similar laws affecting the enforcement of
creditors’ rights generally, and (ii) the availability of remedies may be limited by equitable principles of general applicability.
(c) No Conflicts. The execution and delivery of this Agreement, the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereunder and the
performance of this Agreement in accordance with the terms and conditions thereof, will not conflict with or result in the breach or violation of
any of the terms or conditions of, or constitute (or with notice or lapse of time or both would constitute) a default under, (i) the certificate of
incorporation, by-laws or other constitutive documents of Grupo VM; (ii) any instrument or Contract to which Grupo VM is a party or by or to
which it or its assets or properties are bound or subject; or (iii) any statute or any regulation, order, judgment or decree of any Governmental
Authority, except, in each case, for such breaches, violations or defaults that would not, individually or in the aggregate, materially impair the
ability of Grupo VM to perform its obligations under this Agreement.
SECTION 7.02. Representations and Warranties of Holdco . Holdco represents and warrants as of the date hereof as follows:
(a) Due Incorporation. It is duly incorporated, registered and validly existing under the laws of England and has the power and lawful
authority to own its assets and properties and to carry on its business as now conducted. It is duly licensed or qualified to do business in each
jurisdiction in which it transacts business, except where the failure to be so licensed or qualified would not, individually or in the aggregate,
have a material adverse effect on its consolidated financial condition or on its ability to perform its obligations under this Agreement.
(b) Authority to Execute and Perform Agreement. It has the full right, power, authority and approval required to enter into, execute and
deliver this Agreement and to perform fully its obligations hereunder. Assuming the due execution and delivery by Grupo VM, this Agreement
constitutes the valid and binding obligations of Holdco, enforceable in accordance with its terms, except as (i) such enforceability may be
limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization or moratorium or other similar laws affecting the enforcement of creditors’ rights generally,
and (ii) the availability of remedies may be limited by equitable principles of general applicability.
(c) No Conflicts. The execution and delivery of this Agreement, the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereunder and the
performance of this Agreement in accordance with the terms and conditions thereof, will not conflict with or result in the breach or violation of
any of the terms or conditions of, or constitute (or with notice or lapse of time or both would constitute) a default under, (i) the Articles of
Association as of the date of this Agreement; (ii) any instrument or Contract to which Holdco is a party or by or to which it or its assets or
properties are bound or subject; or (iii) any statute or any regulation, order, judgment or decree of any Governmental Authority, except, in each
case, for such breaches, violations or defaults that would not, individually or in the aggregate, materially impair the ability of Holdco to
perform its obligations under this Agreement.
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ARTICLE VIII
Miscellaneous
SECTION 8.01. Term and Termination of Agreement . (a) This Agreement shall continue in full effect until the Sunset Date, and shall
terminate immediately thereafter. Except as expressly set out in this Agreement, neither party shall be entitled to rescind or terminate this
Agreement in any circumstances whatsoever at any time, and each party waives any rights of rescission or termination it may have.
(b) Upon termination of this Agreement pursuant to Section 8.01(a), each party to this Agreement shall release and discharge the other
party from all claims or demands under or in connection with this Agreement, except that (i) this Article VIII shall survive such termination
and (ii) nothing herein shall relieve any party from liabilities or damages incurred or suffered as a result of a Willful and Material Breach (as
defined in the Business Combination Agreement) by such party of any of its respective representations, warranties, covenants or other
agreements set forth in this Agreement.
SECTION 8.02. Confidentiality Agreement . Grupo VM hereby agrees that, notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement to the
contrary, Grupo VM and its Affiliates may be provided confidential information in accordance with and subject to the terms of a
Confidentiality Agreement in the form attached hereto as Exhibit A , which such Confidentiality Agreement has been mutually executed and
delivered concurrently with the execution and delivery of this Agreement.
SECTION 8.03. Notices . (a) Any notices or other communications required or permitted under, or otherwise given in connection with,
this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be given as follows:
If to Holdco, addressed to it at:
[  ]
Tel: [  ]
Fax: [  ]
Attention: [ 
Email: [  ]

]

with a copy to (for information purposes only):
[  ]
Tel: [  ]
Fax: [  ]
Attention: [ 
Email: [  ]

]

If to Grupo VM, addressed to it at:
[  ]
Tel: [  ]
Fax: [  ]
Attention: [ 
Email: [  ]

]
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with a copy to (for information purposes only):
[  ]
Tel: [  ]
Fax: [  ]
Attention: [ 
Email: [  ]

]

(b) Any notice or other communication given under this Agreement or in connection with the matters contemplated herein shall, except
where otherwise specifically provided, be in writing in the English language, addressed as provided in Section 8.03(a) and served: (i) by
leaving it at the relevant address in which case it shall be deemed to have been given upon delivery to that address; (ii) by fax, in which case it
shall be deemed to have been given when despatched subject to confirmation of uninterrupted transmission by a transmission report; or (iii) by
e-mail, in which case it shall be deemed to have been given when despatched subject to confirmation of delivery by a delivery receipt, provided
that in the case of sub-clauses (ii) and (iii) any notice despatched other than between the hours of 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on a business day (“
Working Hours ”) shall be deemed given at the start of the next period of Working Hours.
(c) Any party to this Agreement may notify the other parties of any change to its address or other details specified in Section 8.03(a)
provided that such notification shall only be effective on the date specified in such notice or five business days after the notice is given,
whichever is later.
SECTION 8.04. Severability . Any term or provision of this Agreement that is invalid or unenforceable in any situation in any
jurisdiction shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remaining terms and provisions hereof or the validity or enforceability of the
offending term or provision in any other situation or in any other jurisdiction. If the final judgment of an arbitral tribunal or court of competent
jurisdiction declares that any term or provision hereof is invalid or unenforceable, the parties hereto agree that the arbitral tribunal or court
making such determination shall have the power to limit the term or provision, to delete specific words or phrases, or (to the extent possible) to
replace any invalid or unenforceable term or provision with a term or provision that is valid and enforceable and that comes closest to
expressing the intention of the invalid or unenforceable term or provision, and this Agreement shall be enforceable as so modified. In the event
such arbitral tribunal or court does not exercise the power granted to it in the prior sentence, the parties hereto agree to replace such invalid or
unenforceable term or provision with a valid and enforceable term or provision that will achieve, to the extent possible, the economic, business
and other purposes of such invalid or unenforceable term.
SECTION 8.05. Entire Agreement; Amendments and Waivers . This Agreement constitutes the complete, final and exclusive statement
of the agreement among the parties
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pertaining to the subject matter hereof and supersede all prior agreements, understandings, negotiations and discussions, whether oral or
written, of the parties. No amendment, supplement, modification, rescission or waiver of this Agreement shall be binding unless executed in
writing by the parties hereto. Failure to insist upon strict compliance with any of the terms, covenants or conditions hereof shall not be deemed
a waiver of such term, covenant or condition, nor shall any waiver or relinquishment of any right or power hereunder at any one or more times
be deemed a waiver or relinquishment of such right or power at any other time or times, and no waiver of any of the provisions of this
Agreement shall be deemed or shall constitute a continuing waiver unless otherwise expressly provided. The parties expressly acknowledge
that they have not relied upon any prior agreements, understandings, negotiations and discussions, whether oral or written.
SECTION 8.06. Assignment . Grupo VM shall not assign any of its rights under this Agreement, in whole or in part, to any Person,
without first obtaining the prior written consent of Holdco, and any assignment in contravention hereof shall be null and void; provided, that
Grupo VM may assign this Agreement to an Affiliate in connection with a Permitted Transfer if such Affiliate executes a customary binding
deed of adherence to this Agreement, in form and substance reasonably acceptable to Holdco. This Agreement will be binding upon, inure to
the benefit of and be enforceable by the parties and their respective permitted successors and assigns.
SECTION 8.07. Parties in Interest . This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure solely to the benefit of the parties and their
respective successors and assigns, and nothing in this Agreement, express or implied, is intended to or shall confer upon any other Person any
right, benefit or remedy of any nature whatsoever under or by reason of this Agreement or shall be enforceable by virtue of the Contracts
(Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999, by any person who is not a party to this Agreement.
SECTION 8.08. Mutual Drafting . Each party has participated in the drafting of this Agreement, which each party acknowledges is the
result of extensive negotiations between the parties. If an ambiguity or question of intent or interpretation arises, this Agreement shall be
construed as if drafted jointly by the parties, and no presumption or burden of proof shall arise favoring or disfavoring any party by virtue of
the authorship of any provision.
SECTION 8.09. Governing Law; Consent to Jurisdiction .
(a) This Agreement and any non-contractual rights or obligations arising out of or in connection with it shall be governed by, and
construed in accordance with, the laws of England.
(b) The parties irrevocably agree that the courts of England and Wales shall have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any Disputes, and waive
any objection to proceedings before such courts on the grounds of venue or on the grounds that such proceedings have been brought in an
inappropriate forum.
(c) For the purposes of this Section 8.09, “Dispute” means any dispute, controversy, claim or difference of whatever nature arising out of,
relating to, or having any connection with this Agreement, including a dispute regarding the existence, formation, validity, interpretation,
performance or termination of this Agreement or the consequences of its nullity and also including any dispute relating to any non-contractual
rights or obligations arising out of, relating to, or having any connection with this Agreement.
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SECTION 8.10. Counterparts . This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, and by the different parties hereto in
separate counterparts, each of which when executed shall be deemed to be an original but all of which taken together shall constitute one and
the same agreement.
SECTION 8.11. Delivery by Facsimile or Email . This Agreement, and any amendments hereto, waivers hereof or consents hereunder, to
the extent signed and delivered by facsimile or by email with scan attachment, shall be treated in all manner and respects as an original contract
and shall be considered to have the same binding legal effects as if it were the original signed version thereof delivered in person. At the
request of either party, the other party shall re-execute original forms thereof and deliver them to the requesting party. No party shall raise the
use of facsimile or email to deliver a signature or the fact that any signature was transmitted or communicated by facsimile or email with scan
attachment as a defense to the formation of a legally binding contract, and each such party forever waives any such defense.
SECTION 8.12. Specific Performance . The parties agree that irreparable damage would occur in the event that any of the provisions of
this Agreement were not performed in accordance with their specific terms or were otherwise breached. It is accordingly agreed that the parties
shall be entitled to an injunction or injunctions to prevent actual or threatened breaches of this Agreement and to enforce specifically the terms
and provisions hereof in any courts of England or Wales or any state or foreign jurisdiction having jurisdiction, this being in addition to any
other remedy to which they are entitled at law or in equity. The parties waive, in connection with any action for specific performance or
injunctive relief, the defense of adequacy of remedies at law and any requirement under law to post a bond or other security or prove damages
as a prerequisite to obtaining equitable relief.
SECTION 8.13. Process Agent . Without prejudice to any other permitted mode of service, the parties agree that service of any claim
form, notice or other document for the purpose of or in connection with any action or proceeding in England or Wales arising out of or in any
way relating to this Agreement shall be duly served upon Grupo VM if it is delivered personally or sent by recorded or special delivery post (or
any substantially similar form of mail) to [ insert address of process agent ] (marked for the attention of [ insert name of the person or officer
to whom the documents are to be sent ] or such other person and address in England or Wales as such party shall notify all the other parties in
writing from time to time, whether or not such claim form, notice or other document is forwarded to the relevant party or received by such
party.
[remainder of page intentionally left blank]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the parties hereto has caused this Agreement to be executed by its respective officers thereunto duly
authorized on the date first above written.
GRUPO VILLAR MIR, S.A.U.,
by
Name:
Title:
VELONEWCO PLC,
by
Name:
Title:
[Signature Page to Grupo VM Shareholder Agreement]

Schedule I

Shareholders
Grupo VM

Number of Shares
[●]

Percentage Interest
as of the Effective Date
[57%]

Exhibit A
Confidentiality Agreement
[Attached.]

Exhibit B
Form of AK Shareholder Agreement
[Attached.]

Exhibit B
Signing Version

SHAREHOLDER AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
Alan Kestenbaum,
[The AK Related Parties]
AND
VELONEWCO PLC
Dated as of [•], 2015
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SHAREHOLDER AGREEMENT (as it may be amended, restated, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time, this “
Agreement ”), dated as of [ • ], 2015, between Alan Kestenbaum (“ AK ”) and [AK Related Parties] (the “ AK Affiliates ”, and together with
AK, collectively, the “ AK Group ”), on the one hand, and VeloNewco Limited, a public limited company incorporated under the laws of
England (“ Holdco ”), on the other hand.
WHEREAS, on the Effective Date, Holdco issued Shares to the AK Group pursuant to the Business Combination Agreement;
WHEREAS, at the Effective Time (as defined in the Business Combination Agreement) AK is expected to enter into a gain recognition
agreement pursuant to U.S. Treasury Regulations Section 1.367(a)-8 with respect thereto (the “ Gain Recognition Agreement ”); and
WHEREAS the parties hereto desire to enter into this Agreement to govern certain rights, obligations and interests of the AK Group with
respect to Holdco.
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto agree as follows:
ARTICLE I
Certain Definitions
SECTION 1.01. Defined Terms . (a) In this Agreement, the following terms shall have the meanings set forth below:
“ Affiliate ” shall mean, with respect to any specified Person, any other Person that, directly or indirectly, through one or more
intermediaries, Controls, is Controlled by or is under common Control with such specified Person. Notwithstanding the foregoing, (i) neither
Holdco nor any Person Controlled by Holdco shall be deemed to be an “Affiliate” of the AK Group or of any Affiliate of the AK Group and
(ii) neither the AK Group nor any Affiliate thereof shall be deemed to be an “Affiliate” of any other Shareholder or any Affiliate thereof by
virtue of its Shares.
“ Articles of Association ” shall mean the [Amended and Restated Articles of Association of Holdco], as the same may be amended or
supplemented from time to time.
“ Business Combination Agreement ” shall mean the Amended and Restated Business Combination Agreement among GSM, FA, Grupo
VM, Holdco and Merger Sub, dated as of May 5, 2015.
“ Code ” shall mean the United States Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.
“ Contested Election for Directors ” shall mean an election of directors at any annual general meeting of the members of the Company at
which directors of the Company are to be elected and at which (i) one or more members of the Company (other than Grupo VM, its Affiliates
or AK) nominates, in accordance with the Companies Act and Articles 21.1, 21.4 and 25.1(b) of the Articles of Association, and does not
withdraw from nomination prior to the

meeting, one or more persons for election as a director in opposition to the persons nominated for election by the Board of Directors in
accordance with Section 3.01(c) of the Grupo VM Shareholder Agreement and (ii) such member or members of the Company (A) attends the
annual general meeting, in person or by proxy, (B) votes (or shall have executed a deed providing that such member or members shall vote) all
Shares beneficially owned by such member or members in favor of such persons nominated for election by such member or members, and
(C) makes a material effort to solicit proxies in favor of such persons nominated for election by such member or members.
“ Contract ” shall mean, as to any Person, any contract, lease, easement, license, instrument or understanding to which the applicable
Person is a party.
“ Control ” shall mean, as to any Person, the possession, directly or indirectly or as trustee or executor, of the power to direct or cause the
direction of the management or policies of a Person, whether through the ownership of shares or other equity securities or as trustee or
executor, by Contract or otherwise. The terms “ Controlled ” and “ Controlling ” shall have a correlative meaning.
“ Effective Date ” shall mean the Closing Date (as defined in the Business Combination Agreement).
“ equity security ” shall have the meaning given to such term in Rule 405 under the Securities Act.
“ Exchange ” shall mean the stock exchange in which Holdco maintains its primary listing, and in all events will be the Nasdaq so long as
listed thereon.
“ Exchange Act ” means the Securities Exchange of 1934, as amended, and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.
“ FA ” shall mean Grupo FerroAtlántica, S.A.U.
“ Governmental Authority ” shall mean any national, federal, state, county, municipal, local or foreign government, or other political
subdivision thereof, any entity exercising executive, legislative, judicial, regulatory, taxing or administrative functions of or pertaining to
government, and any arbitrator or arbitral body or panel of competent jurisdiction.
“ Grupo VM ” shall mean Grupo Villar Mir, S.A.U.
“ Grupo VM Nominee ” shall mean each director candidate nominated by Grupo VM for election at any meeting of Holdco shareholders
called for the purpose of electing directors for, or to appoint persons to fill vacancies in, the Board of Directors in accordance with the Articles
of Association and the Grupo VM Shareholder Agreement.
“ Grupo VM Shareholder Agreement ” shall mean the Shareholder Agreement between Grupo VM and Holdco, dated [•], 2015
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“ GSM ” shall mean Globe Specialty Metals, Inc.
“ IRS ” shall mean the United States Internal Revenue Service.
“ Law ” shall mean any federal, state, provincial, municipal, local or foreign law, statute, code, ordinance, rule, regulation, circular, order,
judgment, writ, stipulation, award, injunction, decree or arbitration award or finding.
“ Percentage Interest ” shall mean, with respect to any Shareholder, the percentage of the total issued and outstanding Shares of Holdco
owned by that Shareholder.
“ Person ” shall mean any individual, corporation, limited company, limited liability company, partnership, association, trust,
unincorporated organization, Governmental Authority, other entity or group (as defined in Section 13(d) of the Exchange Act).
“ SEC ” shall mean the United States Securities and Exchange Commission.
“ Securities Act ” shall mean the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.
“ Shareholders ” shall mean the shareholders of Holdco.
“ Shares ” shall mean Company Ordinary Shares (as defined in the Articles of Association).
“ Tax Authority ” shall mean a Governmental Authority (foreign or domestic) or any subdivision, agency, commission or authority
thereof having jurisdiction over the assessment, determination, collection or imposition of any Tax.
“ Tax Return ” shall mean any report, return (including information return), claim for refund, election, estimated Tax filing or declaration
required to be supplied to any Governmental Authority with respect to Taxes, including any schedule or attachment thereto, and including any
amendments thereof.
“ Taxes ” shall mean any and all taxes, fees, levies, duties, tariffs, imposts and other charges of any kind (together with any and all
interest, penalties, additions to tax and additional amounts imposed with respect thereto) imposed by any Governmental Authority (whether
payable directly or by withholding), including income, franchise, windfall or other profits, gross receipts, property, escheat or unclaimed
property, sales, use, severance, net worth, capital stock, branch profits, customs duties, payroll, employment, social security, workers’
compensation, unemployment compensation, excise, withholding, ad valorem, stamp, transfer, value-added, premium, minimum and
alternative minimum, gains tax and license, registration and documentation fees, and any amounts imposed as a result of U.S. Treasury
Regulations Section 1.1502-6 (or any similar provision of state, local, or non-U.S. Law) as transferee, successor, by contract or otherwise.
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“ U.S. Treasury Regulations ” shall mean the United States Treasury Regulations promulgated under the Code.
(b) Each of the following terms is defined in the Section listed opposite such term:
Term

Defined in

“Agreement”
“AK”
“AK Affiliates”
“AK Group”
“Board of Directors”
“Executive Chairman”
“Gain Recognition Agreement”
“Holdco”

Preamble
Preamble
Preamble
Preamble
Section 3.01(a)
Section 3.01(b)
Recitals
Preamble

SECTION 1.02. Other Definitional Provisions . (a) For purposes of this Agreement, whenever the context requires: the singular number
shall include the plural, and vice versa; the masculine gender shall include the feminine and neuter genders; the feminine gender shall include
the masculine and neuter genders; and the neuter gender shall include masculine and feminine genders. As used in this Agreement, the words
“include” and “including,” and variations thereof, shall not be deemed to be terms of limitation, but rather shall be deemed to be followed by
the words “without limitation.” As used in this Agreement, references to a “party” or the “parties” are intended to refer to a party to this
Agreement or the parties to this Agreement. Except as otherwise indicated, all references in this Agreement to “Sections,” “Exhibits” and
“Schedules” are intended to refer to Sections of this Agreement and Exhibits and Schedules to this Agreement. Unless otherwise specifically
provided for herein, the term “or” shall not be deemed to be exclusive.
(b) Any agreement, instrument, statute or regulation defined or referred to herein or in any instrument or certificate delivered in
connection herewith means such agreement, instrument, statute or regulation as from time to time amended, consolidated, modified or
supplemented and includes (in the case of agreements or instruments) references to all attachments thereto and instruments incorporated
therein; references to a Person are also to its permitted successors and assigns.

ARTICLE II
Holdco
SECTION 2.01. Ownership; Shares . Schedule I sets forth the number of Shares the AK Group owns and its related Percentage Interest,
as of the Effective Date.
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ARTICLE III
Management and Operations of Holdco
SECTION 3.01. Board of Directors .
(a) Pursuant to the Business Combination Agreement, on the Effective Date, AK shall be appointed to the board of directors of Holdco
(the “ Board of Directors ”); provided, AK was serving as chairman of the board of directors of GSM on the date prior to the Effective Date.
Subject to the Articles of Association, from and after the Effective Time and for so long as AK is serving as the executive chairman of Holdco
(the “ Executive Chairman ”), he shall be entitled to nomination for election as a director at any meeting of Holdco shareholders called for the
purpose of electing directors.
(b) Except with respect to the election of directors (other than the Grupo VM Nominees) in a Contested Election for Directors that occurs
from and after the fifth anniversary of the Effective Date, from and after the Effective Time and until such time as the aggregate Percentage
Interest of the AK Group falls below 1%, the AK Group shall vote, in person or by proxy, its Shares at any meeting of the Holdco shareholders
at which action is to be taken with respect to the election of directors to cause the election or reelection, as applicable, of the Grupo VM
Nominees and any person nominated by the Board of Directors for any election of directors so long as such nominations are not in
contravention of this Agreement, the Articles of Association or the Grupo VM Shareholder Agreement, and the AK Group shall not take any
actions which are inconsistent with the intent and purpose of the foregoing or vote, in person or by proxy, in any manner that is inconsistent
with the intent and purpose of the foregoing. In the case of a Contested Election for Directors that occurs from and after the fifth anniversary of
the Effective Date, the AK Group may vote its Shares with respect to the election of directors (other than the Grupo VM Nominees) in any
manner with respect to such Contested Election for Directors.
SECTION 3.02. Appointment of Executive Chairman . On the Effective Date, AK shall be appointed as the Executive Chairman. The
Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors shall have the authority and responsibility set forth in the Articles of Association and as
otherwise delegated or agreed by the Board of Directors from time to time.

ARTICLE IV
Representations and Warranties
SECTION 4.01. Representations and Warranties of the AK Group . The AK Group represents and warrants as of the date hereof as
follows:
(a) Due Incorporation. Each of the AK Affiliates is duly incorporated, registered and validly existing under the laws of the jurisdiction of
its incorporation, and has the power and lawful authority to own its assets and properties and to carry on its business as now conducted. Each of
the AK Affiliates is duly licensed or qualified to do business in each jurisdiction in which it transacts business, except where the failure to be so
licensed or qualified would not, individually or in the aggregate, have a material adverse effect on its consolidated financial condition or on its
ability to perform its obligations under this Agreement.
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(b) Authority to Execute and Perform Agreement. Each of AK and the AK Affiliates has the full right, power, authority and approval
required to enter into, execute and deliver this Agreement and to perform fully its obligations hereunder. Assuming the due execution and
delivery by Holdco, this Agreement constitutes the valid and binding obligations of each of AK and the AK Affiliates, enforceable in
accordance with its terms, except as (i) such enforceability may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization or moratorium or other
similar laws affecting the enforcement of creditors’ rights generally, and (ii) the availability of remedies may be limited by equitable principles
of general applicability.
(c) No Conflicts. The execution and delivery of this Agreement, the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereunder and the
performance of this Agreement in accordance with the terms and conditions thereof, will not conflict with or result in the breach or violation of
any of the terms or conditions of, or constitute (or with notice or lapse of time or both would constitute) a default under, (i) the certificate of
incorporation, by-laws or other constitutive documents of the AK Affiliates; (ii) any instrument or Contract to which any of AK and the AK
Affiliates is a party or by or to which it or its assets or properties are bound or subject; or (iii) any statute or any regulation, order, judgment or
decree of any Governmental Authority, except, in each case, for such breaches, violations or defaults that would not, individually or in the
aggregate, materially impair the ability of AK or any of the AK Affiliates to perform its obligations under this Agreement.
SECTION 4.02. Representations and Warranties of Holdco . Holdco represents and warrants as of the date hereof as follows:
(a) Due Incorporation. It is duly incorporated, registered and validly existing under the laws of England and has the power and lawful
authority to own its assets and properties and to carry on its business as now conducted. It is duly licensed or qualified to do business in each
jurisdiction in which it transacts business, except where the failure to be so licensed or qualified would not, individually or in the aggregate,
have a material adverse effect on its consolidated financial condition or on its ability to perform its obligations under this Agreement.
(b) Authority to Execute and Perform Agreement. It has the full right, power, authority and approval required to enter into, execute and
deliver this Agreement and to perform fully its obligations hereunder. Assuming the due execution and delivery by Grupo VM, this Agreement
constitutes the valid and binding obligations of Holdco, enforceable in accordance with its terms, except as (i) such enforceability may be
limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization or moratorium or other similar laws affecting the enforcement of creditors’ rights generally,
and (ii) the availability of remedies may be limited by equitable principles of general applicability.
(c) No Conflicts. The execution and delivery of this Agreement, the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereunder and the
performance of this Agreement in accordance with the terms and conditions thereof, will not conflict with or result in
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the breach or violation of any of the terms or conditions of, or constitute (or with notice or lapse of time or both would constitute) a default
under, (i) the Articles of Association as of the date of this Agreement; (ii) any instrument or Contract to which Holdco is a party or by or to
which it or its assets or properties are bound or subject; or (iii) any statute or any regulation, order, judgment or decree of any Governmental
Authority, except, in each case, for such breaches, violations or defaults that would not, individually or in the aggregate, materially impair the
ability of Holdco to perform its obligations under this Agreement.

ARTICLE V
Tax Matters
SECTION 5.01. AK Tax Covenants .
(a) AK will comply with all reporting and record-keeping requirements applicable to the Merger that are prescribed by the Code, the U.S.
Treasury Regulations, or by forms, instructions, or other publications of the IRS. AK will not take any position on any federal, state or local
income or franchise Tax Return, or take any other federal, state or local income or franchise tax reporting position that is inconsistent with
(i) the treatment of the Merger as a “reorganization” within the meaning of Section 368(a) of the Code, and/or as a transaction described in
Section 351(a) of the Code, and (ii) the Merger not resulting in gain being recognized because of the application of Section 367(a)(1) of the
Code (other than for any shareholder that would be a “five-percent transferee shareholder” (within the meaning of U.S. Treasury Regulations
Section 1.367(a)-3(c)(5)(ii)) of Holdco following the Merger that does not enter into a “gain recognition agreement” under U.S. Treasury
Regulations Section 1.367(a)-8 (the “ Intended U.S. Tax Treatment ”).
(b) If AK is treated as a “five-percent transferee shareholder” (within the meaning of U.S. Treasury Regulations Section 1.367(a)-3(c)(5)
(ii)) of Holdco following the Merger, AK will enter into the Gain Recognition Agreement, and will enter into subsequent “gain recognition
agreements” with respect to any action or transaction undertaken by Holdco or any of its Affiliates at or after the Effective Time as required by
U.S. Treasury Regulations Section 1.367(a)-8, and AK will comply with all filing requirements under U.S. Treasury Regulations Section 1.367
(a)-8 to avoid recognizing gain under any such “gain recognition agreements.”
SECTION 5.02. Holdco Tax Covenants .
(a) Reporting Requirements. Holdco and each of its Affiliates will comply with all reporting and record-keeping requirements applicable
to the Merger that are prescribed by the Code, the U.S. Treasury Regulations, or by forms, instructions, or other publications of the IRS. Except
as required by Law, neither Holdco nor any of its Affiliates will take any position on any federal, state or local income or franchise Tax Return,
or take any other federal, state or local income or franchise Tax reporting position that is inconsistent with the Intended U.S. Tax Treatment.
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(b) Gain Recognition Agreement. Neither Holdco nor any of its Affiliates will take any action or engage in any transaction after Closing
that would reasonably be expected to cause AK to incur any Tax as a result of having entered into the Gain Recognition Agreement or any
subsequent “gain recognition agreement” under U.S. Treasury Regulations Section 1.367(a)-8.
(c) Duty to Notify. Holdco will notify AK of any action or transaction taken after Closing by Holdco or any of its Affiliates that would
reasonably be expected to (i) cause AK to incur Tax under the Gain Recognition Agreement or any other “gain recognition agreement” under
U.S. Treasury Regulations Section 1.367(a)-8 entered into as a result thereof, or (ii) require AK to enter into a new “gain recognition
agreement.” Such notice shall describe any such action or transaction in sufficient detail to enable AK to comply with the requirements of any
“gain recognition agreement” or with U.S. Treasury Regulations Section 1.367(a)-8 or any successor provision.
(d) Tax Information. Holdco shall provide AK with all information reasonably necessary for AK to comply with all Tax filing
requirements, including with respect to the Gain Recognition Agreement and any subsequent “gain recognition agreements” entered into under
U.S. Treasury Regulations Section 1.367(a)-8.
SECTION 5.03. Tax Records and Cooperation .
(a) Tax Records . After Closing, each of AK and Holdco shall (and shall cause their respective Affiliates to) use commercially reasonable
efforts to:
(i)

assist the other party in preparing any Tax Return which such other party is responsible for preparing and filing;

(ii)

cooperate fully in preparing for any audit of, or dispute with, a Tax Authority regarding any Tax Return relating to GSM or
any of its Affiliates or the Merger, including, without limitation, any information reasonably available to the party providing
the cooperation;

(iii)

make available to the other and to any Tax Authority as reasonably requested all information, records, and documents
relating to any Tax applicable to GSM or any of its Affiliates or the Merger;

(iv)

provide timely notice to the other in writing of any pending or threatened Tax audit or assessment relating to the Merger or
to GSM or any of its Affiliates for taxable years or periods for which the other may have a liability under this Agreement;
and

(v)

furnish the other with copies of all correspondence received from any Tax Authority in connection with any audit,
information request or assessment with respect to any such taxable year or period.
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(b) Compliance . Holdco shall cause GSM to comply with the information gathering and reporting procedures set forth in U.S. Treasury
Regulations Section 1.367(a)-3(c)(6) and shall cause GSM to attach the required statement to GSM’s timely filed United States federal income
Tax Return for the taxable year in which the Merger occurs.
(c) Expenses . In the case of the provision of assistance, information, documents or records pursuant to Section 5.03(a), the party
requesting such assistance, information, documents or records shall bear the direct and indirect costs reasonably incurred by the other party in
providing such assistance, information, documents or records.
SECTION 5.04. Indemnity and Administration .
(a) Indemnity . Holdco will indemnify and hold harmless AK on demand against any Taxes, losses, liabilities and costs which AK incurs
arising out of or in connection with a breach by Holdco or any of its Affiliates of any covenant in this Article 5. At any subsequent time that
AK recognizes for United States Federal income Tax purposes an actual cash benefit for the basis attributable to the gain which resulted in
Holdco making payments under this Section 5.04, AK agrees to repay to Holdco the amount of such benefit recognized without regard to
interest, penalties, fines, related liabilities and additions to Tax, provided that no such payments shall exceed the amount of actual cash Taxes
which otherwise would have been due but for the actual cash benefit directly attributable to a payment made by Holdco under this Section 5.04.
(b) Notification . AK shall promptly notify Holdco in writing upon its receipt of notice of any pending or threatened audits, examinations
or assessments which may affect the Taxes, losses, liabilities and costs for which Holdco would be required to indemnify AK pursuant to
Section 5.04(a). AK’s failure to notify Holdco will not relieve Holdco of any liability it may have, except to the extent the defense of such
claim is materially and irrevocably prejudiced by Holdco’s failure to give such notice.
(c) Timing of Holdco Payments . Holdco shall make any payments it is required to make under Section 5.04(a) as promptly as practicable
and in any event shall make all such payments at least five (5) Business Days prior to the date on which AK is required to pay any Taxes,
losses, liabilities or costs for which Holdco is required to indemnify AK pursuant to Section 5.04(a).

ARTICLE VI
Miscellaneous
SECTION 6.01. Term and Termination of Agreement . (a) This Agreement shall continue in full effect until the later of (x) AK is no
longer Executive Chairman or (y) the aggregate Percentage Interest of the AK Group falls below 1%; provided that the provisions in Article V
shall continue in effect no later than 60 days after the expiration of the statute of limitations for the AK tax return filed for the last Tax year
covered by the Gain Recognition Agreement. Except as expressly set out in this Agreement, neither party shall be entitled to rescind or
terminate this Agreement in any circumstances whatsoever at any time, and each party waives any rights of rescission or termination it may
have.
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(b) Upon termination of this Agreement pursuant to Section 6.01(a), each party to this Agreement shall release and discharge the other
party from all claims or demands under or in connection with this Agreement, except that (i) Section 5.04 and this Article VI shall survive such
termination and (ii) nothing herein shall relieve any party from liabilities or damages incurred or suffered as a result of a Willful and Material
Breach (as defined in the Business Combination Agreement) by such party of any of its respective representations, warranties, covenants or
other agreements set forth in this Agreement.
SECTION 6.02. Notices . (a) Any notices or other communications required or permitted under, or otherwise given in connection with,
this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be given as follows:
If to Holdco, addressed to it at:
[•]
Tel: [ • ]
Fax: [ • ]
Attention: [ • ]
Email: [ • ]
with a copy to (for information purposes only):
[•]
Tel: [ • ]
Fax: [ • ]
Attention: [ • ]
Email: [ • ]
If to the AK and/or AK Affiliates, addressed to it at:
[•]
Tel: [ • ]
Fax: [ • ]
Attention: [ • ]
Email: [ • ]
with a copy to (for information purposes only):
[•]
Tel: [ • ]
Fax: [ • ]
Attention: [ • ]
Email: [ • ]
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(b) Any notice or other communication given under this Agreement or in connection with the matters contemplated herein shall, except
where otherwise specifically provided, be in writing in the English language, addressed as provided in Section 6.02(a) and served: (i) by
leaving it at the relevant address in which case it shall be deemed to have been given upon delivery to that address; (ii) by fax, in which case it
shall be deemed to have been given when dispatched subject to confirmation of uninterrupted transmission by a transmission report; or (iii) by
e-mail, in which case it shall be deemed to have been given when dispatched subject to confirmation of delivery by a delivery receipt, provided
that in the case of sub-clauses (ii) and (iii) any notice dispatched other than between the hours of 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on a business day (“
Working Hours ”) shall be deemed given at the start of the next period of Working Hours.
(c) Any party to this Agreement may notify the other parties of any change to its address or other details specified in Section 6.02(a)
provided that such notification shall only be effective on the date specified in such notice or five business days after the notice is given,
whichever is later.
SECTION 6.03. Severability . Any term or provision of this Agreement that is invalid or unenforceable in any situation in any
jurisdiction shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remaining terms and provisions hereof or the validity or enforceability of the
offending term or provision in any other situation or in any other jurisdiction. If the final judgment of an arbitral tribunal or court of competent
jurisdiction declares that any term or provision hereof is invalid or unenforceable, the parties hereto agree that the arbitral tribunal or court
making such determination shall have the power to limit the term or provision, to delete specific words or phrases, or (to the extent possible) to
replace any invalid or unenforceable term or provision with a term or provision that is valid and enforceable and that comes closest to
expressing the intention of the invalid or unenforceable term or provision, and this Agreement shall be enforceable as so modified. In the event
such arbitral tribunal or court does not exercise the power granted to it in the prior sentence, the parties hereto agree to replace such invalid or
unenforceable term or provision with a valid and enforceable term or provision that will achieve, to the extent possible, the economic, business
and other purposes of such invalid or unenforceable term.
SECTION 6.04. Entire Agreement; Amendments and Waivers . This Agreement constitutes the complete, final and exclusive statement
of the agreement among the parties pertaining to the subject matter hereof and supersede all prior agreements, understandings, negotiations and
discussions, whether oral or written, of the parties. No amendment, supplement, modification, rescission or waiver of this Agreement shall be
binding unless executed in writing by the parties hereto. Failure to insist upon strict compliance with any of the terms, covenants or conditions
hereof shall not be deemed a waiver of such term, covenant or condition, nor shall any waiver or relinquishment of any right or power
hereunder at any one or more times be deemed a waiver or relinquishment of such right or power at any other time or times, and no waiver of
any of the provisions of this Agreement shall be deemed or shall constitute a continuing waiver unless otherwise expressly provided. The
parties expressly acknowledge that they have not relied upon any prior agreements, understandings, negotiations and discussions, whether oral
or written.
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SECTION 6.05. Assignment . The AK Group shall not assign any of its rights under this Agreement, in whole or in part, to any Person,
without first obtaining the prior written consent of Holdco, and any assignment in contravention hereof shall be null and void; provided, that
the AK Group may assign this Agreement to an Affiliate in connection with a Permitted Transfer if such Affiliate executes a customary binding
deed of adherence to this Agreement, in form and substance reasonably acceptable to Holdco. This Agreement will be binding upon, inure to
the benefit of and be enforceable by the parties and their respective permitted successors and assigns.
SECTION 6.06. Parties in Interest . This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure solely to the benefit of the parties and their
respective successors and assigns, and nothing in this Agreement, express or implied, is intended to or shall confer upon any other Person any
right, benefit or remedy of any nature whatsoever under or by reason of this Agreement or shall be enforceable by virtue of the Contracts
(Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999, by any person who is not a party to this Agreement.
SECTION 6.07. Mutual Drafting . Each party has participated in the drafting of this Agreement, which each party acknowledges is the
result of extensive negotiations between the parties. If an ambiguity or question of intent or interpretation arises, this Agreement shall be
construed as if drafted jointly by the parties, and no presumption or burden of proof shall arise favoring or disfavoring any party by virtue of
the authorship of any provision.
SECTION 6.08. Governing Law; Consent to Jurisdiction .
(a) This Agreement and any non-contractual rights or obligations arising out of or in connection with it shall be governed by, and
construed in accordance with, the laws of England.
(b) The parties irrevocably agree that the courts of England and Wales shall have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any Disputes, and waive
any objection to proceedings before such courts on the grounds of venue or on the grounds that such proceedings have been brought in an
inappropriate forum.
(c) For the purposes of this Section 6.08, “Dispute” means any dispute, controversy, claim or difference of whatever nature arising out of,
relating to, or having any connection with this Agreement, including a dispute regarding the existence, formation, validity, interpretation,
performance or termination of this Agreement or the consequences of its nullity and also including any dispute relating to any non-contractual
rights or obligations arising out of, relating to, or having any connection with this Agreement.
SECTION 6.09. Counterparts . This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, and by the different parties hereto in
separate counterparts, each of which when executed shall be deemed to be an original but all of which taken together shall constitute one and
the same agreement.
SECTION 6.10. Delivery by Facsimile or Email . This Agreement, and any amendments hereto, waivers hereof or consents hereunder, to
the extent signed and delivered by facsimile or by email with scan attachment, shall be treated in all manner and respects as an original contract
and shall be considered to have the same binding legal effects as if it were the
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original signed version thereof delivered in person. At the request of either party, the other party shall re-execute original forms thereof and
deliver them to the requesting party. No party shall raise the use of facsimile or email to deliver a signature or the fact that any signature was
transmitted or communicated by facsimile or email with scan attachment as a defense to the formation of a legally binding contract, and each
such party forever waives any such defense.
SECTION 6.11. Specific Performance . The parties agree that irreparable damage would occur in the event that any of the provisions of
this Agreement were not performed in accordance with their specific terms or were otherwise breached. It is accordingly agreed that the parties
shall be entitled to an injunction or injunctions to prevent actual or threatened breaches of this Agreement and to enforce specifically the terms
and provisions hereof in any courts of England or Wales or any state or foreign jurisdiction having jurisdiction, this being in addition to any
other remedy to which they are entitled at law or in equity. The parties waive, in connection with any action for specific performance or
injunctive relief, the defense of adequacy of remedies at law and any requirement under law to post a bond or other security or prove damages
as a prerequisite to obtaining equitable relief.
SECTION 6.12. Process Agent . Without prejudice to any other permitted mode of service, the parties agree that service of any claim
form, notice or other document for the purpose of or in connection with any action or proceeding in England or Wales arising out of or in any
way relating to this Agreement shall be duly served upon Grupo VM if it is delivered personally or sent by recorded or special delivery post (or
any substantially similar form of mail) to [ insert address of process agent ] (marked for the attention of [ insert name of the person or officer
to whom the documents are to be sent ] or such other person and address in England or Wales as such party shall notify all the other parties in
writing from time to time, whether or not such claim form, notice or other document is forwarded to the relevant party or received by such
party.
[remainder of page intentionally left blank]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the parties hereto has caused this Agreement to be executed by its respective officers thereunto
duly authorized on the date first above written.
ALAN KESTENBAUM,
by
Name:
Title:
[AK Affiliate],
by
Name:
Title:
[AK Affiliate],
by
Name:
Title:
VELONEWCO PLC,
by
Name:
Title:

Schedule I
Shareholders

AK
[AK Affiliate]
[AK Affiliate]

Number of Shares

[•]
[•]
[•]

Percentage Interest
as of the Effective Date

[
[
[

%]
%]
%]

Exhibit C
Form of Holdco Articles of Association
[Attached.]

Exhibit F
Signing Version
ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION
of
FERROGLOBE PLC
“the Company”
(effective as from [ • ] 2015)
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1.

MODEL ARTICLES NOT TO APPLY
The regulations in the relevant model articles shall not apply to the Company.

2.

INTERPRETATION

2.1

In these Articles (if not inconsistent with the subject or context) the following words shall bear the following meanings:
“ A Ordinary Shares ” means the A ordinary shares in the capital of the Company from time to time, identified in paragraph (b) of
Article 4.1 and with the rights and being subject to the limitations in these Articles generally;
“ Affiliate ” means, with respect to any specified Person, any other Person that, directly or indirectly, through one or more
intermediaries, Controls, is Controlled by or is under common Control with such specified Person. Notwithstanding the foregoing,
(i) neither the Company nor any Person Controlled by the Company shall be deemed to be an “Affiliate” of Grupo VM or of any
Affiliate of Grupo VM and (ii) neither Grupo VM nor any Affiliate thereof shall be deemed to be an “Affiliate” of any other member
or any Affiliate thereof by virtue of its Ordinary Shares;
“ AK ” means Alan Kestenbaum;
“ Articles ” means the articles of association for the time being of the Company;
“ BCA ” means the amended and restated business combination agreement dated May 5, 2015 between Globe Specialty Metals, Inc.,
a Delaware corporation, Grupo FerroAtlántica, S.A.U., a Spanish public limited liability company in the form of a sociedad
anónima , Grupo VM, Gordon Merger Sub, Inc., a Delaware corporation and the Company, as amended on September 10, 2015;
“ Board ” means the board of Directors of the Company from time to time;
“ certificated share ” means share in the capital of the Company which is held in physical certificated form and references in these
Articles to a share being held in certificated form shall be construed accordingly;
“ Change of Control ” occurs where a Person who Controls any body corporate ceases to do so or if another Person acquires Control
of such body corporate;
“ clear days ” means, in relation to the period of a notice, that period excluding the day on which a notice is given or deemed to be
given and the day for which it is given or which it is to take effect;
“ Companies Act ” means the Companies Act 2006 including any modifications or re-enactment of it for the time being in force;
“ Company Ordinary Shares ” means the Ordinary Shares and the A Ordinary Shares;
“ Contract ” means, as to any Person, any contract, lease, easement, license, instrument or understanding to which the applicable
Person is a party;
“ Control ” means, as to any Person, the possession, directly or indirectly or as trustee or executor, of the power to direct or cause the
direction of the management or policies of a Person, whether through the ownership of shares or other equity securities or as trustee
or executor, by Contract or otherwise; the terms “Controlled” and “Controlling” shall have a correlative meaning;
“ Decrease Date ” means the first date on which (a) Grupo VM no longer has the right to designate or nominate the majority of the
entire Board pursuant to Article 25 and (b) Grupo VM Directors no longer constitute the majority of the entire Board;
“ Depositary ” means any depositary, custodian or nominee approved by the Board that holds legal title to shares in the capital of the
Company for the purposes of facilitating beneficial ownership of such shares by another individual;
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“ Director ” means a director of the Company from time to time;
“ Director Nominees ” means any person nominated as a Director in accordance with Articles 25.3 through 25.6;
“ dividend ” means dividend or bonus;
“ electronic address ” means any number or address used for the purposes of sending or receiving notices, documents or information
by electronic means;
“ Exchange ” means the stock exchange on which the Company maintains its primary listing, and in all events will be the Nasdaq so
long as listed thereon;
“ Exchange Act ” means the United States Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended from time to time, and the rules and
regulations promulgated thereunder;
“ Exchange Rules ” means the rules of the Exchange applicable to the Company, as amended and supplemented from time to time;
“ executed ” means any mode of execution;
“ Executive Chairman ” has the meaning given in Article 25.5;
“ Executive Vice-Chairman ” has the meaning given in Article 32.1;
“ Governmental Authority ” shall mean any national, federal, state, county, municipal, local or foreign government, or other
political subdivision thereof, any entity exercising executive, legislative, judicial, regulatory, taxing or administrative functions of or
pertaining to government, and any arbitrator or arbitral body or panel of competent jurisdiction;
“ Grupo VM ” means Grupo Villar Mir, S.A.U., a public limited company ( sociedad anónima ) incorporated under the laws of
Spain;
“ Grupo VM Director ” means any Grupo VM Nominee elected to the Board in accordance with these Articles;
“ Grupo VM Family Members ” means (a) Juan Miguel Villar Mir and any direct descendant of Juan Miguel Villar Mir, (b) any
current or former spouse of any person described in clause (a) and (c) any trust solely for the benefit of persons described in clauses
(a) and (b) as to which voting and disposition power of the Company Ordinary Shares is Controlled by a Grupo VM Family Member;
“ Grupo VM Nominee ” has the meaning given to it in Article 25.3;
“ holder ” means, in relation to a share in the capital of the Company, the member whose name is entered in the register of members
as the holder of that share;
“ Independent Director ” means (a) each Initial Independent Director and (b) any other Director nominated for election or
appointment to the Board by the Independent Directors or the Board from time to time in accordance with Article 25.4, and who is a
member of the Board and qualifies as an independent director under the Exchange Rules;
“ Initial Independent Director ” means [ • ], [ • ] and [ • ]. 1
“ Law ” means any federal, state, provincial, municipal, local or foreign law, statute, code, ordinance, rule, regulation, circular, order,
judgment, writ, stipulation, award, injunction, decree or arbitration award or finding;
“ member ” means a member of the Company;
1

The names of the Initial GSM Independent Directors to be inserted.
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“ Nasdaq ” means the Nasdaq Stock Market;
“ Nasdaq Rules ” means the Nasdaq Stock Market Rules or the rules of such other applicable Exchange, as amended and
supplemented from time to time;
“ Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee ” has the meaning given in Article 25.8;
“ Office ” means the registered office of the Company from time to time;
“ officer ” includes a Director, manager and the secretary, but shall not include an auditor;
“ Ordinary Shares ” means the ordinary shares in the capital of the Company from time to time, identified in paragraph (a) of
Article 4.1 and with the rights and being subject to the limitations in these Articles generally;
“ paid ” means paid or credited as paid;
“ Percentage Interest ” means, with respect to any member, the percentage of the total outstanding Company Ordinary Shares
owned by that member;
“ Person ” means any individual, corporation, limited company, limited liability company, partnership, association, trust,
unincorporated organization, Governmental Authority, other entity or group (as defined in Section 13(d) of the Exchange Act)
wherever resident or domiciled;
“ Preferred Dividend ” has the meaning given in Article 39.2;
“ Preferred Dividend Term ” means the period from and including the date of the adoption of these Articles by the Company until
and including the earlier of (i) the date falling on the twentieth clear business day following the expiry and termination of any and all
rights of the policyholder under the R&W Policy and (ii) such date as may be deemed pursuant to Article 4.14;
“ public announcement ” shall mean disclosure in a press release reported by Reuters, the Dow Jones News Service, Associated
Press or a comparable news service or other method of public announcement as the Board may deem appropriate in the
circumstances or in a document publicly filed by the Company with the US Securities and Exchange Commission pursuant to
Section 13, 14 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act;
“ Qualified Director Nominees ” has the meaning given in Article 25.8;
“ R&W Policy ” means that certain Buyer-Side Representations and Warranties Insurance Policy, issued by AIG Specialty Insurance
Company, for the benefit of the Company as named insured;
“R&W Proceeds ” has the meaning given in Article 39.2;
“ R&W Trust ” has the meaning given in Article 4.13;
“ register ” means the register of members of the Company;
“ seal ” means the common seal (if any) of the Company and includes an official seal (if any) kept by the Company by virtue of
section 49 or 50 of the Companies Act;
“ secretary ” means the secretary of the Company and includes a joint, assistant, deputy or temporary secretary and any other person
appointed to perform the duties of the secretary of the Company;
“ Subsidiary ” shall mean, with respect to any Person, any corporation, partnership, joint venture or other legal entity of which such
Person (either alone or through or together with any other Subsidiary), owns, directly or indirectly, a majority of the stock or other
equity interests the holders of which are generally entitled to vote for the election of the board of directors or other governing body of
such corporation, partnership, joint venture or other legal entity, or any Person that would otherwise be deemed a “subsidiary” under
Rule 12b-2 promulgated under the Exchange Act;
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“ Sunset Date ” means the first date after the date of adoption of these Articles on which Grupo VM and its Affiliates in the
aggregate beneficially own less than 15% of the issued and outstanding Company Ordinary Shares;
“ tender offer ” means a tender offer within the meaning of Section 14(d) of the Exchange Act.
“ uncertificated share ” means a share in the capital of the Company which is not held in physical certificated form and references
in these Articles to a share being held in uncertificated form shall be construed accordingly;
“ undertaking ” includes a body corporate, trust or partnership, joint ventures or an unincorporated association carrying on a trade or
business with or without a view to profit (and, in relation to an undertaking which is not a company, expressions in these Articles
appropriate to companies shall be construed as references to the corresponding persons, officers, documents or organs (as the case
may be) appropriate to undertakings of that description);
“ United Kingdom ” means Great Britain and Northern Ireland;
“ Units ” has the meaning given in Article 4.13;
“ US Dollars ” or “ $ ” means the lawful currency of the United States of America;
“ Voting Shares ” means the Company Ordinary Shares and any other shares which may be issued with the right to attend and vote
at general meetings.
2.2

Subject to the following paragraph, references to any provision of any enactment or of any subordinate legislation (as defined by
section 2(1) of the Interpretation Act 1978) include any modification or re-enactment of that provision for the time being in force.

2.3

Words and expressions contained in these Articles which are not defined in Article 2 but are defined in the Companies Act have the
same meaning as in the Companies Act (but excluding any modification of the Companies Act not in force at the date these Articles
took effect) unless inconsistent with the subject or the context.

2.4

In these Articles, unless the context otherwise requires:
(a)

words in the singular include the plural, and vice versa;

(b)

words importing any gender include all genders;

(c)

reference to a document or information being “sent”, “supplied” or “given” to or by a Person means such document or
information, or a copy of such document or information, being sent, supplied, given, delivered, issued or made available to or
by, or served on or by, or deposited with or by that Person by any method authorised by these Articles, and “sending”,
“supplying” and “giving” shall be construed accordingly;

(d)

references to documents “being signed” or to “signature” include a reference to it being executed under hand or under seal or
by any other method and, in the case of a communication in electronic form, such references are to its being authenticated as
specified in the Companies Act;

(e)

references to “writing” include references to typewriting, printing, lithography, photography and any other modes of
representing or reproducing words in a legible and non-transitory form, whether sent or supplied in electronic form or made
available on a website or otherwise and “written” shall be construed accordingly;

(f)

references to “other” and “otherwise” shall not be construed ejusdem generis where a wider construction is possible;

(g)

references to a power are to power of any kind, whether administrative, discretionary or otherwise;
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(h)

references to a committee of the Directors are to a committee established in accordance with these Articles, whether or not
comprised wholly of Directors;

(i)

any words following the terms “including”, “include”, “in particular” or any similar expression shall be construed as
illustrative and shall not limit the sense of the words, description, definition, phrase or term preceding those terms;

(j)

powers of delegation shall not be restrictively construed but the widest interpretation shall be given to them;

(k)

the word “Board” in the context of the exercise of any power contained in these Articles includes any committee consisting of
one or more Directors, any Director, any other officer of the Company and any local or divisional board, manager or agent of
the Company to which or, as the case may be, to whom the power in question has been delegated;

(l)

no power of delegation shall be limited by the existence or, except where expressly provided by the terms of delegation, the
exercise of that or any other power of delegation;

(m)

except where expressly provided by the terms of delegation, the delegation of a power shall not exclude the concurrent
exercise of that power by any other Person who is for the time being authorised to exercise it under these Articles or under
another delegation of the power; and

(n)

references to the “entire” Board are to the total number of Director positions on the Board entitled to vote, including any
vacancies, at the relevant time. As an example, if there are nine Director positions, six of which are filled and three of which
are vacant, the entire Board shall be nine Directors, so an action required to be taken by a majority of the entire Board shall
require the approval of five of the six Directors in office and any action requiring the approval of two-thirds of the entire
Board shall require the approval of all six Directors in office. If one or more Directors is not entitled to vote on a resolution in
accordance with Article 33, the size of the entire Board shall be deemed reduced by the number of conflicted Directors, except
that any item that under these Articles requires the approval of two-thirds of the entire Board would still require either (i) the
approval of two-thirds of the entire Board (determined without regard to the deemed reduction pursuant to this sentence) or
(ii) the approval of two-thirds of the entire Board (determined after taking into account the deemed reduction pursuant to this
sentence), including the approval of at least one Independent Director, or, if there are no Independent Directors, at least one
Director who qualifies as independent under the Exchange Rules and is not a Grupo VM Director.

2.5

The headings are inserted for convenience only and do not affect the construction of these Articles.

3.

LIABILITY OF MEMBERS
The liability of each member is limited to the amount, if any, unpaid on the shares held by that member.

4.

SHARES AND SHARE CAPITAL

4.1

Subject to Article 5.6, the Company may issue the following shares in the capital of the Company with rights attaching to them and
denominated, in each case, as follows:
(a)

Ordinary Shares , each of which shall be denominated in US Dollars. Each Ordinary Share shall be issued with one vote
attaching to it for voting purposes in respect of all matters on which Voting Shares in the capital of the Company have voting
rights and shall form a single class with the other Voting Shares in the capital of the Company for such purposes. The holders
of Ordinary Shares shall be entitled to receive notice of, attend and speak at and vote at, general meetings of the Company;
and

(b)

A Ordinary Shares , each of which shall be denominated in US Dollars. Each A Ordinary Share shall be issued with one vote
attaching to it for voting purposes in respect of all matters on which Voting Shares in the capital of the Company have voting
rights and shall form a single class with the other Voting Shares in the capital of the Company for such purposes. The holders
of A Ordinary Shares shall be entitled to receive notice of, attend and speak at and vote at, general meetings of the Company.
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4.2

Notwithstanding Article 4.1, subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, and without prejudice to any rights attached to any
existing shares or class of shares (including, for the avoidance of doubt, that no share shall rank in priority to the Ordinary Shares
with respect to the dividend rights of the Ordinary Shares as a result of any payment under the R&W Policy):
(a)

any share in the Company may be issued with such preferred, deferred or other special rights, or subject to such restrictions,
whether as regards dividend, return of capital, voting or otherwise, as the Company may from time to time by ordinary
resolution determine (or, in the absence of any such determination, as the Directors may determine);

(b)

the Company may issue nil paid or partly paid shares and the holder of such nil paid or partly paid shares shall have a right to
vote, receive dividends and participate in a return of capital as if the shares were fully paid, together with such other rights or
restrictions as the Board shall determine; and

(c)

shares may be issued which are to be redeemed or are to be liable to be redeemed at the option of the Company or the holder
and the Board may determine the terms, conditions and manner of redemption of shares provided that it does so before the
shares are allotted.

4.3

The Company may exercise all powers of paying commissions or brokerage conferred or permitted by the Companies Act. Subject to
the provisions of the Companies Act, any such commission may be satisfied by the payment of cash or by the allotment of fully or
partly paid shares or partly in one way and partly in the other and may be in respect of a conditional or an absolute subscription.

4.4

Except as required by Law or any Contract entered into by the Company, no Person shall be recognised by the Company as holding
any share upon any trust. Except as otherwise provided by these Articles or by Law, the Company shall not be bound by or recognise
(even if having notice of it) any equitable, contingent, future, partial or other claim or any interest in any share (or in any fractional
part of a share) except the holder’s absolute ownership of the entirety of the share and all the rights attaching to it.

4.5

Without prejudice to any powers which the Company or the Board may have to grant options to acquire, issue, allot, dispose of,
convert, or otherwise deal with or make arrangements in relation to, shares and other securities in any form:
(a)

the Board may permit the holding of shares in any class of shares in uncertificated form; and

(b)

the Company may issue shares in uncertificated form and may convert shares from certificated form to uncertificated form
and vice versa.

4.6

Shares in the capital of the Company that fall within a certain class shall not form a separate class of shares from other shares in that
class because any share in that class is held in uncertificated form.

4.7

Unless the Directors decide otherwise, shares in uncertificated form will be treated as separate holdings from any certificated shares
which that member holds.

4.8

Unless Law or the Exchange Rules otherwise require or the Directors otherwise determine, shares which are issued or created from or
in respect of shares in uncertificated form will be in uncertificated form and shares which are issued or created from or in respect of
certificated shares will be certificated shares.

4.9

The Company shall be entitled to assume that entries on any record of securities kept by it in accordance with Law and the Exchange
Rules and regularly reconciled with the relevant operator of the register of securities are a complete and are an accurate reproduction
of the particulars entered in the operator of the register of securities and therefore will not be liable in respect of anything done or not
done by or on its behalf in reliance on such assumption; in particular, any provision of these Articles which requires or envisages
action to be taken in reliance on information contained in the register or allows that action to be taken in reliance on information
contained in any relevant record of securities (as so maintained and reconciled).
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4.10

4.11

Where the Company is entitled under any provision of the Companies Act or these Articles to sell, transfer or otherwise dispose of,
forfeit, re-allot, accept the surrender of, or otherwise enforce a lien over, a share held in uncertificated form, the Company shall be
entitled, subject to the provisions of the Companies Act and these Articles to:
(a)

require the holder of that uncertificated share by notice to change that share into certificated form within the period specified
in the notice and to hold that share in certificated form so long as required by the Company;

(b)

appoint any Person to take any other steps, by instruction given through a Depositary or otherwise, in the name of the holder
of that share as may be necessary to effect the transfer of that share and these steps will be as effective as if they had been
taken by the registered holder of that share; and

(c)

take any action that the Board considers appropriate to achieve the sale, transfer, disposal, forfeiture, reallotment or surrender
of that share, or otherwise to enforce a lien in respect of that share.

If the Company has any shares in issue in uncertificated form, these Articles apply to those shares, but only so far as they are
consistent with:
(a)

holding and transferring shares in an uncertificated form; or

(b)

any provision of Law and the applicable Exchange Rules,

and, without affecting the general nature of this Article, if and to the extent that any provision of these Articles is inconsistent with
the holding of, transfer of title to or maintenance of shares in uncertificated form, it shall not apply to any share of any class which is
in uncertificated form.
4.12

4.13

Each A Ordinary Share shall be automatically converted into one Ordinary Share upon the earlier of:
(a)

the expiration of the Preferred Dividend Term; and

(b)

its transfer to a Person which is not (i) Grupo VM, any Grupo VM Family Member or any Affiliate of Grupo VM or a Grupo
VM Family Member, (ii) any trust or similar arrangement for the benefit of any such Person, (iii) any group (within the
meaning of Regulation 13D of the Exchange Act) of which any such Person is a member or (iv) any Person under any of the
foregoing Persons’ Control.

At any time prior to the first anniversary of the date of the adoption of these Articles, two-thirds of the entire Board may, and at any
time following the first anniversary of the date of the adoption of these Articles, a majority of the entire Board may:
(a)

establish a unit trust (the “R&W Trust”) and irrevocably and unconditionally transfer all rights, interests and claims the
Company has or may have under the R&W Policy to the R&W Trust in consideration for the issue by the R&W Trust of such
number of participation units (the “Units”) as is equal to the number of Ordinary Shares in issue at the time the R&W Trust is
established; and

(b)

promptly following the establishment of the R&W Trust, declare a dividend of all the Units and the amount of any Preferred
Dividend due but not yet paid (if any) to the holders of the Ordinary Shares in full satisfaction of the Company’s obligation to
pay any Preferred Dividends.

4.14

Immediately following the payment of the dividend contemplated by paragraph (b) of Article 4.13 the Preferred Dividend Term shall
be deemed to have expired.

4.15

Prior to the Sunset Date, in any tender offer for Company Ordinary Shares, (a) the holders of Company Ordinary Shares shall be
offered the same type and amount of consideration per share in such tender offer and (b) such tender offer shall be subject to a nonwaivable condition that such tender offer be accepted by holders of a majority of the Company Ordinary Shares not held by Grupo
VM or any
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Affiliate of Grupo VM; provided , however , that if the holders of Company Ordinary Shares are offered the right to elect to receive
one of two or more alternative forms of consideration, the foregoing provision shall be deemed satisfied if all holders are offered the
same election rights. This Article 4.15 may only be removed, amended or varied by resolution of members representing a majority of
the Company Ordinary Shares present at a meeting of the Company, excluding Company Ordinary Shares held by Grupo VM or any
Affiliate of Grupo VM.
4.16

Prior to the Sunset Date, in any scheme of arrangement, merger, consolidation, reorganization, business combination or other
transaction negotiated with the Company that results in a Change of Control of the Company (other than any tender offer), the same
type and amount of consideration per share shall be received by the holders of Company Ordinary Shares in such scheme of
arrangement, merger, consolidation, reorganization, business combination or other transaction that results in a Change of Control of
the Company; provided , however , that (a) if the holders of Company Ordinary Shares are granted the right to elect to receive one of
two or more alternative forms of consideration, the foregoing provision shall be deemed satisfied if all holders are granted identical
election rights and (b) this requirement shall not apply with respect to any Company Ordinary Shares held by the counterparty to, or
acquiror of the Company under, such scheme of arrangement, merger, consolidation, reorganization, business combination or other
transaction or any of such counterparty’s or acquiror’s Affiliates. This Article 4.16 may only be removed, amended or varied by
resolution of members representing a majority of the Company Ordinary Shares present at a meeting of the Company, excluding
Company Ordinary Shares held by Grupo VM or any Affiliate of Grupo VM.

4.17

Any consideration to be offered to or received by holders of Company Ordinary Shares pursuant to any employment, consulting,
severance or other similar compensation arrangement approved by the Board, or any duly authorized committee thereof, shall not be
considered to be consideration offered or received per share for purposes of the Article 4.15 or 4.16, regardless of whether such
consideration is paid in connection with, or conditioned upon the completion of, such tender offer, scheme of arrangement, merger,
consolidation, reorganization, business combination or other transaction that results in a Change of Control of the Company.

5.

AUTHORITY TO ALLOT SHARES AND DISAPPLICATION OF PRE-EMPTION RIGHTS

5.1

Subject to these Articles and any agreement entered into with a member in writing, in addition to any similar authority which has not
been fully utilised, the Board shall be generally and unconditionally authorised pursuant to section 551 of the Companies Act to:
(a)

exercise all of the powers of the Company to allot shares in the Company, and to grant rights to subscribe for or to convert any
security into shares in the Company up to a maximum aggregate amount representing 50 per cent. of the number of shares in
the capital of the Company as at the date of the adoption of these Articles and after consummation of the transactions
contemplated by the BCA (in addition to any authority to allot that has not yet expired granted to the Board prior to the date of
the adoption of these Articles) for a period expiring (unless previously renewed, varied or revoked by the Company in general
meeting) on the date which is five years from the date of the adoption of these Articles by the Company; and

(b)

make an offer or agreement which would or might require shares to be allotted, or rights to subscribe for or convert any
security into shares to be granted, after expiry of the authority described in this Article 5.1 and the Board may allot shares and
grant rights in pursuance of that offer or agreement as if this authority had not expired.

5.2

Subject to these Articles, and any agreement entered into with a member in writing, the Board shall be generally empowered pursuant
to section 570 of the Companies Act and section 573 of the Companies Act to allot equity securities (as defined in the Companies
Act) for cash, pursuant to the authority conferred by Article 5 of these Articles as if section 561(1) of the Companies Act did not
apply to the allotment.

5.3

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act relating to the authority to allot shares and the disapplication of pre-emption rights or
otherwise and of any resolution of the Company in general meeting passed pursuant to those provisions, and, in the case of
redeemable shares, the provisions of Article 5.4:
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(a)

all shares for the time being in the capital of the Company shall be at the disposal of the Board; and

(b)

the Board may reclassify, allot (with or without conferring a right of renunciation), grant options over, or otherwise dispose of
them to such Persons on such terms and conditions and at such times as it thinks fit.

5.4

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, and without prejudice to any rights attached to existing shares, any share may be
issued which is to be redeemed, or is liable to be redeemed at the option of the Company or the holder. The Board may determine the
terms, conditions and manner of redemption of any redeemable share so issued provided that it does so before the share is allotted,
and these terms and conditions will apply to the relevant shares as if they were set out in these Articles.

5.5

The terms and conditions of any issued shares in the Company which are:
(a)

to be redeemed, or are liable to be redeemed at the option of the Company or the holder; and

(b)

were issued prior to the adoption of these Articles,

will apply to the relevant shares as if they were set out in these Articles provided that such shares were issued in accordance with the
articles of the Company at the time and applicable Law.
5.6

The Company may not issue or allot A Ordinary Shares other than as consideration for the Stock Exchange (as defined in the BCA)
or pursuant to conversion of Ordinary Shares pursuant to Article 11.2.

6.

VARIATION OF RIGHTS

6.1

Subject to these Articles and the provisions of the Companies Act, if at any time the capital of the Company is divided into different
classes of shares, all or any of the rights attached to any existing class may from time to time be varied or abrogated, either while the
Company is a going concern or during or in contemplation of a winding up:
(a)

in such manner (if any) as may be provided by those rights; or

(b)

subject to Article 6.4 and 6.5, with the written consent of the holders of three-quarters in nominal value of the issued shares of
that class (excluding any shares of that class held as treasury shares), which consent shall be in hard copy form or in electronic
form sent to such address (if any) for the time being specified by or on behalf of the Company for that purpose, or in default
of such specification to the Office, and may consist of several documents, each executed or authenticated in such manner as
the Board may approve by or on behalf of one or more holders, or a combination of both,

but not otherwise.
6.2

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, all the Articles relating to general meetings will apply to any such class meeting,
with any necessary changes.

6.3

For the purposes of Article 6.1, if at any time the capital of the Company is divided into different classes of shares, unless otherwise
expressly provided by the rights attached to any share or class of shares, those rights shall be deemed not to be varied or abrogated
by:
(a)

the issue of further shares ranking pari passu with, or subsequent to, that share or class of shares;

(b)

the purchase or redemption by the Company of any of its own shares; and

(c)

the exercise by the Board of any of the powers contemplated by Articles 39.9, 39.10 and 40.1.
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6.4

In accordance with Article 4.1 and subject to Article 6.5, for the purpose of the variation or abrogation of the rights attaching to the
Ordinary Shares and the A Ordinary Shares pursuant to Article 6.1 the Ordinary Shares and A Ordinary Shares shall constitute the
same class of shares.

6.5

Article 6.4 will not apply, and the Ordinary Shares and A Ordinary Shares will constitute separate classes of shares for the purpose of
Article 6.1, where the effect of the variation or abrogation is that the differences in the economic and voting rights as between the
Ordinary Shares and A Ordinary Shares will cease to be the same in all material respects as such differences existed as at the date of
adoption of these Articles.

7.

SHARE CERTIFICATES

7.1

On becoming the holder of any share other than a share in uncertificated form, every Person (except if applicable Law allows the
Company not to issue share certificates) shall be entitled, without payment, to have issued to him within two months after allotment
or lodgement of a transfer (unless the terms of issue of the shares provide otherwise) one certificate for all the shares of each class
held by him (and, upon transferring a part of his holding of shares of any class, to a certificate for the balance of that holding). A
holder may elect to receive one or more additional certificates for any of his shares upon payment for every certificate after the first
of such reasonable sum as the Directors may determine from time to time.

7.2

Every certificate shall:
(a)

be issued under the seal, or under such other form of authentication as the Board may approve (which may include manual or
facsimile signatures by one or more Directors); and

(b)

shall specify the number, class and distinguishing numbers (if any) of the shares to which it relates and the amount or
respective amounts paid up on the shares.

7.3

The Company shall not be bound to issue more than one certificate for shares held jointly by more than one Person and delivery of a
certificate to one joint holder shall be sufficient delivery to all of them, and seniority shall be determined in the manner described in
Article 22.3. Shares of different classes may not be included in the same certificate.

7.4

If a share certificate is damaged, defaced or worn out or said to be lost, stolen or destroyed, it may be renewed on such terms (if any)
as to evidence and indemnity and payment of any exceptional out-of-pocket expenses incurred by the Company in investigating
evidence and preparing the requisite form of indemnity as the Directors may determine but otherwise free of charge, and (in the case
of damage, defacement or wearing out) on delivery up of the old certificate to the Company.

8.

LIEN

8.1

The Company shall have a first and paramount lien on every share (not being a fully paid share) for all amounts payable to the
Company (whether presently or not) in respect of that share. The Board may at any time (generally or in a particular case) waive any
lien or declare any share to be wholly or in part exempt from the provisions of Articles 8.1 to 8.4 inclusive. The Company’s lien on a
share shall extend to all amounts (including without limitation dividends) payable in respect of it.

8.2

The Company may sell, in such manner as the Board determines, any share on which the Company has a lien if an amount in respect
of which the lien exists is presently payable and is not paid within 14 clear days after notice has been sent to the holder of the share,
or to the Person entitled to it in consequence of the death or bankruptcy of the holder or otherwise by operation of Law, stating the
amount of money due, demanding payment and stating that if the notice is not complied with the shares may be sold.

8.3

To give effect to the sale the Board may, in the case of a share in certificated form, authorise any Person to execute an instrument of
transfer of the share sold to, or in accordance with the directions of, the purchaser. In the case of a share in uncertificated form, the
Board may, to enable the Company to deal with the share in accordance with the provisions of this Article 8.3, exercise any of the
powers of the Company under Article 4.10 to effect the sale of the share. The title of the transferee to the share shall not be affected
by any irregularity in or invalidity of the proceedings in reference to the sale and the transferee shall not be bound to see to the
application of the purchase money.
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8.4

The net proceeds of the sale, after payment of the costs, shall be applied in or towards payment or satisfaction of so much of the
amount for which the lien exists as is presently payable, and any residue shall (upon surrender to the Company for cancellation of the
certificate for the share sold, in the case of a share in certificated form, and, whether the share sold is in certificated form or
uncertificated form, subject to a like lien for any amount not presently payable as existed upon the share before the sale) be paid to
the Person entitled to the share at the date of the sale.

9.

CALLS ON SHARES

9.1

Subject to the terms of allotment, the Board may from time to time make calls upon the members in respect of any amounts unpaid
on their shares (whether in respect of nominal value or premium) and each member shall (subject to receiving at least 14 clear days’
notice specifying when and where payment is to be made) pay to the Company as required by the notice the amount called on his
shares. A call may be required to be paid by instalments. A call may, before receipt by the Company of an amount due under it, be
revoked in whole or in part and payment of a call may be postponed in whole or part. A Person upon whom a call is made shall
remain liable for calls made upon him notwithstanding the subsequent transfer of the shares in respect of which the call was made.

9.2

A call shall be deemed to have been made at the time when the resolution of the Board authorising the call was passed.

9.3

The joint holders of a share shall be jointly and severally liable to pay all calls in respect of it.

9.4

If a call or an instalment of a call remains unpaid in whole or in part after it has become due and payable the Person from whom it is
due shall pay interest on the amount unpaid from the day it became due and payable until it is paid at the rate fixed by the terms of
allotment of the shares in question or in the notice of the call or, if no rate is fixed, the rate determined by the Board, not exceeding
15 per cent. per annum, or, if higher, at the appropriate rate (as defined by the Companies Act), but the Board may in respect of any
individual member waive payment of interest wholly or in part.

9.5

An amount payable in respect of a share on allotment or at any fixed date, whether in respect of nominal value or premium or as an
instalment of a call, shall be deemed to be a call duly made and notified and payable on the date so fixed or in accordance with the
terms of the allotment. If it is not paid these Articles shall apply as if that sum had become due and payable by virtue of a call duly
made and notified.

9.6

Subject to the terms of allotment, the Directors may on the issue of shares differentiate between the allottees or holders in the
amounts and times of payment of calls on their shares.

9.7

The Board may, if it thinks fit, receive from any member willing to advance it all or any part of the amount unpaid on any shares held
by him (beyond the sums actually called up) as a payment in advance of calls, and such payment shall, to the extent of it, extinguish
the liability on the shares in respect of which it is advanced. The Company may pay on all or any of the amount so advanced (until it
would, but for such advance, become presently payable) interest on the amount so received, or so much of it as exceeds the sums
called up on the shares in respect of which it has been received, at such rate (if any) as the member and the Board agree not
exceeding 15 per cent. per annum or, if higher, the appropriate rate (as defined in the Companies Act).

10.

FORFEITURE AND SURRENDER

10.1

If a call or an instalment of a call remains unpaid, in whole or in part, after it has become due and payable, the Board may give to the
Person from whom it is due not less than 14 clear days’ notice requiring payment of the amount unpaid together with any interest
which may have accrued and any costs, charges and expenses incurred by the Company by reason of such non-payment. The notice
shall name the place where payment is to be made and shall state that if the notice is not complied with the shares in respect of which
the call was made will be liable to be forfeited.
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10.2

If the notice is not complied with, any share in respect of which it was given may, at any time before the payment required by the
notice has been made, be forfeited by a resolution of the Board. The forfeiture shall include all dividends and other amounts payable
in respect of the forfeited shares and which have not been paid before the forfeiture. When a share has been forfeited, notice of the
forfeiture shall be sent to the Person who was the holder of the share before the forfeiture. An entry shall be made promptly in the
register opposite the entry of the share showing that notice has been sent, that the share has been forfeited and the date of forfeiture.
No forfeiture shall be invalidated by the omission or neglect to send that notice or to make those entries.

10.3

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, a forfeited share shall be deemed to belong to the Company and may be sold, reallotted or otherwise disposed of on such terms and in such manner as the Board determines either to the Person who was before the
forfeiture the holder or to any other Person. At any time before sale, re-allotment or other disposition, the forfeiture may be cancelled
on such terms as the Board determines. Where for the purposes of its disposal a forfeited share is to be transferred to any Person, the
Board may, in the case of a share in certificated form, authorise someone to execute an instrument of transfer and, in the case of a
share in uncertificated form, the Board may exercise any of the powers of the Company under Article 12. The Company may receive
the consideration given for the share on its disposal and register the transferee as the holder of the share.

10.4

A Person shall cease to be a member in respect of any share which has been forfeited or surrendered and shall, if the share is held in
certificated form, surrender to the Company for cancellation the certificate for the share forfeited but shall remain liable to the
Company for all amounts which at the date of forfeiture were presently payable by him to the Company in respect of that share plus
interest at the rate at which interest was payable on those amounts before the forfeiture or, if no interest was so payable, at the rate
determined by the Board, not exceeding 15 per cent. per annum or, if higher, the appropriate rate (as defined in the Companies Act)
from the date of forfeiture until payment. The Board may waive payment wholly or in part or enforce payment without any allowance
for the value of the share at the time of forfeiture or for any consideration received on its disposal.

10.5

The Board may accept the surrender of any share which it is in a position to forfeit upon such terms and conditions as may be agreed
and, subject to any such terms and conditions, a surrendered share shall be treated as if it had been forfeited.

10.6

The forfeiture of a share shall involve the extinction at the time of forfeiture of all interest in and all claims and demands against the
Company in respect of the share and all other rights and liabilities incidental to the share as between the Person whose share is
forfeited and the Company, except only such of those rights and liabilities as are by these Articles expressly saved, or are by the
Companies Act given or imposed in the case of past members.

10.7

A statutory declaration by a Director or the secretary that a share has been duly forfeited on a specified date shall be conclusive
evidence of the facts stated in it as against all Persons claiming to be entitled to the share. The declaration shall (subject to the
execution of an instrument of transfer if necessary, in the case of a share in certificated form) constitute a good title to the share. The
Person to whom the share is disposed of shall not be bound to see to the application of the consideration, if any, nor shall his title to
the share be affected by any irregularity in or invalidity of the proceedings relating to the forfeiture or disposal of the share.

11.

TRANSFER OF SHARES

11.1

Without prejudice to any power of the Company to register as member a Person to whom the right to any share has been transmitted
by operation of Law, the instrument of transfer of a share in certificated form may be in any usual form or in any other form which
the Board may approve. An instrument of transfer shall be executed by or on behalf of the transferor and, where the share is not fully
paid, by or on behalf of the transferee. An instrument of transfer need not be under seal.

11.2

Prior to the expiration of the Preferred Dividend Term, each Ordinary Share acquired by (a) (i) Grupo VM, any Grupo VM Family
Member or any Affiliate of Grupo VM or a Grupo VM Family Member, (ii) any trust or similar arrangement for the benefit of any
such Person referred to in (i) above, (iii) any group (within the meaning of Regulation 13D of the Exchange Act) of which any such
Person referred to in (i) above is a member or (iv) any Person under any of the foregoing Persons’ Control or (b) any insurance
company that issued the R&W Policy or any Affiliate of such insurance company, or any Person under such Person’s Control, shall
be automatically converted into one A Ordinary Share.
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11.3

The Board may, in its absolute discretion, refuse to register the transfer of a share in certificated form if it is not fully paid provided
that the refusal does not prevent dealings in shares in the Company from taking place on an open and proper basis.

11.4

The Board may, in its absolute discretion, also refuse to register the transfer of a share:
(a)

unless the instrument of transfer:
(i)

is lodged, duly stamped, at the Office or such other place as the Board has appointed, accompanied by the certificate for
the share to which it relates, or such other evidence as the Directors may reasonably require to show the transferor’s
right to make the transfer, or evidence of the right of someone other than the transferor to make the transfer on the
transferor’s behalf;

(ii)

is in respect of only one class of shares; or

(iii) is in favour of not more than four transferees;
(b)

with respect to a share on which the Company has a lien and a sum in respect of which the lien exists is presently payable and
is not paid within 14 clear days after notice has been sent to the holder of the share in accordance with Article 8.2; or

(c)

in uncertificated form:
(i)

in circumstances set out in the Exchange Rules or in accordance with applicable Law; or

(ii)

unless the instrument of transfer is in favour of not more than four transferees.

11.5

If the Board refuses to register a transfer of a share, it shall as soon as practicable and in any event within two months after the date
on which the instrument of transfer was lodged with the Company (in the case of a transfer of a share in certificated form) send to the
transferee notice of the refusal together with reasons for the refusal. The Board shall send to the transferee such further information
about the reasons for the refusal as the transferee may reasonably request.

11.6

No fee shall be charged for the registration of any instrument of transfer or other document or instruction relating to or affecting the
title to any share.

11.7

The Company shall be entitled to retain any instrument of transfer which is registered, but any instrument of transfer which the Board
refuses to register shall (except in the case of fraud) be returned to the Person lodging it when notice of the refusal is sent.

11.8

Nothing in these Articles shall preclude the Board from recognising a renunciation of the allotment of any share by the allottee in
favour of some other Person.

11.9

For the avoidance of doubt, nothing in these Articles shall require shares to be transferred by a written instrument if the Law or
Exchange Rules provides otherwise and the Directors shall be empowered to implement such arrangements as they consider fit in
accordance with and subject to the Law and the Exchange Rules to evidence and regulate the transfer of title to shares in the
Company and for the approval or disapproval as the case may be by the Board or the operator of a Depositary of the registration of
those transfers.

12.

TRANSMISSION OF SHARES

12.1

If a member dies, the survivor or survivors where he was a joint holder, or his personal representatives where he was a sole holder or
the only survivor of joint holders, shall be the only Persons recognised by the Company as having any title to his interest, but nothing
in this Article 12.1 shall release the estate of a deceased member from any liability in respect of any share which had been solely or
jointly held by him.
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12.2

Subject to the limitations of Article 11.2, a Person becoming entitled to a share in consequence of the death or bankruptcy of a
member or otherwise by operation of Law may, upon such evidence being produced as the Board may properly require, elect either to
become the holder of the share or to have some Person nominated by him registered as the transferee. If he elects to become the
holder he shall give notice to the Company to that effect. If he elects to have another Person registered, and the share is a certificated
share, he shall execute an instrument of transfer of the share to that Person. If he elects to have himself or another Person registered
and the share is an uncertificated share, he shall take any action the Board may require and/or as required in accordance with the
Exchange Rules (including without limitation the execution of any document) to enable himself or that Person to be registered as the
holder of the share. All the provisions of these Articles relating to the transfer of shares shall apply to the notice or instrument of
transfer as if it were an instrument of transfer signed by the member and the death or bankruptcy of the member or other event giving
rise to the transmission had not occurred.

12.3

The Board may at any time send a notice requiring any such Person referred to in Article 12.2 to elect either to be registered himself
or to transfer the share. If the notice is not complied with within 60 days, the Board may after the expiry of that period withhold
payment of all dividends or other amounts payable in respect of the share until the requirements of the notice have been complied
with.

12.4

A Person becoming entitled to a share by reason of the death or bankruptcy of a member or otherwise by operation of Law shall,
upon such evidence being produced as the Board may reasonably require as to his entitlement and subject otherwise to Article 12.2,
have the same rights in relation to the share to which he would be entitled if he were the holder of the share, and may give a
discharge for all dividends and other moneys payable in respect of the share, except that he shall not, before being registered as the
holder of the share, be entitled in respect of it to receive notice of, or to attend or vote at, any general meeting or at any separate
meeting of the holders of any class of shares in the capital of the Company.

13.

SHARE WARRANTS

13.1

In accordance with Law, the Company shall not issue share warrants to bearer.

14.

UNTRACED MEMBERS

14.1

The Company shall be entitled to sell any share held by a member, or any share to which a Person is entitled by transmission, if:

14.2

(a)

during the period of 12 years before the date of the publication of the advertisements referred to in paragraph (b) of this
Article 14 (or, if published on different dates, the first date) (the relevant period ) at least three dividends in respect of the
share have been declared and all dividend warrants, cheques or other method of payment for amounts payable in respect of the
share which have been sent and were payable in a manner authorised by these Articles have remained uncashed;

(b)

the Company has, as soon as practicable after the expiration of the relevant period, inserted an advertisement in a leading
national daily newspaper published in the United Kingdom and in a newspaper circulating in the area of the registered address
or last known address of the member or Person concerned, giving notice of its intention to sell such share; and

(c)

during the relevant period and the further period of three months after the publication of the advertisements referred to in
paragraph (b) of this Article 14 (or, if published on different dates, the first date) the Company has received no
communication from, or on behalf of, such member or Person concerned.

The Company shall also be entitled to sell any additional share issued during the relevant period of 12 years in right of any share to
which Article 14.1 applies (or in right of any share so issued), if the criteria in Article 14.1 are satisfied in relation to the additional
share (but as if the words “during the period of 12 years” were omitted from paragraph (a) of Article 14.1 and the words “, after the
expiration of the relevant period,” were omitted from paragraph (b) of Article 14.1).
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14.3

To give effect to the sale of any share pursuant to Articles 14.1 to 14.4 inclusive the Company may:
(a)

in the case of a share in certificated form, appoint any Person to execute an instrument of transfer of the share, and the
instrument shall be as effective as if it had been executed by the registered holder of, or Person entitled by transmission to, the
share; and

(b)

in the case of a share in uncertificated form, the Directors may, to enable the Company to deal with the share in accordance
with the provisions of Articles 14.1 to 14.4 inclusive, do all acts and things it considers necessary and expedient to effect the
transfer of the share to, or in accordance with the directions of, the purchaser.

14.4

An instrument of transfer executed by that Person in accordance with paragraph (a) of Article 14.3 shall be as effective as if it had
been executed by the holder of, or Person entitled by transmission to, the shares. An exercise by the Company of its powers in
accordance with paragraph (b) of Article 14.3 shall be as effective as if exercised by the registered holder of or Person entitled by
transmission to the shares. The purchaser shall not be bound to see to the application of the proceeds of sale, nor shall his title to the
share be affected by any irregularity in or invalidity of the proceedings relating to the sale. The net proceeds of sale shall belong to
the Company which shall be indebted to the member or other Person entitled to the share for an amount equal to the net proceeds of
the sale and the Company shall enter the name of such former member or other Person in the books of the Company as a creditor for
that amount. No trust or duty to account shall arise in respect of the net proceeds and no interest shall be payable in respect of the
proceeds of sale, which may be employed in the business of the Company or invested in such investments as the Board may think fit.

15.

ALTERATION OF CAPITAL

15.1

Subject to the Companies Act and the provisions of these Articles, and without prejudice to any relevant special rights attached to
any class of shares, the Company may from time to time:
(a)

increase its share capital by allotting new shares;

(b)

consolidate and divide all or any of its share capital into shares of larger amount than its existing shares;

(c)

sub-divide its shares, or any of them, into shares of smaller amount than its existing shares;

(d)

redeem and/ or cancel any of its shares;

(e)

redenominate its share capital or any class of share capital; and

(f)

determine that, as between the shares resulting from such a sub-division, any of them may have any preference or advantage
or different rights as compared with the others,

and where any difficulty arises in regard to any consolidation or division, the Directors may settle such difficulty as they see fit.
15.2

Whenever any fractions arise as a result of a consolidation or sub-division of shares, the Board may on behalf of the members deal
with the fractions as it thinks fit. In particular, without limitation, the Board may sell shares, representing fractions to which any
members would otherwise become entitled, to any Person (including, subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, the Company)
and distribute the net proceeds of sale in due proportion among those members or retain such net proceeds for the benefit of the
Company. In the case of shares to be sold being held in certificated form, the Board may authorise some Person to execute an
instrument of transfer of the shares to, or in accordance with the directions of, the purchaser. In the case of shares to be sold in
uncertificated form, the Board may, to enable the Company to deal with the share in accordance with the provisions of this Article
15.2, do all acts and things it considers necessary or expedient to effect the transfer of the shares to, or in accordance with the
directions of, the purchaser. The transferee shall not be bound to see to the application of the purchase money nor shall his title to the
shares be affected by any irregularity in or invalidity of the proceedings in reference to the sale.
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15.3

All shares created by an increase of the Company’s share capital (unless otherwise provided by the terms of allotment of the shares of
that class), by consolidation, division or sub-division of its share capital or the conversion of stock into paid-up shares shall be
subject to all the provisions of these Articles, including without limitation provisions relating to the payment of calls, lien, forfeiture,
transfer and transmission.

15.4

The Company shall not consolidate, divide, sub-divide or redenominate any one or more Company Ordinary Shares without
consolidating, dividing, sub-dividing or redenominating (as the case may be) all of the Company Ordinary Shares, on an equal per
share basis.

16.

GENERAL MEETINGS

16.1

The Board shall convene and the Company shall hold general meetings as annual general meetings in accordance with the Companies
Act.

16.2

All provisions of these Articles relating to general meetings of the Company shall, mutatis mutandis, apply to every separate general
meeting of the holders of any class of shares in the capital of the Company.

16.3

Where a Person is present by proxy or proxies, he is treated only as holding the shares in respect of which those proxies are
authorised to exercise voting rights with respect to any matter proposed at the meeting.

16.4

The Board may call general meetings whenever and at such times and places as it shall determine. Subject to the provisions of the
Companies Act, the Executive Chairman may also call general meetings on behalf of the Board. On requisition of members pursuant
to the provisions of the Companies Act, the Board shall promptly convene a general meeting in accordance with the requirements of
the Companies Act.

17.

NOTICE OF GENERAL MEETINGS

17.1

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, an annual general meeting and all other general meetings shall be called by at least
such minimum period of notice as is prescribed or permitted under the Companies Act.

17.2

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act and any relevant special rights or restrictions attached to any shares, notices shall be
given to every member as of the record date for such meeting and to the Directors. The auditors of the Company are entitled to
receive all notices of, and other communications relating to, any general meeting which any member is entitled to receive. The
Company shall solicit proxies and provide proxy statements for all meetings of members. The Independent Directors (or, if there are
no Independent Directors, the Directors who qualify as independent under the Exchange Rules and are not Grupo VM Directors)
shall have the full power and authority of the Board, acting in the name and on behalf of the Company, to direct and manage the
solicitation of proxies and related matters with respect to the appointment of Directors (other than Directors in respect of which
Grupo VM has the right to nominate Director candidates under Article 25.3) at any general meeting of the members of the Company
at which Directors are to be elected and at which one or more members of the Company (other than Grupo VM or its Affiliates) shall
have nominated, in accordance with the Companies Act and Articles 21.1, 21.4 and 25.1(b) hereof, and not withdrawn from
nomination prior to the meeting, one or more persons for election as a Director in opposition to the persons nominated for election by
the Board.

17.3

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, the notice shall specify the place (including without limitation any satellite meeting
place arranged for the purposes of Article 19.8, which shall be identified as such in the notice), the date and the time of meeting and
the general nature of the business to be transacted, and in the case of an annual general meeting shall specify the meeting as such. In
the case of a meeting to pass a special resolution, the notice shall specify the intention to propose the resolution as a special
resolution.

17.4

Where the Company has given an electronic address in any notice of meeting, any document or information relating to proceedings at
the meeting may be sent by electronic means to that address, subject to any conditions or limitations specified in the relevant notice
of meeting.
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17.5

The accidental omission to send notice of a meeting or resolution, or to send any notification where required by the Companies Act
or these Articles in relation to the publication of a notice of meeting on a website, or to send a form of proxy where required by the
Companies Act or these Articles, to any Person entitled to receive it, or the non-receipt for any reason of any such notice, resolution
or notification or form of proxy by that Person, whether or not the Company is aware of such omission or non-receipt, shall not
invalidate the proceedings at that meeting.

18.

LIST OF MEMBERS FOR VOTING AT GENERAL MEETINGS

18.1

At least ten days before every general meeting, the secretary shall prepare a complete list of the members entitled to vote at the
meeting. Such list shall:
(a)

be arranged in alphabetical order;

(b)

show the address of each member entitled to vote at the meeting; and

(c)

show the number of shares registered in the name of each member.

18.2

The list of members prepared in accordance with Article 18.1 shall be available during ordinary business hours for a period of at least
ten days before the general meeting for inspection by any member for any purpose relevant to the meeting. If the notice of the
meeting does not specify the place where the members may inspect the list of members, the list of members shall be available for
inspection (at the discretion of the Board) at either the Office or on a website. The list of members shall be available for inspection by
any member who is present at the meeting, at the place and for the duration, of the meeting.

19.

PROCEEDINGS AT GENERAL MEETINGS

19.1

No business shall be transacted at a meeting unless a quorum is present. The absence of a quorum shall not preclude the choice or
appointment of a chairman, which shall not be treated as part of the business of the meeting. Except as otherwise provided by these
Articles, a quorum is the members who together represent at least the majority of the voting rights of all the members entitled to vote,
present in person or by proxy, at the relevant meeting.

19.2

If a quorum is not present within half an hour after the time appointed for holding the meeting (or any longer period not exceeding
one hour which the chairman of the meeting can decide), or if during a meeting a quorum ceases to be present, the meeting, if
convened on the requisition of members, shall be dissolved, and in any other case shall stand adjourned to such date, time and place
as the chairman of the meeting may, subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, determine. If at the adjourned meeting a quorum
is not present within 15 minutes after the time appointed for holding the meeting, the meeting shall be dissolved.

19.3

The chairman (if any) of the Board, or in his absence the deputy chairman of the Board, shall preside as chairman of the meeting. In
the absence of the chairman of the Board or the deputy chairman of the Board, some other Director nominated prior to the meeting by
the Board shall preside as chairman of the meeting. If none of the chairman, deputy chairman or such other Director (if any) is
present within 15 minutes after the time appointed for holding the meeting or is not willing to act as chairman, the Directors present
shall elect one of their number present and willing to act to be chairman of the meeting, and if there is only one Director present, he
shall be chairman of the meeting if he agrees. This Article 19.3 is subject to Article 19.4

19.4

If no Director is willing to act as chairman or if no Director is present within 15 minutes after the time appointed for holding the
meeting, the members present in person or by proxy and entitled to vote shall choose a member present in person or a proxy of a
member or a person authorised to act as a representative of a corporation in relation to the meeting to be chairman of the meeting.

19.5

The Board or the chairman of the meeting may direct that any person wishing to attend any general meeting should submit to such
searches or other security arrangements (including without limitation, requiring evidence of identity to be produced before entering
the meeting and placing restrictions on the items of personal property which may be taken into the meeting) as they or he consider
appropriate under the circumstances. The Directors or the chairman of the meeting may in their or his absolute discretion refuse entry
to, or eject from, any general meeting any person who refuses to submit to a search or otherwise comply with such security
arrangements.
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19.6

The Board or the chairman of the meeting may take such action, give such direction or put in place such arrangements as they or he
consider appropriate to secure the safety of the people attending the meeting and to promote the orderly conduct of the business of
the meeting. Any decision of the chairman of the meeting on matters of procedure or matters arising incidentally from the business of
the meeting, and any determination by the chairman of the meeting as to whether a matter is of such a nature, shall be final.

19.7

Directors may attend and speak at general meetings and at any separate meeting of the holders of any class of shares, whether or not
they are members. The chairman of the meeting may permit other Persons who are not members of the Company or otherwise
entitled to exercise the rights of members in relation to general meetings to attend and, at the chairman of the meeting’s discretion,
speak at a general meeting or at any separate class meeting.

19.8

In the case of any general meeting, the Board may, notwithstanding the specification in the notice convening the general meeting of
the place at which the chairman of the meeting shall preside (the “principal place”), make arrangements for simultaneous attendance
and participation at satellite meeting places, or by way of any other electronic means, allowing persons not present together at the
same place to attend, speak and vote at the meeting. The arrangements for simultaneous attendance and participation at satellite
meeting places, or other places at which persons are participating via electronic means may include arrangements for controlling or
regulating the level of attendance at any particular venue provided that such arrangements shall operate so that all members and
proxies wishing to attend the meeting are able to attend at one or other of the venues. The members or proxies at the satellite meeting
places, or other places at which persons are participating via electronic means, shall be counted in the quorum for, and be entitled to
vote at, the general meeting in question, and that meeting shall be duly constituted and its proceedings valid if the chairman of the
meeting is satisfied that adequate facilities are available throughout the meeting to ensure that the members or proxies attending at
the satellite meeting places, or other places at which persons are participating via electronic means, are able to:
(a)

participate in the business for which the meeting has been convened;

(b)

see and hear all persons who speak (whether through the use of microphones, loud speakers, audio-visual communication
equipment or otherwise) in the principal place and any other such place; and

(c)

be heard and seen by all other persons so present in the same way.

19.9

The chairman of the general meeting shall be present at, and the meeting shall be deemed to take place at, the principal place. If it
appears to the chairman of the meeting that the facilities at the principal place or any satellite meeting place, have become inadequate
for the purposes set out in Article 19.8, then the chairman of the meeting may, without the consent of the meeting, interrupt or
adjourn the general meeting. All business conducted at the general meeting up to the point of the adjournment shall be valid. The
provisions of Article 19.14 shall apply to that adjournment.

19.10

The Board may make arrangements for persons entitled to attend a general meeting or an adjourned general meeting to be able to
view and hear the proceedings of the general meeting or adjourned general meeting and to speak at the meeting (whether by the use
of microphones, loudspeakers, audio-visual communications equipment or otherwise) by attending at a venue anywhere in the world
not being a satellite meeting place. Those attending at any such venue shall not be regarded as present at the general meeting or
adjourned general meeting and shall not be entitled to vote at the meeting at or from that venue. The inability for any reason of any
member present in person or by proxy at such a venue to view or hear all or any of the proceedings of the meeting or to speak at the
meeting shall not in any way affect the validity of the proceedings of the meeting.

19.11

The Board may from time to time make any arrangements for controlling the level of attendance at any venue for which
arrangements have been made pursuant to Article 19.8 (including without limitation the issue of tickets or the imposition of some
other means of selection) it in its absolute discretion considers appropriate, and may from time to time change those arrangements. If
a member, pursuant to
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those arrangements, is not entitled to attend in person or by proxy at a particular venue, he shall be entitled to attend in person or by
proxy at any other venue for which arrangements have been made pursuant to Article 19.10. The entitlement of any member to be
present at such venue in person or by proxy shall be subject to any arrangement then in force and stated by the notice of meeting or
adjourned meeting to apply to the meeting.
19.12

If, after the sending of the notice of a general meeting but before the meeting is held, or after the adjournment of a general meeting
but before the adjourned meeting is held (whether or not notice of the adjourned meeting is required), the Board decides that it is
impracticable or unreasonable, for a reason beyond its control, to hold the meeting at the declared place (or any of the declared
places, in the case of a meeting to which Article 19.8 applies) and/or time, it may change the place (or any of the declared places, in
the case of a meeting to which Article 19.7 applies) and/or postpone the time at which the meeting is to be held. If such a decision is
made, the Board may then change the place (or any of the declared places, in the case of a meeting to which Article 19.8 applies)
and/or postpone the time again if it decides that it is reasonable to do so. In either case:
(a)

no new notice of the meeting need be sent, but the Board shall, if practicable, advertise the date, time and place of the meeting
by public announcement and in two newspapers with national circulation in the United Kingdom and shall make arrangements
for notices of the change of place and/or postponement to appear at the original place and/or at the original time; and

(b)

a proxy appointment in relation to the meeting may, if by means of a document in hard copy form, be delivered to the Office
or such other place within the United Kingdom as may be specified by or on behalf of the Company in accordance with
paragraph (a) of Article 23.6 or, if in electronic form, be received at the address (if any) specified by or on behalf of the
Company in accordance with paragraph (b) of Article 23.6.

19.13

For the purposes of Articles 19.8, 19.9, 19.10, 19.11 and 19.12, the right of a member to participate in the business of any general
meeting shall include, without limitation, the right to speak, vote on a poll, be represented by a proxy and have access to all
documents which are required by the Companies Act or these Articles to be made available at the meeting.

19.14

Without prejudice to any other power of adjournment he may have under these Articles or at common law:
(a)

the chairman of the meeting may, with the consent of a meeting at which a quorum is present (and shall if so directed by the
meeting), adjourn the meeting from time to time and from place to place; and

(b)

the chairman of the meeting may, without the consent of the meeting, adjourn the meeting before or after it has commenced,
to another date, time or place which the chairman of the meeting may decide, if the chairman of the meeting considers that:
(i)

there is not enough room for the number of members and proxies who wish to attend the meeting;

(ii)

the behaviour of anyone present prevents, or is likely to prevent, the orderly conduct of the business of the meeting;

(iii) an adjournment is necessary to protect the safety of any person attending the meeting; or
(iv) an adjournment is otherwise necessary in order for the business of the meeting to be properly carried out.
19.15

An adjournment may, subject to the provisions of the Companies Act and these Articles, be for such time and to such other place (or,
in the case of a meeting held at a principal place and a satellite meeting place, such other places) as the chairman may, in his absolute
discretion determine, notwithstanding that by reason of such adjournment some members may be unable to be present at the
adjourned meeting. Any such member may nevertheless appoint a proxy for the adjourned meeting
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either in accordance with Articles 23.2, 23.3 and 23.6 or by means of a document in hard copy form which, if delivered at the
meeting which is adjourned to the chairman or the secretary or any Director, shall be valid even though it is given at less notice than
would otherwise be required by paragraph (a) of Article 23.6. Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, it shall not be
necessary to give notice of an adjourned meeting, except that when a meeting is adjourned for 30 days or more, or for an indefinite
period, at least seven clear days’ notice shall be given specifying the time and place (or places, in the case of a meeting to which
Article 19.8 applies) of the adjourned meeting and the general nature of the business to be transacted. No business shall be transacted
at an adjourned meeting other than business which might properly have been transacted at the meeting had the adjournment not taken
place. Members who together represent at least the majority of the voting rights of all the members entitled to vote, present in person
or by proxy, at the relevant meeting will constitute a quorum at an adjourned meeting.
19.16

Any resolution put to a vote at a general meeting shall be decided on a poll. This Article 19.16 may only be removed, amended or
varied by resolution of the members passed unanimously at a general meeting of the Company.

19.17

Subject to Article 19.18, a poll shall be taken as the chairman directs and he may, and shall if required by the meeting, appoint
scrutineers (who need not be members) and fix a time and a place for declaring the result of the poll. The result of the poll shall be
deemed to be the resolution of the meeting at which the poll was demanded.

19.18

A poll on the election of a chairman or on a question of adjournment shall be taken immediately. A poll on any other question shall
be taken at the meeting or, the chairman may, with the consent of the meeting, determine that the poll shall be taken at such time and
place as the chairman directs not being more than 30 days after the meeting.

20.

AMENDMENTS TO RESOLUTIONS

20.1

A special resolution to be proposed at a general meeting may be amended by ordinary resolution if:

20.2

(a)

the chairman of the meeting proposes the amendment at the general meeting at which the resolution is to be proposed; and

(b)

the amendment does not go beyond what is necessary to correct a clear error in the resolution.

An ordinary resolution to be proposed at a general meeting may be amended by ordinary resolution if:
(a)

written notice of the terms of the proposed amendment and of the intention to move the amendment have been delivered in
hard copy to the Company at the Office or to such other place as may be specified by or on behalf of the Company for that
purpose, or received in electronic form at such address (if any) for the time being specified by or on behalf of the Company
for that purpose, at least 48 hours before the time for holding the meeting or the adjourned meeting at which the ordinary
resolution in question is proposed (which, if the Board so specifies, shall be calculated taking no account of any part of a day
that is not a working day) and the proposed amendment does not, in the reasonable opinion of the chairman of the meeting,
materially alter the substance of the resolution; or

(b)

the chairman of the meeting, in his absolute discretion, decides that the proposed amendment may be considered or voted on.

20.3

With the consent of the chairman of the meeting, an amendment may be withdrawn by its proposer before it is voted on. If an
amendment proposed to any resolution under consideration is ruled out of order by the chairman of the meeting, the proceedings on
the resolution shall not be invalidated by any error in the ruling.

21.

PROPOSED MEMBER RESOLUTIONS

21.1

Where a member or members, in accordance with the provisions of the Companies Act, request the Company to (i) call a general
meeting for the purposes of bringing a resolution before the meeting, or (ii) give notice of a resolution to be proposed at a general
meeting, such request must, in each case and in addition to the requirements of the Companies Act, contain the following (and, to the
extent that the request relates to the nomination of a Director, the content requirements of paragraph (b) of Article 25.1 also apply):
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(a)

to the extent that the request relates to the nomination of a Director, as to each person whom the member(s) propose(s) to
nominate for election or re-election as a Director, all information relating to such person that is required to be disclosed in a
proxy statement or other filings required to be made in connection with solicitations of proxies for election of Directors, or is
otherwise required, in each case pursuant to Regulation 14A under the Exchange Act including such person’s written consent
to being named in the proxy statement as a nominee and to serving as a Director if elected;

(b)

to the extent that that request relates to any business other than the nomination of a Director that the member(s) propose(s) to
bring before the meeting, a brief description of the business desired to be brought before the meeting, the reasons for
conducting such business at the meeting and any material interest in such business of such member(s) and any Member
Associated Person, individually or in the aggregate, including any anticipated benefit to the member(s) or the Member
Associated Person therefrom; and

(c)

as to the member(s) giving the notice and the Member Associated Person, if any:
(i)

the name and address of such member(s), as they appear on the Company’s books, and of such Member Associated
Persons, if any;

(ii)

the class and number of shares of the Company which are owned beneficially and of record by such member(s) and such
Member Associated Persons, if any;

(iii) a description of all agreements, arrangements and understandings between: (i) such member (other than where the
member is a Depositary) and such Member Associated Persons, if any; and (ii) such member (other than where the
member is a Depositary) and such Member Associated Persons and each proposed nominee and any other Person or
Persons (including their names) in connection with the nomination of a Director;
(iv) the proposal of any other business by such member(s) or such Member Associated Person, if any;
(v)

any other information relating to such member or Member Associated Person within Article 21.2(b) that would be
required to be disclosed in a proxy statement or other filings required to be made in connection with solicitations of
proxies pursuant to Section 14 of the Exchange Act; and

(vi) to the extent known by the Member Associated Person or the member(s) giving the notice, the name and address of any
other member or person within Article 21.2(a)—(c) supporting the nominee for election or re-election as a Director or
the proposal of other business on the date of such request.
21.2

For the purposes of this Article 21.1, a Member Associated Person of any member shall mean:
(a)

any Person controlling, directly or indirectly, or acting in concert with, such member;

(b)

any beneficial owner of shares in the capital of the Company owned of record or beneficially (within the meaning of the
Exchange Act) by such member; and

(c)

any Person controlling, controlled by or under common control with such Member Associated Person,

and in each case on whose behalf the member’s request in accordance with this Article 21 is made.
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21.3

If a request made in accordance with Article 21.1 does not include the information specified in that Article, or if a request made in
accordance with Article 21.1 is not received in the time and manner required by Article 21.4, in respect of such shares which the
relevant member(s) or Member Associated Person own beneficially (the “ member default shares ”) the relevant member(s) shall
not be entitled to vote, either personally or by proxy at a general meeting or at a separate meeting of the holders of that class of shares
(or at an adjournment of any such meeting), the member default shares with respect to the matters detailed in the request made in
accordance with Article 21.1.

21.4

Without prejudice to the rights of any member under the Companies Act, a member who makes a request to which Article 21.1
relates, must deliver any such request in writing to the secretary at the Office not earlier than the close of business on the one hundred
and twentieth (120) calendar day nor later than the close of business on the ninetieth (90) calendar day prior to the date of the first
anniversary of the preceding year’s annual general meeting provided, however, that in the event that the date of an annual general
meeting is more than thirty (30) calendar days before or more than sixty (60) calendar days after the date of the first anniversary of
the preceding year’s annual general meeting, notice by the member must be so delivered in writing not earlier than the close of
business on the one hundred and twentieth (120) calendar day prior to such annual general meeting and not later than the close of
business on the later of (i) the ninetieth (90) calendar day prior to such annual general meeting and (ii) the 10 calendar day after the
day on which public announcement of the date of such annual general meeting is first made by the Company. In no event shall any
adjournment or postponement of an annual general meeting or the public announcement thereof commence a new time period for the
giving of a member’s notice as described in this Article 21.4.
Notwithstanding anything in the foregoing provisions of this Article 21.4 to the contrary, in the event that the number of Directors to
be elected to the Board is increased and there is no public announcement, naming all of the nominees for Director or specifying the
size of the increased Board, made by the Company at least one hundred (100) calendar days prior to the date of the first anniversary
of the preceding year’s annual general meeting or, a member’s notice required by this Article 21.4 shall also be considered as validly
delivered in accordance with this Article 21.4, but only with respect to nominees for any new positions created by such increase, if it
shall be delivered to the secretary at the Office not later than 5.00 pm, local time, on the tenth (10) calendar day after the day on
which such public announcement is first made by the Company.
Notwithstanding the provisions of Articles 21.1 or 21.3 or the foregoing provisions of this Article 21.4, a member shall also comply
with all applicable requirements of the Companies Act and of the Exchange Act with respect to the matters set forth in Articles 21.1
or 21.3 or in this Article 21.4. Nothing in Article 21.1 or 21.3 or in this Article 21.4 shall be deemed to affect any rights of members
to request inclusion of proposals in, nor the right of the Company to omit proposals from, the Company’s proxy statement pursuant to
Rule 14a-8 (or any successor provision) under the Exchange Act, to the extent applicable to the Company and, in such event, subject
in each case to compliance with the Exchange Act.

22.

VOTES OF MEMBERS

22.1

Subject to any relevant special rights or restrictions attached to any shares (including, for the avoidance of doubt, such rights and
restrictions set out in Article 4.1 and Article 25.10), on a vote on a resolution on a poll every member present in person or by proxy
shall have one vote for every share of which is the holder or in respect of which his appointment of proxy or corporate representative
has been made.

22.2

A member, proxy or corporate representative entitled to more than one vote need not, if he votes, use all his votes or cast all the votes
he uses the same way.

22.3

In the case of joint holders the vote of the senior who tenders a vote shall be accepted to the exclusion of the votes of the other joint
holders, and seniority shall be determined by the order in which the names of the holders stand in the register of members.

22.4

A member in respect of whom an order has been made by any court or official having jurisdiction (whether in the United Kingdom or
elsewhere) in matters concerning mental disorder may vote by any person authorised in that behalf by that court or official and such
person may vote by proxy. Evidence to the satisfaction of the Board of the authority of the person claiming the right to vote shall be
delivered to the Office, or such other place as is specified in accordance with these Articles for the
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delivery or receipt of appointments of proxy, not less than 48 hours before the time appointed for holding the meeting or adjourned
meeting at which the right to vote is to be exercised (provided that the Company may specify, in any case, that in calculating the
period of 48 hours, no account shall be taken of any part of a day that is not a working day). Failure to satisfy the requirements of this
Article 22.4 shall cause the right to vote not to be exercisable.
22.5

No member shall have the right to vote at any general meeting or at any separate meeting of the holders of any class of shares, either
in person or by representative or proxy, in respect of any share held by him unless all amounts presently payable by him in respect of
that share have been paid.

22.6

If at any time the Board is satisfied that any member, or any other Person appearing to be interested in shares held by such member,
has been duly served with a notice under section 793 of the Companies Act (a “ section 793 notice ”) and is in default for the
prescribed period in supplying to the Company the information thereby required, or, in purported compliance with such a notice, has
made a statement which is false or inadequate in a material particular, then the Board may, in its absolute discretion at any time by
notice (a “ direction notice ”) to such member direct that:
(a)

in respect of the shares in relation to which the default occurred (the “ default shares ”, which expression includes any shares
issued after the date of the section 793 notice in respect of those shares) the member shall not be entitled to attend or vote
either personally or by proxy at a general meeting or at a separate meeting of the holders of that class of shares or on a poll;
and

(b)

in respect of the default shares:
(i)

no payment shall be made by way of dividend and no share shall be allotted or distributed pursuant to Articles 40.1,
41.1, and 41.2; and

(ii)

no transfer of any default share shall be registered unless:
(A) the member is not himself in default as regards supplying the information requested and it has been proved to the
satisfaction of the Board that no person in default of supplying the information required is interested in any of the
shares which are the subject of the transfer; or
(B) the transfer is an approved transfer.

22.7

The Company shall send the direction notice to each other Person appearing to be interested in the default shares, but the failure or
omission by the Company to do so shall not invalidate such notice.

22.8

Any direction notice shall cease to have effect not more than seven days after the earlier of receipt by the Company of:
(a)

a notice of an approved transfer, but only in relation to the shares transferred; or

(b)

all the information required by the relevant section 793 notice, in a form satisfactory to the Board.

22.9

The Board may at any time send a notice cancelling a direction notice.

22.10

The Company may exercise any of its powers under Article 4.10 in respect of any default share that is held in uncertificated form.

22.11

For the purposes of this Article 22.11 and Articles 22.6, 22.7, 22.8, 22.9 and 22.10:
(a)

a Person shall be treated as appearing to be interested in any shares if the member holding such shares has sent to the
Company a notification under section 793 of the Companies Act which either:
(i)

names such Person as being so interested; or
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(ii)

fails to establish the identities of all those interested in the shares, and (after taking into account the said notification and
any other relevant section 793 notification) the Company knows or has reasonable cause to believe that the Person in
question is or may be interested in the shares;

(b)

the prescribed period is 14 days from the date of service of the section 793 notice; and

(c)

a transfer of shares is an approved transfer if:
(i)

it is a transfer of shares pursuant to an acceptance of a takeover offer (within the meaning of section 794 of the
Companies Act);

(ii)

the Board is satisfied that the transfer is made pursuant to a sale of the whole of the beneficial ownership of the shares
the subject of the transfer to a party unconnected with the member and with any other Person appearing to be interested
in the shares; or

(iii) the transfer results from a sale made through a recognised investment exchange as defined in the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 or any other stock exchange outside the United Kingdom on which the Company’s shares are
normally traded.
22.12

Nothing contained in Article 22.6, 22.7, 22.8, 22.9 and 22.10 limits the power of the Company under section 794 of the Companies
Act.

22.13

Any objection to the qualification of any Person voting at a general meeting or on a poll or to the counting of, or failure to count, any
vote, must be made at the meeting or adjourned meeting or at the time the poll is taken (if not taken at the meeting or adjourned
meeting) at which the vote objected to is tendered. Every vote not disallowed at such meeting shall be valid and every vote not
counted which ought to have been counted shall be disregarded. Any objection made in due time shall be referred to the chairman of
the meeting whose decision shall be final and conclusive. If a vote is not disallowed by the chairman of the meeting it is valid for all
purposes.

22.14

The Company shall not be bound to enquire whether any proxy or corporate representative votes in accordance with the instructions
given to him by the member he represents and if a proxy or corporate representative does not vote in accordance with the instructions
of the member he represents the vote or votes cast shall nevertheless be valid for all purposes.

22.15

If any votes are counted which ought not to have been counted, or might have been rejected, the error shall not vitiate the result of the
voting unless it is pointed out at the same meeting, or any adjournment of the meeting, and, in the opinion of the chairman, it is of
sufficient magnitude to vitiate the result of the voting.

23.

PROXIES AND CORPORATE REPRESENTATIVES

23.1

A member is entitled to appoint another Person as his proxy to exercise all or any of his rights to attend and to speak and vote at a
meeting of the Company in respect of the shares to which the proxy appointment relates. The proxy appointment shall, unless it
provides to the contrary, be valid for any adjournment of the meeting as well as for the meeting to which it relates. A proxy need not
be a member.

23.2

The appointment of a proxy shall be:
(a)

in the case of a proxy relating to shares in the capital of the Company held in the name of a Depositary, in a form or manner of
communication approved by the Board, which may include, without limitation, a voter instruction form to be provided to the
Company by certain third parties on behalf of the Depositary. Subject thereto, the appointment of a proxy may be:
(i)

in hard copy form; or

(ii)

in electronic form, to the electronic address provided by the Company for this purpose; or
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(b)

in the case of a proxy relating to the shares to which paragraph (a) of Article 23.2 does not apply:
(i)

in any usual form or in any other form or manner of communication which the Board may approve. Subject thereto, the
appointment of a proxy may be:
(A) in hard copy form; or
(B) in electronic form, to the electronic address provided by the Company for this purpose;

23.3

The appointment of a proxy, whether made in hard copy form or in electronic form, shall be executed by or on behalf of the
appointor in such manner as the Directors may approve, which in the case of a corporation may be either under its common seal or
under the hand of a duly authorised officer or other person duly authorised for that purpose or in any other manner authorised by its
constitution.

23.4

The Board may, if it thinks fit, but subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, at the Company’s expense (with or without
provision for their return prepaid) send hard copy forms of proxy for use at the meeting, or at any separate meeting of the holders of
any class of shares, and issue invitations in electronic form to appoint a proxy in relation to the meeting in such form as may be
approved by the Board. If, for the purpose of any meeting appointments of proxy or invitations to appoint as proxy a person or one of
a number of persons specified in the invitations are issued at the Company’s expense, they shall be issued to all (and not to some
only) of the members entitled to be sent a notice of the meeting and to vote at it. The accidental omission or the failure due to
circumstances beyond the Company’s control, to send or make available such an appointment of proxy or give such an invitation to,
or the non-receipt thereof by, any member entitled to attend and vote, at a meeting shall not invalidate the proceedings at that
meeting.

23.5

The appointment of a proxy shall not preclude a member from attending and voting in person at the meeting or poll concerned. A
member may appoint more than one proxy to attend on the same occasion, provided that each such proxy is appointed to exercise the
rights attached to a different share or shares held by that member. References in these Articles to an appointment of proxy include
references to an appointment of multiple proxies.

23.6

Without prejudice to paragraph (b) of Article 19.12 or the second sentence of Article 19.15, the appointment of a proxy shall:
(a)

if in hard copy form, be delivered by hand or by post to the Office or such other place within the United Kingdom as may be
specified by or on behalf of the Company for that purpose:

(i)

in the notice convening the meeting; or
(ii)

in any form of proxy sent by or on behalf of the Company in relation to the meeting,

by the time specified by the Board (as the Board may determine, in compliance with the provisions of the Companies Act) in
any such notice or form of proxy; and
(b)

if in electronic form, be received at the electronic address to which the appointment of a proxy may be sent by electronic
means pursuant to a provision of the Companies Act or to any other address specified by or on behalf of the Company for the
purpose of receiving the appointment of a proxy in electronic form:
(i)

in the notice convening the meeting;

(ii)

in any form of proxy sent by or on behalf of the Company in relation to the meeting;

(iii) in any invitation to appoint a proxy issued by the Company in relation to the meeting; or
(iv) on a website that is maintained by or on behalf of the Company and identifies the Company,
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by the time specified by the Board (as the Board may determine, in compliance with the provisions of the Companies
Act) in any such method of notification.
The Board may specify, when determining the dates by which proxies are to be lodged, that no account need be taken of any part of a
day that is not a working day.
23.7

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, where the appointment of a proxy is expressed to have been or purports to have been
sent or supplied by a Person on behalf of a holder:
(a)

the Company may treat the appointment as sufficient evidence of that Person’s authority to execute the appointment of proxy
on behalf of that member; and

(b)

the holder shall, if requested by or on behalf of the Company at any time, send or procure the sending of reasonable evidence
of the authority under which the appointment of proxy has been made, sent or supplied (which may include, without
limitation, a copy of such authority certified notarially or in some other way approved by the Board), to such address and by
such time as may be specified in the request and, if the request is not complied with in any respect, the appointment of proxy
may be treated as invalid.

23.8

Subject to Article 23.7, a proxy appointment which is not delivered or received in accordance with Article 23.6 shall be invalid.
Where two or more valid appointments of proxy are delivered or received in respect of the same share in relation to the same
meeting, the one which was last delivered or received shall, unless otherwise specified in the notice convening the meeting, be treated
as replacing and revoking the other or others as regards that share. If the Company is unable to determine which is last delivered or
received, or if the Company determines that it has insufficient evidence to decide whether or not a proxy appointment is in respect of
the same share, it shall be entitled determine which proxy appointment (if any) is to be treated as valid. Subject to the Companies
Act, the Company may determine at its discretion when a proxy appointment shall be treated as delivered or received for the
purposes of these Articles.

23.9

The Company shall not be required to check that a proxy or corporate representative votes in accordance with any instructions given
by the member by whom he is appointed. Any failure to vote as instructed shall not invalidate the proceedings on the resolution.

23.10

Any corporation which is a member of the Company (the “ grantor ”) may, by resolution of its directors or other governing body,
authorise such Person or Persons as it thinks fit to act as its representative or representatives at any meeting of the Company or at any
separate meeting of the holders of any class of shares. A Director, the secretary or other person authorised for the purpose by the
secretary may require all or any of such Persons to produce a certified copy of the resolution of authorisation before permitting him
to exercise his powers. Such Person is entitled to exercise (on behalf of the grantor) the same powers as the grantor could exercise if
it were an individual member of the Company. Where a grantor authorises more than one Person and more than one authorised
Person purports to exercise a power in respect of the same shares:

23.11

(a)

if they purport to exercise the power in the same way as each other, the power is treated as exercised in that way; and

(b)

if they do not purport to exercise the power in the same way as each other, the power is treated as not exercised.

The termination of the authority of a Person to act as a proxy or duly authorised representative of a corporation does not affect:
(a)

whether he counts in deciding whether there is a quorum at a meeting;

(b)

the validity of anything he does as chairman of a meeting;

(c)

the validity of a poll demanded by him at a meeting; or

(d)

the validity of a vote given by that Person,
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unless notice of the termination was either delivered or received as mentioned in the following sentence at least 24 hours before the
start of the relevant meeting or adjourned meeting or (in the case of a poll taken otherwise than on the same day as the meeting or
adjourned meeting) the time appointed for taking the poll. Such notice of termination shall be either by means of a document in hard
copy form delivered to the Office or to such other place within the United Kingdom as may be specified by or on behalf of the
Company in accordance with paragraph (a) of Article 23.6 or in electronic form received at the address specified by or on behalf of
the Company in accordance with paragraph (b) of Article 23.6, regardless of whether any relevant proxy appointment was effected in
hard copy form or in electronic form.
23.12

A proxy given in the form of a power of attorney or similar authorisation granting power to a Person to vote on behalf of a member at
forthcoming meetings in general shall not be treated as valid if it grants authorisation for a period of more than three years, unless a
contrary intention is stated in it.

24.

NUMBER OF DIRECTORS
The Company must have a minimum of two Directors and a maximum of nine Directors. Except as otherwise determined by a
resolution of the Board, the entire Board shall consist of nine Directors; provided , however , that prior to the Sunset Date, any such
resolutions shall require the vote of two-thirds of the entire Board; provided , further , that prior to the fifth anniversary of the date of
the Adoption of these Articles, any such resolutions shall also require the approval of a majority of the Directors who are independent
of Grupo VM and otherwise unconflicted with respect to such matter.

25.

APPOINTMENT OF DIRECTORS

25.1

No person shall be appointed a Director at any general meeting unless:
(a)

he is nominated by the Board; or

(b)

notice in respect of that person is given by a member qualified to vote at the meeting has been received by the Company in
accordance with Article 21.1 and Article 21.4 or section 338 of the Companies Act of the intention to nominate that person for
appointment stating the particulars which would, if he were so appointed, be required to be included in the Company’s register
of directors, together with notice by that person of his willingness to be appointed.

25.2

Except as otherwise authorised by the Companies Act, a motion for the appointment of two or more persons as Directors by a single
resolution shall not be made unless a resolution that it should be so made has first been agreed to by the meeting without any vote
being given against it.

25.3

Prior to the Sunset Date, subject to and in accordance with this Article 25, in connection with any election of Directors, Grupo VM
shall have the right to nominate, for election at any meeting of members called for the purpose of electing Directors for, or to appoint
persons to fill vacancies in, the Board, a number of Director candidates (each such candidate, a “ Grupo VM Nominee ”) equal to its
Percentage Interest multiplied by the number of Directors constituting the entire Board, rounded up to the nearest whole number,
calculated on the date that is ten days prior to the beginning of the period during which members may give notice of a resolution to
be proposed at a general meeting pursuant to Article 21; provided , however , that in the event such whole number would cause the
Grupo VM Nominees to constitute two-thirds or more of the entire Board, such result shall be rounded down to the nearest whole
number. Prior to the Decrease Date, Grupo VM shall at all times nominate at least two Grupo VM Directors who shall qualify as
independent directors under the Nasdaq Rules (regardless of whether Company Ordinary Shares are listed thereon). On and after the
Decrease Date, until the number of Grupo VM Directors is reduced to one, Grupo VM shall at all times nominate at least one Grupo
VM Director who shall qualify as an independent director under the Nasdaq Rules (regardless of whether Company Ordinary Shares
are listed thereon).

25.4

Prior to the Decrease Date, subject to and in accordance with this Article 25.4, the Independent Directors (or, if there are no
Independent Directors, the Directors who qualify as independent under the Exchange Rules and are not Grupo VM Directors) shall
have the exclusive right to nominate persons on behalf of the Board for election at any meeting of members called for the purpose of
electing Directors for, or to appoint persons to fill vacancies in, the Board, subject to the right of Grupo VM to designate and
nominate Directors under these Articles or any contractual agreement between Grupo
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VM and the Company and subject to Articles 25.5, 25.6 and 25.7. On and after the Decrease Date, the Board shall have the right to
nominate persons on behalf of the Board for election at any meeting of members called for the purpose of electing Directors for, or to
fill vacancies in, the Board, subject to the exclusive right of Grupo VM to designate and nominate Directors under these Articles or
any contractual agreement between Grupo VM and the Company and subject to Articles 25.5, 25.6 and 25.7. With respect to any
meeting of members called for the purpose of electing Directors prior to the Decrease Date, the number of nominations by the
Independent Directors (or, if there are no Independent Directors, the Directors who qualify as independent under the Exchange Rules
and are not Grupo VM Directors) shall not exceed the number of the entire Board reduced by the number of Grupo VM Directors and
by any person entitled to nomination under Articles 25.5, 25.6 and 25.7.
25.5

Subject to these Articles, for so long as AK is serving as the executive chairman of the Company (the “ Executive Chairman ”), he
shall be entitled to nomination for election as a Director at any meeting of members called for the purpose of electing Directors.

25.6

Prior to the third anniversary of the date of adoption of these Articles, if AK is not serving as the Executive Chairman, Grupo VM
and/or the Independent Directors may submit the names of one or more Person(s) to the Nominating and Corporate Governance
Committee for consideration to be appointed as a Director and act as the Executive Chairman. The Nominating and Corporate
Governance Committee shall evaluate the qualifications of each such Person to serve as a Director and the Executive Chairman and,
following such evaluation, shall make a recommendation to the Board for action by the requisite approval of the entire Board as to
such Person under paragraph (b) of Article 34.3 for appointment of a replacement Executive Chairman. In the event the requisite
approval of the entire Board is not obtained in accordance with paragraph (b) of Article 34.3, Grupo VM and/or the Independent
Directors may, and in any event Grupo VM shall, in good faith and consistent with the requirements of this Article 25, within 30 days
of such disapproval, submit the names of one or more additional (but not the same) Person(s) to serve as a Director and act as the
Executive Chairman for approval in accordance with the foregoing sentence. Grupo VM shall continue to submit the names of
additional (but not the same) Persons in accordance with this Article 25.6 until the earlier of (x) such time as an Executive Chairman
is appointed and (y) the third anniversary of the adoption of these Articles. In the event the Executive Chairman is a Grupo VM
Director or an Affiliate of Grupo VM, the Executive Chairman shall constitute a Grupo VM Nominee and a Grupo VM Director for
all purposes under these Articles.

25.7

On or after the third anniversary of the adoption of these Articles, if AK is not serving as the Executive Chairman, the Board may
determine that the chief executive should serve as a member of the Board; provided, that (A) if the chief executive officer is an
Affiliate of Grupo VM, he or she shall be deemed to be a Grupo VM Nominee and a Grupo VM Director, as the case may be, for all
purposes under these Articles and (B) if the chief executive officer was a Grupo VM Director prior to such Board determination, he
or she shall be deemed to be a Grupo VM Nominee and a Grupo VM Director, as the case may be, for all purposes under these
Articles.

25.8
(a)

Each Director shall at all times (A) be qualified to serve as a Director under applicable rules and policies of the Company, the
Exchange and applicable Law and (B) have demonstrated good judgment, character and integrity in his or her personal and
professional dealings and have relevant financial, management and/or global business experience.

(b)

Each of the Director Nominees nominated as an Independent Director or as a Grupo VM Director who is required to qualify
as “independent” under the Nasdaq Rules (any such Director Nominee, a “ Qualified Director Nominee ”) shall at all times be
qualified to serve as a Director under applicable rules and policies of the Company, the Exchange and applicable Law. Such
qualification shall be determined with respect to each Qualified Director Nominee by the nominating and corporate
governance committee of the Board, or other committee performing the functions of nominating Directors for election to the
Board (the “ Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee ”), acting reasonably and in good faith and in a manner
consistent with the fiduciary duties applicable to directors and the rules of the Exchange and applicable Law. In addition, in
evaluating the Qualified Director Nominees for nomination, the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee shall
consider whether each Qualified
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Director Nominee (i) has demonstrated good judgement, character and integrity in his or her personal and professional
dealings and (ii) has relevant financial, management and/or global business experience, each as determined by the Nominating
and Corporate Governance Committee, acting reasonably and in good faith and in a manner consistent with the fiduciary
duties applicable to directors and the rules of the Exchange and applicable Law. In the event the Nominating and Corporate
Governance Committee determines reasonably and in good faith and in a manner consistent with the fiduciary duties
applicable to directors, that a Qualified Director Nominee is ineligible to serve under the applicable rules and policies of the
Company, the Exchange and applicable Law, or otherwise does not satisfy the standards for service on the Board specified
above, the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee will inform Grupo VM, the Board and the Qualified Director
Nominee of its determination and the basis therefor in writing and in reasonable detail and will allow a reasonable opportunity
for Grupo VM, the Board and the Qualified Director Nominee to evaluate the determination, including through meetings and
discussions with the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee regarding the circumstances of his or her eligibility to
serve. Following such discussions, if the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee, acting reasonably and in good
faith and in a manner consistent with the fiduciary duties applicable to directors, has not reversed its determination that the
Qualified Director Nominee is ineligible to serve, then, in the case of a Qualified Director Nominee who has been submitted
for nomination, Grupo VM, the Independent Directors or the Board, as applicable, shall submit in good faith a replacement
Qualified Director Nominee for consideration by the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee as promptly as
possible but in all cases within thirty (30) days, in accordance with the requirements of this Article 25, or in the case of a
Qualified Director Nominee who is an incumbent Director, such Qualified Director Nominee will, if requested by the
Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee, promptly tender his or her resignation from the Board or committee of the
Board, as applicable, and the resulting vacancy will be filled pursuant to this Article 25.
25.9

The Company shall, until the Sunset Date, subject to applicable Law and to Article 25.8, include the Director Nominees in the slate
of nominees recommended by the Board to the members, and included in the related Company notice of annual or other general
meeting, voting ballots, proxy notice, or proxy statement (if applicable) and proposed as a resolution at such annual or general
meeting, for election to the Board at any annual or other general meeting of the members of the Company at which Directors are to
be elected.

25.10

In the event that at a general meeting the number of resolutions to be put to the meeting for appointment of a person as a Director
(each a “ Director Resolution ”) exceeds the Board Vacancy Number at that time:
(a)

a share may only be voted in favour of such number of the Director Resolutions that is equal to or less than the Board
Vacancy Number; and

(b)

the person(s) that shall be appointed Director(s) shall first be the person who, as compared to the rest of the Director
Resolutions, receives the greatest number of “for” votes (whether or not the “for” votes are a majority of the votes cast in
respect of that Director Resolution), and then shall second be the person who, as compared to the rest of the Director
Resolutions, receives the second greatest number of “for” votes (whether or not a majority of those “for” votes are a majority
of the votes cast in respect of that Director Resolution) and so on until the number of Directors appointed equals (but in no
circumstance exceeds) the Board Vacancy Number.

For the purpose of this Article 25.10, “ Board Vacancy Number ” means the number of Directors which constitutes the entire Board
under Article 24 less the number of Directors in office at the date of the relevant general meeting who are not retiring from office at
that general meeting.
25.11

At every annual general meeting all the Directors shall retire from office and will be eligible, subject to applicable Law, for
nomination for re-appointment by the Board in accordance with this Article 25. A Director retiring at a general meeting retires at the
end of that meeting or (if earlier) when a resolution is passed to appoint another person in the Director’s place. Where a retiring
Director is re-appointed, he continues as a Director without a break.
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25.12

Article 25.3 shall not apply to any resolution proposed to be voted on at a general meeting in respect of the proposed removal of an
existing Director and appointment of a person instead of the person so removed, which pursuant to the Companies Act shall be
proposed as an ordinary resolution. Subject to these Articles and any agreement entered into with a member in writing, in addition to
any power to remove Directors conferred by the Law, the Company can pass a special resolution to remove a Director from office
even though his time in office has not ended and can (subject to these Articles) appoint a person to replace a Director who has been
removed in this way by passing an ordinary resolution.

25.13

Subject to the provisions of these Articles, the Company may by ordinary resolution appoint a person who is willing to act as a
Director, and is permitted by Law to do so, to be a Director, either to fill a vacancy or as an additional Director. Any Director elected
in accordance with this Article 25.13 shall hold office for the remainder of the full term of the class of Directors in which the vacancy
occurred or to which the new Director is appointed, until his successor is appointed or until his earlier resignation or removal in
accordance with Article 31.

25.14

Subject to the provisions of these Articles, the Board may appoint a person who is willing to act as a Director and is permitted by
Law to do so, either to fill a vacancy or as an additional Director. Any Director elected in accordance with this Article 25.14 shall
hold office for the remainder of the full term of the class of Directors in which the vacancy occurred or to which the new Director is
appointed, until his successor is appointed or until his earlier resignation or removal in accordance with Article 31.

25.15

A Director shall not be required to hold any shares in the capital of the Company by way of qualification.

26.

DIRECTORS’ FEES AND EXPENSES

26.1

Unless otherwise determined by the Company by ordinary resolution, the remuneration of the Directors (other than the Executive
Chairman, any chief executive officer who is serving as a Director, alternate Directors and Directors employed by the Company in an
executive capacity, each of whom shall not receive separate remuneration for his services as a Director) for their services in the office
of Director shall be as the Board may from time to time determine. The fees of the Directors shall be deemed to accrue from day to
day and shall be distinct from and additional to any remuneration or other benefits which may be paid or provided to any Director
pursuant to any other provision of these Articles.

26.2

The Directors may also be paid all travelling, hotel and other expenses properly incurred by them in connection with their attendance
at meetings of the Directors, or of committees of the Board, or general meetings or separate meetings of the holders of any class of
shares or debentures of the Company or otherwise in connection with the discharge of their duties as Directors. The Company can
also fund a Director’s or former Director’s expenditure and that of a Director or former Director of any holding company of the
Company for the purposes permitted by the Law and can do anything to enable a Director or former Director or a Director or former
Director of any holding company of the Company to avoid incurring such expenditure all as provided in the Law.

26.3

Any Director who holds any executive office or who serves on any committee of the Board or who performs services which the
Board considers go beyond the ordinary duties of a Director may be paid such special remuneration (whether by way of bonus,
commission, participation in profits or otherwise) as the Board may determine.

27.

DIRECTORS’ GRATUITIES AND BENEFITS

27.1

The Board may (by the establishment of, or maintenance of, schemes or otherwise) provide benefits, whether by the payment of
allowances, gratuities or pensions, or by insurance or death, sickness or disability benefits or otherwise, for any past or present
Director or employee of the Company or any past or present Director or employee of any of the Company’s parent or subsidiary
undertakings or any undertaking associated with, or any business acquired by, any of them, and for any member of his family
(including a spouse or civil partner and a former spouse or former civil partner) or any person who is or was dependent on him and
may (before as well as after he ceases to hold such office or employment) contribute to any fund and pay premiums for the purchase
or provision of any such benefit.
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27.2

Any past or present Director or employee of the Company or any past or present director or employee of any of the Company’s
parent or subsidiary undertakings or any undertaking associated with, or any business acquired by, any of them, and any relations or
dependents of such Directors and employees will not be accountable to the Company or the members for any benefit provided
pursuant to this Article 27. Anyone receiving such a benefit will not be disqualified from being or becoming a Director of the
Company.

28.

ALTERNATE DIRECTORS

28.1

Any Director (other than an alternate Director) may appoint any other Director, or any other person approved by resolution of twothirds of the entire Board and willing to act and permitted by Law to do so, to be an alternate Director and may remove an alternate
Director appointed by him from his appointment as alternate Director. Subject to the foregoing, a Director may appoint more than
one alternate and a person may act as alternate for more than one Director. A Director may appoint an alternate director by sending a
signed written notice of appointment to the office or to an address specified by the Company or by tabling it at a meeting of the
Directors, or in such other way as the Board shall approve.

28.2

An alternate Director shall be entitled to receive notices of meetings of the Directors and of committees of the Directors of which his
appointor is a member, to attend and vote at any such meeting at which the Director appointing him is not present but at which
meeting such Director would be entitled to vote, and generally to perform all of the functions of his appointor as a Director in his
absence, but shall not (unless the Company by ordinary resolution otherwise determines) be entitled to any fees for his services as an
alternate Director. If an alternate Director is himself a Director, or he attends any meeting as an alternate Director for more than one
Director, he can vote cumulatively for himself and for each other Director he represents but he cannot be counted more than once for
the purposes of the quorum.

28.3

An alternate Director shall cease to be an alternate Director if his appointor ceases to be a Director. If a Director retires but is
reappointed or deemed to have been reappointed at the meeting at which he retires, any appointment of an alternate Director made by
him which was in force immediately prior to his retirement shall continue after his reappointment.

28.4

An alternate Director shall cease to be an alternate Director on the occurrence (in relation to the alternate Director) of any event
which, if it occurred in relation to his appointor, would result in the termination of the appointor’s appointment as Director.

28.5

An appointment or removal of an alternate Director shall be by notice in writing to the Company signed by the Director making or
revoking the appointment or in any other manner approved by the Board.

28.6

Save as otherwise provided in these Articles, an alternate Director:
(a)

shall be deemed for all purposes to be a Director;

(b)

shall alone be responsible for his own acts and omissions;

(c)

shall, in addition to any restrictions which may apply to him personally, be subject to the same restrictions as his appointor;
and

(d)

shall not be deemed to be the agent of the Director appointing him.

29.

POWERS OF THE BOARD

29.1

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, these Articles and to any directions given by special resolution to take or refrain
from taking, specified action, the business of the Company shall be managed by the Board who may exercise all the powers of the
Company, including without limitation the power to dispose of all or any part of the undertaking of the Company. No alteration of
these Articles and no such direction shall invalidate any prior act of the Board which would have been valid if that alteration had not
been made or that direction had not been given. The powers given by this Article 29.1 shall not be limited by any special power given
to the Board by these Articles, and a meeting of the Board at which a quorum is present may exercise all powers exercisable by the
Board.
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29.2

The Board may exercise the voting power conferred by the shares in any body corporate held or owned by the Company in such
manner in all respects as it thinks fit (including without limitation the exercise of that power in favour of any resolution appointing its
members or any of them as directors of such body corporate, or voting or providing for the payment of remuneration or the provision
of indemnification to the directors of such body corporate).

29.3

The Board may decide to make provision for the benefit of persons employed or formerly employed by the Company or any of its
Subsidiaries (other than a Director or former Director or shadow Director) in connection with the cessation or transfer to any Person
of the whole or part of the undertaking of the Company or that Subsidiary.

30.

DELEGATION OF DIRECTORS’ POWERS

30.1

Subject to the provisions of these Articles, the Directors may delegate any of the powers which are conferred on them under these
Articles:
(a)

to a committee consisting of one or more Directors and (if thought fit) one or more other persons, to such an extent and on
such terms and conditions as the Board thinks fit (and such ability of the Directors to delegate under this Article applies to all
powers and discretions and will not be limited because certain Articles refer to powers and discretions being exercised by
committees authorised by Directors while other Articles do not);

(b)

to such person by such means (including by power of attorney), to such an extent, and on such terms and conditions, as they
think fit including delegation to any Director holding any executive office, any manager or agent such of its powers as the
Board considers desirable to be exercised by him; or

(c)

to any specific Director or Directors (with power to sub-delegate). These powers can be given on terms and conditions
decided on by the Directors either in parallel with, or in place of, the powers of the Directors acting jointly.

Any such delegation shall, in the absence of express provision to the contrary in the terms of delegation, be deemed to include
authority to sub-delegate to one or more Directors (whether or not acting as a committee) or to any employee or agent of the
Company all or any of the powers delegated and may be made subject to such conditions as the Board may specify, and may be
revoked or altered. References in these Articles to any committee, Director, employee or agent include those acting under a
delegation pursuant to this Article 30.1. The Directors can remove any people they have appointed in any of these ways and cancel or
change anything that they have delegated, although this will not affect anybody who acts in good faith who has not has any notice of
any cancellation or change.
30.2

Prior to the Sunset Date, and subject to applicable Law and the rules of the Exchange, each committee of the Board shall contain a
number of Grupo VM Directors equal to the product (rounded up to the nearest whole number) of (a) the total number of members of
such committee and (b) Grupo VM’s Percentage Interest, provided , however , that, prior to the Decrease Date, Independent
Directors (or, if there is an insufficient number of Independent Directors to constitute such a majority, Independent Directors or
Directors who qualify as independent under the Exchange Rules and are not Grupo VM Directors) shall constitute a majority of the
Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee, and, provided, further, that at all times that the Board has constituted the BCA
Special Committee (as defined in the BCA) it shall be a three-member committee composed of two Independent Directors and one
Grupo VM Director who qualifies as independent under the Exchange Rules. Subject to this Article 30.2, the appointment of
Directors to committees of the Board, including the chairpersons thereof, shall be determined by two-thirds of the entire Board.

30.3

Subject to Article 30.4, the proceedings of any committee appointed under paragraph (a) of Article 30.1 with two or more members
shall be governed by such of these Articles as regulate the proceedings of Directors so far as they are capable of applying, and the
quorum at a meeting of any such committee shall be two.

30.4

The Directors may make rules regulating the proceedings of such committees, which shall prevail over any rules derived from these
Articles pursuant to Article 30.2 if, and to the extent that, they are not consistent with them.
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30.5

The Directors may, by power of attorney or otherwise, appoint any person, whether nominated directly or indirectly by the Directors,
to be the agent of the Company for such purposes, with such powers, authorities and discretions (not exceeding those vested in the
Board) and subject to such conditions as they think fit. The Directors may revoke or vary any such appointment or delegation and
may also authorise the agent to sub-delegate all or any of the powers, authorities and discretions vested in him.

30.6

The power to delegate under Article 30.1 includes the power to delegate the determination of any fee, remuneration or other benefit
which may be paid or provided to any Director.

30.7

The Board may appoint any person to any office or employment having a designation or title including the word “director” or attach
to any existing office or employment with the Company such a designation or title and may terminate any such appointment or the
use of any such designation or title. The inclusion of the word “director” in the designation or title of any such office or employment
shall not imply that the holder is a Director, and the holder shall not thereby be empowered in any respect to act as, or be deemed to
be, a Director for any of the purposes of these Articles.

31.

DISQUALIFICATION AND REMOVAL OF DIRECTORS
A person ceases to be a Director if:
(a)

he ceases to be a Director by virtue of any provision of the Companies Act (including, without limitation, section 168 of the
Companies Act) or he becomes prohibited by Law from being a Director;

(b)

he becomes bankrupt or makes any arrangement or composition with his creditors generally;

(c)

a registered medical practitioner who is treating that person gives a written opinion to the Company stating that that person
has become physically or mentally incapable of acting as a Director and may remain so for more than three months;

(d)

by reason of his mental health a court makes an order which wholly or partly prevents him from personally exercising any
powers or rights he would otherwise have;

(e)

he resigns his office by notice in writing to the Company;

(f)

in the case of a Director who holds any executive office, his appointment as such is terminated or expires and the Board
resolves that he should cease to be a Director;

(g)

he is absent for more than six consecutive months without permission of the Board from meetings of the Board held during
that period and the Board resolves that he should cease to be a Director; or

(h)

he dies.

32.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

32.1

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, the Directors may appoint one or more of their number to the office of Executive
Chairman, executive vice-chairman (“ Executive Vice-Chairman ”), chief executive or to any other executive office of the
Company (including, without limitation, to hold the office of president and/or treasurer but excluding that of auditor) and any such
appointment may be made for such terms, at such remuneration and on such other conditions as the Directors think fit. The Company
may enter into an agreement or arrangement with any such Director for his employment by the Company or for the provision by him
of any services outside the scope of the ordinary duties of a Director. The Board may revoke or vary any such appointment but
without prejudice to any rights or claims which the person whose appointment is revoked or varied may have against the Company
because of the revocation or variation.

32.2

Any appointment of a Director to an executive office shall terminate if he ceases to be a Director but without prejudice to any rights
or claims which he may have against the Company by reason of that cessation. Except as provided in Article 31, a Director appointed
to an executive office shall not cease to be a Director merely because his appointment to such executive office terminates.
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32.3

The emoluments of any Directors holding executive office for his services shall be determined by the Board, and may be of any
description, including without limitation admission to, or continuance of, membership of any scheme (including any share acquisition
scheme) or fund instituted or established or financed or contributed to by the Company for the provision of pensions, life assurance
or other benefits for employees or their dependants, or the payment of a pension or other benefits to him or his dependants on or after
retirement or death, apart from membership of any such scheme or fund.

32.4

AK shall be the initial Executive Chairman. Except as otherwise delegated or agreed from time to time by (a) prior to the third
anniversary of the adoption of these Articles, two-thirds of the entire Board or (b) on or after the third anniversary of the adoption of
these Articles, the Board, the Executive Chairman shall have the authority and responsibilities set out in the guidelines established by
the Board as at the date of adoption of these Articles.

32.5

Except as otherwise delegated or agreed from time to time by (a) prior to the third anniversary of the adoption of these Articles, twothirds of the entire Board or (b) on or after the third anniversary of the adoption of these Articles, a majority of the entire Board, the
Executive Vice-Chairman shall have the authority and responsibilities set out in the guidelines established by the Board as at the date
of adoption of these Articles.

33.

DIRECTORS’ INTERESTS

33.1

For the purposes of these Articles (i) a conflict of interest may include (x) a conflict of interest and duty, (y) a conflict of duties,
(ii) interest includes both direct and indirect interests and (iii) a Contract includes references to an existing or proposed contract and
to an existing or proposed transaction or arrangement whether or not it is or will be a contract.

33.2

For the purposes of section 175 of the Companies Act, the Board may (subject to such terms and conditions, if any, as the Board may
think fit to impose from time to time, and always subject to the Board’s right to vary or terminate such authorisation) authorise, to the
fullest extent permitted by Law:
(a)

any matter proposed to it in accordance with these Articles which would, if not so authorised, involve a breach of duty by a
Director under that section, including, without limitation, any matter which relates to a situation in which a Director has, or
can have, an interest which conflicts, or possibly may conflict, with the interests of the Company or which may reasonably be
regarded as likely to give rise to a conflict of interest; and

(b)

a Director to accept or continue in any office, employment or position in addition to his office as a Director and, without
prejudice to the generality of paragraph (a) of this Article 33.2, may authorise the manner in which a conflict of interest
arising out of such office, employment or position may be dealt with, either before or at the time that such a conflict of interest
arises,

provided that any such authorisation will be effective only if:
(i)

any requirement as to quorum at the meeting at which the matter is considered is met without counting the Director in
question or any other interested Director; and

(ii)

the matter was agreed to without such Director voting or would have been agreed to if such Director’s votes had not
been counted.

The Board may (whether at the time of the giving of the authorisation or subsequently) make any such authorisation subject to
any limits or conditions it expressly imposes but such authorisation is otherwise given to the fullest extent permitted. The
terms of the authority shall be recorded in writing (but the authority shall be effective whether or not the terms are so
recorded). The Board may vary or terminate any such authorisation at any time.
33.3

In accordance with Article 33.2, a Director shall be authorised for the purposes of section 175 of the Companies Act to act or
continue to act as a Director notwithstanding that at the time of his appointment or subsequently he also:
(a)

holds office as a director of any other member of the Company’s group;
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33.4

33.5

(b)

holds any other office, employment or engagement with any other member of the Company’s group;

(c)

participates in any scheme, transaction or arrangement for the benefit of the employees or former employees of any member
of the Company’s group (including any pension fund or retirement, death or disability scheme or other bonus or employee
benefit scheme); or

(d)

is interested directly or indirectly in any shares or debentures (or any rights to acquire shares or debentures) in any member of
the Company’s group.

Subject to Article 33.2, and for all purposes pursuant to these Articles or any agreement between the members, each Director with an
interest pursuant to Article 33.3 shall be authorised for the purposes of sections 173(2) and 175 of the Companies Act to:
(a)

attend and vote at meetings of the Board (or any committee thereof) at which any relevant matter will or may be discussed,
and receive board papers relating thereto; and

(b)

receive confidential information and other documents and information relating to the Company.

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, and provided that he has disclosed to the Board the nature and extent of any material
interest of his (unless the circumstances referred to in section 177(5) or section 177(6) of the Companies Act apply, in which case no
disclosure is required), a Director notwithstanding his office:
(a)

may be a party to, or otherwise interested in, any transaction or arrangement with the Company or in which the Company is
otherwise (directly or indirectly) interested;

(b)

may (or any firm of which he is a member may) act in a professional capacity for the Company (otherwise than as auditor) or
any other body in which the Company is otherwise interested and he or his firm shall be entitled to remuneration for
professional services as if he were not a Director; and

(c)

may be a director or other officer of, or employed by, or a party to any transaction or arrangement with, or otherwise
interested in, any undertaking:
(i)

in which the Company is (directly or indirectly) interested as member, member, partner or otherwise; or

(ii)

with which he has such a relationship at the request or direction of the Company,

and, subject to these Articles, the Directors can exercise or arrange for the exercise of the voting rights attached to any shares
in another company held by the Company and the voting rights which they have as directors of that company in any way that
they decide. This includes voting in favour of a resolution appointing any of them as directors or officers of that company and
deciding their remuneration. Subject to these Articles, they can also vote and be counted in the quorum as Directors of the
Company in connection with any of these things.
33.6

A Director shall not, by reason of his office, be accountable to the Company for any remuneration or other benefit which he derives
from any office or employment or from any transaction or arrangement or from any interest in any undertaking:
(a)

the acceptance, entry into or existence of which has been authorised by the Board pursuant to Article 33.2 (subject, in any
case, to any limits or conditions to which such authorisation was subject); or

(b)

which he is permitted to hold or enter into by virtue of paragraphs (a), (b) or (c) of Article 33.5,

nor shall the receipt of any such remuneration or other benefit constitute a breach of his duty under section 176 of the Companies
Act.
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33.7

Any disclosure required by Article 33.5 may be made at a meeting of the Board, by notice in writing or by general notice or
otherwise in accordance with section 177 of the Companies Act.

33.8

A Director shall be under no duty to the Company with respect to any information which he obtains or has obtained otherwise than as
a Director and in respect of which he owes a duty of confidentiality to another Person. However, to the extent that his relationship
with that other Person gives rise to a conflict of interest or possible conflict of interest, this Article 33.8 applies only if the existence
of that relationship has been authorised by the Board pursuant to Article 33.2. In particular, the Director shall not be in breach of the
general duties he owes to the Company by virtue of sections 171 to 177 of the Companies Act because he fails:

33.9

(a)

to disclose any such information to the Board or to any Director or other officer or employees of the Company; and/or

(b)

to use or apply any such information in performing his duties as a Director.

Where the existence of a Director’s relationship with another Person has been authorised by the Board pursuant to Article 33.2 and
his relationship with that Person gives rise to a conflict of interest or possible conflict of interest, the Director shall not be in breach
of the general duties he owes to the Company by virtue of sections 171 to 177 of the Companies Act because he:
(a)

absents himself from meetings of the Board at which any matter relating to the conflict of interest or possible conflict of
interest will or may be discussed or from the discussion of any such matter at a meeting or otherwise; and/or

(b)

makes arrangements not to receive documents and information relating to any matter which gives rise to the conflict of
interest or possible conflict of interest sent or supplied by the Company and/or for such documents and information to be
received and read by a professional adviser,

for so long as he reasonably believes such conflict of interest or possible conflict of interest subsists.
33.10

33.11

33.12

The provisions of Articles 33.8 and 33.9 are without prejudice to any equitable principle or rule of Law which may excuse the
Director from:
(a)

disclosing information, in circumstances where disclosure would otherwise be required under these Articles; or

(b)

attending meetings or discussions or receiving documents and information as referred to in Article 33.9, in circumstances
where such attendance or receiving such documents and information would otherwise be required under these Articles.

For the purposes of Article 33.5:
(a)

a general notice given to the Directors that a Director is to be regarded as having an interest of the nature and extent specified
in the notice in any transaction or arrangement in which a specified Person or class of Persons is interested shall be deemed to
be a disclosure that the Director has an interest in any such transaction of the nature and extent so specified;

(b)

an interest of which a Director has no knowledge and of which it is unreasonable to expect him to have knowledge shall not
be treated as an interest of his; and

(c)

a Director shall be deemed to have disclosed the nature and extent of an interest which consists of him being a Director,
officer or employee of any undertaking in which the Company is interested.

Except as otherwise provided by these Articles, a Director shall not vote at a meeting of the Board or a committee of the Board on
any resolution concerning a matter in which he has, directly or indirectly, an interest (other than an interest in shares, debentures or
other securities of, or otherwise in or through, the Company) which can reasonably be regarded as likely to give rise to a conflict with
the interests of the Company, unless his interest arises only because the resolution falls within one or more of the following matters:
(a)

the giving of a guarantee, security or indemnity in respect of money lent to, or an obligation incurred by him at the request of,
or for the benefit of, the Company or any of its subsidiary undertakings;
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(b)

the giving of a guarantee, security or indemnity in respect of a debt or obligation of the Company or any of its subsidiary
undertakings for which the Director has assumed responsibility (in whole or in part and whether alone or jointly with others)
under a guarantee or indemnity or by the giving of security;

(c)

the giving to him of any other indemnity which is on substantially the same terms as indemnities given or to be given to all of
the other Directors and/or to the funding by the Company of his expenditure on defending proceedings or the doing by the
Company of anything to enable him to avoid incurring such expenditure where all other Directors have been given or are to be
given substantially the same arrangements;

(d)

a Contract, arrangement, transaction or proposal concerning an offer of shares, debentures or other securities of the Company
or any of its subsidiary undertakings for subscription, purchase or exchange, in which offer he is or may be entitled to
participate as holder of securities or in the underwriting or sub-underwriting of which he is to participate;

(e)

a Contract, arrangement, transaction or proposal concerning any other undertaking in which he or any Person connected with
him is interested, directly or indirectly, and whether as an officer, member, partner, creditor or otherwise if he and any Persons
connected with him do not to his knowledge hold an interest (as that term is used in sections 820 to 825 of the Companies
Act) representing one per cent or more of either any class of the equity share capital of such undertaking (or any other
undertaking through which his interest is derived) or of the voting rights available to shareholders, members, partners or
equivalent of the relevant undertaking (or any interest being deemed for the purpose of this Article 33.12 to be likely to give
rise to a conflict with the interests of the Company in all circumstances);

(f)

a Contract, arrangement, transaction or proposal for the benefit of employees and Directors and/or former employees and
Directors of the Company or any of its subsidiary undertakings and/or members of their families (including a spouse or civil
partner or a former spouse or former civil partner) or any person who is or was dependent on such persons, including but
without being limited to a retirement benefits scheme and an employees’ share scheme, which does not accord to any Director
any privilege or advantage not generally accorded to the employees and/or former employees to whom such arrangement
relates; and

(g)

a Contract, arrangement, transaction or proposal concerning any insurance against any liability which the Company is
empowered to purchase or maintain for, or for the benefit of, any Directors or for persons who include Directors.

33.13

Subject to paragraph (c)(iii) of Article 34.3, the Board may suspend or relax to the extent permitted by Law, either generally or in
respect of any particular matter, any provision of these Articles prohibiting a Director from voting at a meeting of the Directors or of
a committee of the Directors or ratify any transaction not duly authorised by reason of contravention of any such provision.

33.14

Where proposals are under consideration concerning the appointment (including without limitation fixing or varying the terms of
appointment) of two or more Directors to offices or employments with the Company or any undertaking in which the Company is
interested, the proposals may be divided and considered in relation to each Director separately. In such cases each of the Directors
concerned shall be entitled to vote in respect of each resolution except that concerning his own appointment.

33.15

If a question arises at a meeting of the Directors, or a meeting of a committee of the Directors, as to the right of a Director to vote, the
question may, before the conclusion of the meeting, be decided by a resolution of a majority of Directors present at the meeting
(other than the Director concerned and any other Director having a like interest as such Director) and such resolution shall be final
and conclusive.
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34.

PROCEEDINGS OF DIRECTORS

34.1

Subject to the provisions of these Articles, the Board may regulate their proceedings as they think fit.

34.2

A Director may, and the secretary at the request of a Director shall, call a meeting of the Board by giving notice to each Director. A
notice of a meeting of the Board shall be deemed to be properly given to a Director if given to him personally or by word of mouth,
or sent in hard copy to him at his last known address or any other address (if any) as may for the time being be specified by him or on
his behalf to the Company for this purpose or sent in electronic form to such address (if any) for the time being specified by him or
on his behalf to the Company for this purpose. Any Director may waive the requirement for notice of a meeting and any such waiver
may be retrospective. Any notice pursuant to this Article 34.2 need not be in writing if the Board so determines and any such
determination may be retrospective.

34.3

The following provisions shall apply to proceedings of the Board:
(a)

Subject to paragraphs (b) and (c) of this Article 34.3, questions arising at a meeting shall be decided by a majority of votes of
the Directors present at such meeting who are entitled to vote on such question. If votes are equal, the resolution will not be
passed.

(b)

From the date of adoption of these Articles until the Sunset Date, decisions regarding the matters set forth below shall require
the vote of two-thirds of the entire Board, including if AK is not serving as Executive Chairman the approval of at least one
Independent Director (or, if there are no Independent Directors, a Director who qualifies as independent under the Exchange
Rules and is not a Grupo VM Director):
(i)

any merger, consolidation, reorganization, recapitalization or other corporate transaction that results in a Change of
Control of the Company, or sale of all or substantially all of the Company’s consolidated assets, or the redomiciling of
the Company into a different jurisdiction, other than a sale of 100% of the Company Ordinary Shares to a third party in
a transaction in which each holder of Company Ordinary Shares receives the same per share consideration, the same
form of consideration and otherwise is subject to the same terms and conditions as all other holders of Company
Ordinary Shares;

(ii)

other than as provided for in Article 4.13, the payment of any special dividend or other distributions outside of the
ordinary course of business by the Company;

(iii) the extraordinary purchase, repurchase or redemption of the Company Ordinary Shares outside customary share buyback programmes;
(iv) the appointment or removal of any member of the Board, otherwise than in accordance with these Articles;
(v)

the alteration, amendment or repeal (whether by merger, consolidation, operation of Law, or otherwise) of Articles 5,
19, 24, 25, 30, 32, 33 and 34;

(vi) any increase or decrease in the size of the Board, otherwise than in accordance with these Articles; provided that prior to
the fifth anniversary of the date of the Adoption of these Articles, any such decision shall also require the approval of a
majority of the Directors who are independent of Grupo VM and otherwise unconflicted with respect to such matter;
(vii) prior to the third anniversary of the adoption of these Articles and subject to Articles 25.6 and 25.12: (A) the removal
without cause of the Executive Chairman and (B) the appointment or election of a replacement Executive Chairman;
(viii) the alteration, amendment or repeal of any authorisation given by the Board for the purposes of sections 173(2) and 175
of the Companies Act;
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(ix) subject to Article 32.4, the alteration, amendment or repeal of any guidelines established by the Board as at the date of
adoption of these Articles regarding the authority and responsibilities of the Executive Chairman;
(x)

subject to Article 32.5, the alteration, amendment or repeal of any guidelines established by the Board as at the date of
adoption of these Articles regarding the authority and responsibilities of the Executive Vice-Chairman; and

(xi) after the first date on which the Company no longer qualifies for the controlled company exemption under the applicable
Exchange Rules any application by the Company to further seek a controlled company status under the Exchange Rules.
(c)

From the date of adoption of these Articles until the earlier of (i) the Sunset Date and (ii) the third anniversary of the adoption
of these Articles, decisions regarding the matters set forth below shall require the vote of a majority of the entire Board,
including the approval of AK to the extent he holds office as Executive Chairman; provided , however , that if AK ceases to
hold office as Executive Chairman at any time during such period and the Executive Chairman position remains vacant for 90
consecutive days thereafter, decisions regarding the matters set forth below shall require the vote of two-thirds of the entire
Board until the earliest of (i) such time as the Executive Chairman position is filled in accordance with these Articles, (ii) the
Sunset Date and (iii) the third anniversary of the adoption of these Articles:
(i)

the incurrence of indebtedness in excess of US$300 million in respect of any single transaction or in a series of related
transactions;

(ii)

the issuance of shares or other equity interests in the Company in excess of US$300 million in respect of any single
transaction or in a series of related transactions;

(iii) the entry into any transaction, agreement or arrangement with any Affiliate of the Company or any of its Subsidiaries,
including Grupo VM and its Affiliates (except that the approval of any Grupo VM Designee shall not be required for
any transaction, agreement or arrangement with Grupo VM or any of its Affiliates and the approval of the Executive
Chairman shall not be required for any transaction, agreement or arrangement with the Executive Chairman or any of his
Affiliates); and
(iv) subject to these Articles, the creation of a Board committee or delegation of authority to any committee of the Board.
(d)

From the date of adoption of these Articles until the Sunset Date, the alteration, amendment, repeal or waiver of any
shareholder agreement entered into with Grupo VM on the date of adoption of these Articles shall require the vote of a
majority of the Directors who are independent of Grupo VM and otherwise unconflicted with respect to such matter.

34.4

No business shall be transacted at any meeting of the Board unless a quorum is present. The quorum at a meeting of the Board shall
be a majority of the Directors then in office. Any Director who ceases to be a Director at a Board meeting may continue to be present
and to act as a Director and be counted in the quorum until the termination of the Board meeting if no Director objects. A Director
shall not be counted in the quorum present in relation to a matter or resolution on which he is not entitled to vote (or when his vote
cannot be counted) but shall be counted in the quorum present in relation to all other matters or resolutions considered or voted on at
the meeting. An alternate Director, who is not himself a Director shall, if his appointor is not present but is entitled to be counted in
the quorum, be counted in the quorum.

34.5

The Directors may at any time elect from their number, and remove, a chairman of the Board and a deputy chairman. Unless he is
unwilling to do so, the Director appointed as chairman, or in his stead the Director appointed as deputy chairman, shall preside at all
meetings of the Board at which he is present. If there is no Director holding either office, or if neither the chairman nor the deputy
chairman is present within five minutes after the time appointed for the meeting, or if the chairman or deputy chairman is not willing
to preside, the Directors present may choose one of their number to be chairman of the meeting.
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34.6

All acts done by a meeting of the Board, or of a committee of the Board, or by a person acting as a Director, shall, notwithstanding
that it may afterwards be discovered that there was a defect in the appointment of any Director, any member of the committee or that
any of them were disqualified from holding office, or had vacated office, or were not entitled to vote, or that the meeting was not
quorate (provided that the Directors present at the inquorate meeting believed, in good faith, that the meeting was quorate and made
all such enquiries as were reasonable in the circumstances to establish that the meeting was quorate), be as valid as if every such
person had been duly appointed and was qualified and had continued to be a Director and had been entitled to vote and that the
meeting was quorate.

34.7

A resolution in writing agreed to by all the Directors entitled to receive notice of a meeting of the Board or of a committee of the
Board and who would be entitled to vote (and whose vote would have been counted) on the resolution at a meeting of the Board or of
a committee of the Board shall (if that number is sufficient to constitute a quorum) be as valid and effectual as if it had been passed at
a meeting of the Board or (as the case may be) of that committee, duly convened and held. A resolution in writing is adopted when
the Company receives from all such Directors a document indicating their agreement to the proposed resolution either by being
signed or otherwise authenticated in the manner permitted by the Companies Act for a document in the relevant form, sent in either
hard copy or electronic form (including facsimile transmission) to such address (if any) for the time being specified by the Company
for that purpose. A resolution agreed to by an alternate Director need not also be agreed to by his appointor and, if it is agreed to by a
Director who has appointed an alternate Director, it need not also be agreed to by the alternate Director in that capacity.

34.8

Without prejudice to Article 34.1, a meeting of the Board or of a committee of the Board may consist of a conference between
Directors who are not all in one place, but each of whom is able (whether directly or by conference telephone or by any other form of
communication equipment) to hear each of the other participating Directors, and to speak to and be heard by each of the others
simultaneously. A Director taking part in such a conference shall be deemed to be present in person at the meeting and shall be
entitled to vote and be counted in the quorum accordingly and the word “meeting” in these Articles shall be construed accordingly.
Such meeting shall be deemed to take place where it is convened to be held or (if no Director is present in that place) where the
largest group of those participating is assembled, or, if there is no such group, where the chairman of the meeting is located.

35.

MINUTES

35.1

The Directors shall cause minutes to be made in books kept for the purpose:
(a)

of all appointments of officers made by the Directors; and

(b)

of all proceedings at meetings of the Company, of the holders of any class of shares in the capital of the Company, and of the
Board, and of committees of the Board, including the names of the Directors present at each such meeting.

35.2

Any such minutes, if purporting to be signed by the chairman of the meeting to which they relate or of the meeting at which they are
read, shall be sufficient evidence without any further proof of the facts therein stated.

36.

SECRETARY
Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, the secretary shall be appointed by the Board for such term, at such remuneration
and on such other conditions as they think fit. Any secretary so appointed may be removed by the Board but without prejudice to any
claim for damages for breach of any contract of service between him and the Company.

37.

THE SEAL

37.1

The seal shall be used only by the authority of a resolution of the Board or of a committee of the Board. The Board may determine
whether any instrument to which the seal is affixed, shall be signed and, if it is to be signed, who shall sign it. Unless otherwise
determined by the Board:
(a)

share certificates and, subject to the provisions of any instrument constituting the same, certificates issued under the seal in
respect of any debentures or other securities, need not be signed and any signature may be applied to any such certificate by
any mechanical, electronic or other means or may be printed on it; and
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(b)

every other instrument to which the seal is affixed shall be signed by two authorised persons or by a Director in the presence
of a witness who attests the signature and for this purpose an authorised person is any Director or the secretary of the
Company.

37.2

Any document may be executed under the seal by impressing the seal by mechanical means or by printing the seal or a facsimile of it
on the document or by applying the seal or a facsimile of it by any other means to the document. A document executed, with the
authority of a resolution of the Board, in any manner permitted by section 44(2) of the Companies Act and expressed (in whatever
form of words) to be executed by the Company has the same effect as if executed under the seal.

37.3

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, the Company may have an official seal for use in any place.

38.

REGISTERS

38.1

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, the Company may keep an overseas or local register in any place, and the Board may
make, amend and revoke any regulations it thinks fit about the keeping of that register.

38.2

Any Director or the secretary or any other person appointed by the Board for the purpose shall have power to authenticate and certify
as true copies of and extracts from:
(a)

any document comprising or affecting the constitution of the Company, whether in hard copy form or electronic form;

(b)

any resolution passed by the Company, the holders of any class of shares in the capital of the Company, the Board or any
committee of the Board, whether in hard copy form or electronic form; and

(c)

any book, record and document relating to the business of the Company, whether in hard copy form or electronic form
(including without limitation the accounts).

If certified in this way, a document purporting to be a copy of a resolution, or the minutes or an extract from the minutes of a meeting
of the Company, the holders of any class of shares in the capital of the Company, the Board or a committee of the Board, whether in
hard copy form or electronic form, shall be conclusive evidence in favour of all Persons dealing with the Company in reliance on it or
them that the resolution was duly passed or that the minutes are, or the extract from the minutes is, a true and accurate record of any
proceedings at a duly constituted meeting.
39.

DIVIDENDS

39.1

The rights as regarding income attaching to the Company Ordinary Shares shall be as set out in this Article 39.

39.2

Subject to Article 39.3, the Company undertakes, following each occasion on which it receives proceeds under the R&W Policy
(after deducting taxes applicable to such proceeds, if any) (“ R&W Proceeds ”), and without resolution of the Board or the Company
in general meeting and before application of any available profits to reserve or for any other purpose (including making any other
distribution or paying any other dividend to holders of Company Ordinary Shares), to pay the holders of the Ordinary Shares an
aggregate total amount equal to the R&W Proceeds (after deducting taxes applicable to such proceeds, if any) (“ Preferred Dividend
”), on the twentieth clear business day after receiving the R&W Proceeds.

39.3

If the Company is unable to pay the Preferred Dividend in full on the due date because there are insufficient profits available for
distribution, it shall pay the Preferred Dividend on that date to the extent that it is lawfully able to do so and the remaining portion of
such Preferred Dividend as soon as it may lawfully do so. Each Ordinary Share shall rank equally with all other Ordinary Shares in
the capital of the Company for any Preferred Dividend and the holder of each Ordinary Share shall receive its pro rata portion of the
Preferred Dividend rounded down to the nearest cent (such rounding to be in the sole discretion of the Board).
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39.4

Subject to Articles 39.2, 39.3, 39.9, 39.10 and 41.2 and provided any outstanding Preferred Dividend has been paid in full, the holder
of each Company Ordinary Share shall be entitled to receive all of the distributable profits available and declared by the Directors for
distribution by way of a dividend amongst the holders of the Company Ordinary Shares. Each Company Ordinary Share shall rank
equally with all other Company Ordinary Shares in the capital of the Company for any dividend and the holder of each Company
Ordinary Share shall receive its pro rata portion of any dividend rounded down to the nearest cent (such rounding to be in the sole
discretion of the Board).

39.5

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, the Company may by ordinary resolution declare dividends in accordance with the
respective rights of the members, but no dividend shall exceed the amount recommended by the Directors.

39.6

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act and to Article 39.10, the Board may pay interim dividends, whether or not satisfied
wholly or partly by the distribution of assets including without limitation paid up shares or debentures of another body corporate, of
such amounts and on such dates and in respect of such periods as they may think fit if it appears to them that they are justified by the
profits of the Company available for distribution. If the share capital is divided into different classes, the Board may:
(a)

pay interim dividends on shares which confer deferred or non-preferred rights with regard to dividend as well as on shares
which confer preferential rights with regard to dividend, but no interim dividend shall be paid on shares carrying deferred or
non-preferred rights if at the time of payment, any preferential dividend is in arrears; and

(b)

pay at intervals settled by them any dividend payable at a fixed rate if it appears to them that the profits available for
distribution justify the payment;

If the Board acts in good faith they shall not incur any liability to the holders of shares conferring preferred rights for any loss they
may suffer by the lawful payment of an interim dividend on any shares having deferred or non-preferred rights. Where any
distribution is satisfied wholly or partly by the distribution of assets, where any difficulty arises in regard to such distribution, the
Directors may settle the same as they think fit and in particular (but without limitation) may issue fractional certificates (or ignore
fractions) and fix the value for distribution of any assets, and may determine that cash shall be paid to any member on the basis of the
value so fixed in order to adjust the rights of members, and may vest any assets in trustees.
39.7

Dividends may be declared and paid in any currency or currencies that the Board shall determine. The Board may also determine the
exchange rate and the relevant date for determining the value of any dividend in any currency.

39.8

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act and except as otherwise provided by these Articles or the rights attached to shares, all
dividends shall be declared and paid according to the amounts paid up on the shares on which the dividend is paid. If any share is
issued on terms that it ranks for dividend as from a particular date, it shall rank for dividend accordingly. In any other case (and
except as aforesaid), dividends shall be apportioned and paid proportionately to the amounts paid up on the shares during any portion
or portions of the period in respect of which the dividend is paid. For the purpose of this Article 39.8, an amount paid up on a share in
advance of a call shall be treated, in relation to any dividend declared after the payment but before the call, as not paid up on the
share.

39.9

Subject to Article 39.10, a general meeting declaring a dividend may, upon the recommendation of the Board, by ordinary resolution
direct that it shall be satisfied wholly or partly by the distribution of assets including without limitation paid up shares or debentures
of another body corporate.

39.10

Unless otherwise approved by the vote by two-thirds of the entire Board and approved by an ordinary resolution of the Company,
where the securities of another body corporate are distributed, they must only be distributed to holders of Company Ordinary Shares
on the basis that the holders of Company Ordinary Shares receive the identical class of securities of that other body corporate on an
equal per share basis.
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39.11

39.12

39.13

Any dividend or other money payable in respect of a share may be paid:
(a)

in cash;

(b)

by cheque or warrant made payable to or to the order of the holder or Person entitled to payment;

(c)

by direct debit, bank or other funds transfer system to the holder or Person entitled to payment or, if practicable, to a Person
designated by notice to the Company by the holder or Person entitled to payment; or

(d)

by any other method approved by the Board and agreed (in such form as the Company thinks appropriate) by the holder or
Person entitled to payment.

If two or more Persons are registered as joint holders of any share, or are entitled by transmission jointly to a share, the Company
may:
(a)

pay any dividend or other moneys payable in respect of the share to any one of them and any one of them may give effectual
receipt for the payment; and

(b)

for the purpose of Article 39.11, rely in relation to the share on the written direction, designation or agreement of, or notice to
the Company by, any one of them.

A cheque or warrant may be sent by post:
(a)

where a share is held by a sole holder, to the registered address of the holder of the share;

(b)

if two or more Persons are the holders of the share, to the registered address of the Person who is first named in the register of
members;

(c)

if two or more Persons are holders of the share or are jointly entitled to it by reason of the death or bankruptcy of the holder or
otherwise by operation of Law, as if it were a notice to be sent under Article 46.12; or

(d)

in any case to such Person and to such address as the Person entitled to payment may direct by notice to the Company.

39.14

Every cheque or warrant shall be made payable to the order of or to the Person or Persons entitled or to such other Person as the
Person or Persons entitled may by notice direct and payment of the cheque or warrant shall be a good discharge to the Company.
Every cheque or warrant sent or transfer of funds made by the relevant bank or system in accordance with these Articles shall be at
the risk of the holder or Person entitled. The Company shall have no responsibility for any sums lost or delayed in the course of
payment by any method used by the Company in accordance with Article 39.11.

39.15

The Company may cease to send any cheque or warrant (or to use any other method of payment) for any dividend payable in respect
of a share if:
(a)

in respect of at least two consecutive dividends payable on that share the cheque or warrant has been returned undelivered or
remains uncashed (or that other method of payment has failed); or

(b)

following one such occasion, reasonable enquiries have failed to establish any new address of the holder;

but, subject to the provisions of these Articles, shall recommence sending cheques or warrants (or using another method of payment)
for dividends payable on that share if the Person or Persons entitled so request and have supplied in writing a new address or account
to be used for that purpose.
39.16

The Board may deduct from any dividend or other moneys payable to any member in respect of a share any moneys presently
payable by him to the Company in respect of that share. Where a Person is entitled by transmission to a share, the Board may retain
any dividend payable in respect of that share until that Person (or that Person’s transferee) becomes the holder of that share.
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39.17

No dividend or other money payable in respect of a share shall bear interest against the Company, unless otherwise provided by the
rights attached to the share.

39.18

Any dividend which has remained unclaimed for 12 years from the date when it became due for payment shall, if the Directors so
resolve, be forfeited and cease to remain owing by the Company. The payment of any unclaimed dividend or other money payable in
respect of a share may (but need not) be paid by the Company into an account separate from the Company’s own account. Such
payment shall not constitute the Company a trustee in respect of it.

39.19

All amounts payable by the Company pursuant to these Articles, including dividends, shall be paid without any withholding or
deduction, save as may be required by applicable Law.

40.

SCRIP DIVIDENDS

40.1

The Board may offer any holder of shares the right to elect to receive shares, credited as fully paid, instead of cash in respect of the
whole (or some part, to be determined by the Board) of all or any dividend subject to the following terms and conditions:
(a)

Each holder of shares shall be entitled to that number of new shares as are together as nearly as possible equal in value to (but
not greater than) the cash amount (disregarding any tax credit) of the dividend that such holder would have received by way of
dividend but elects to forego (each a new share). For this purpose, the value of each new share shall be:
(i)

equal to the average quotation for the relevant shares in the capital of the Company, that is, the average of the closing
prices for those shares on the Exchange as derived from such source as the Board may deem appropriate, on the day on
which such shares are first quoted ex the relevant dividend and the four subsequent business days; or

(ii)

calculated in any other manner the Board considers fit;

but shall never be less than the par value of the new share. A certificate or report by the auditors as to the value of a new share
in respect of any dividend shall be conclusive evidence of that value.
(b)

Each holder of shares shall only be entitled to new Company Ordinary Shares.

(c)

On or as soon as possible after announcing that any dividend is to be declared or recommended, the Board, if it intends to
offer an election in respect of that dividend, shall also announce that intention. If, after determining the basis of allotment, the
Board decides to proceed with the offer, it shall notify the holders of shares of the terms and conditions of the right of election
offered to them, specifying the procedure to be followed and place at which, and the latest time by which, elections or notices
amending or terminating existing elections must be delivered in order to be effective.

(d)

The Board shall not proceed with any election unless the Board has sufficient authority to allot shares and sufficient reserves
or funds that may be appropriated to give effect to it after the basis of allotment is determined.

(e)

The Board may exclude from any offer any holders of shares where the Board believes the making of the offer to them would
or might involve the contravention of the Laws of any territory or that for any other reason the offer should not be made to
them.

(f)

The dividend (or that part of the dividend in respect of which a right of election has been offered) shall not be payable in cash
on shares in respect of which an election has been made (the “ elected ordinary shares ”) and instead such number of new
shares shall be allotted to each holder of elected ordinary shares as is arrived at on the basis stated in paragraph (a) of this
Article 40.1. For that purpose the Board shall appropriate out of any amount for the time
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being standing to the credit of any reserve or fund (including without limitation the profit and loss account), whether or not it
is available for distribution, a sum equal to the aggregate nominal amount of the new shares to be allotted and apply it in
paying up in full the appropriate number of new shares for allotment and distribution to each holder of elected shares as is
arrived at on the basis stated in paragraph (a) of this Article 40.1.
(g)

The new shares when allotted shall rank pari passu in all respects with the fully paid shares of the same class then in issue
except that they shall not be entitled to participate in the relevant dividend in lieu of which they were allotted.

(h)

No fraction of a share shall be allotted. The Board may make such provisions as it thinks fit for any fractional entitlements
including without limitation payment in cash to holders in respect of their fractional entitlements, provision for the accrual,
retention or accumulation of all or part of the benefit of fractional entitlements to or by the Company or to or by or on behalf
of any holder or the application of any accrual, retention or accumulation to the allotment of fully paid shares to any holder.

(i)

The Board may do all acts and things it considers necessary or expedient to give effect to the allotment and issue of any share
pursuant to this Article 40.1 or otherwise in connection with any offer made pursuant to this Article 40.1 and may authorise
any Person, acting on behalf of the holders concerned, to enter into an agreement with the Company providing for such
allotment or issue and incidental matters Any agreement made under such authority shall be effective and binding on all
concerned.

(j)

The Board may, at its discretion, amend, suspend or terminate any offer pursuant to the above.

41.

CAPITALISATION OF PROFITS

41.1

The Board may, subject to the provisions of this Article 41.1, Article 41.2 and Article 41.3 inclusive, resolve to capitalise any
undistributed profits of the Company not required for paying any preferential dividend (whether or not they are available for
distribution) or any sum standing to the credit of any reserve or fund of the Company (including without limitation the Company’s
share premium account and capital redemption reserve, if any) and:
(a)

appropriate the sum resolved to be capitalised to the members or any class of members on the record date specified in the
relevant resolution who would have been entitled to it if it were distributed by way of dividend and in proportion to the
nominal amounts of the shares (whether or not fully paid) held by them respectively which would entitle them to participate in
a distribution of that sum if the shares were fully paid and the sum were then distributable and were distributed by way of
dividend;

(b)

apply such sum on their behalf either in or towards paying up the amounts, if any, for the time being unpaid on any shares
held by them respectively, or in paying up in full shares, debentures or other obligations of the Company of a nominal amount
equal to that sum but the share premium account, the capital redemption reserve, and any profits which are not available for
distribution may, for the purposes of this Article 41.1, only be applied in paying up shares to be allotted to members credited
as fully paid;

(c)

allot the shares, debentures or other obligations credited as fully paid to those members or as they may direct, in those
proportions, or partly in one way and partly in the other;

(d)

resolve that any shares so allotted to any member in respect of a holding by him of any partly paid shares shall so long as such
shares remain partly paid rank for dividend only to the extent that the latter shares rank for dividend;

(e)

where shares or debentures become, or would otherwise become, distributable under this Article 41.1 in fractions, make such
provision as the Board thinks fit for any fractional entitlements including without limitation authorising their sale and transfer
to any Person, resolving that the distribution be made as nearly as practicable in the correct proportion but not exactly so,
ignoring fractions altogether or resolving that cash payments be made to any members in order to adjust the rights of all
parties;
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(f)

authorise any Person to enter on behalf of all the members concerned into an agreement with the Company providing for
either:
(i)

the allotment to members respectively, credited as fully paid, of any further shares, debentures or other obligations to
which they are entitled upon such capitalisation; or

(ii)

the payment up by the Company on behalf of the members of the amounts, or any part of the amounts, remaining unpaid
on their existing shares by the application of their respective proportions of the sums resolved to be capitalised,

and any agreement made under such authority being binding on all such members, and
(g)
41.2

generally do all acts and things required to give effect to such resolution as aforesaid.

In exercising its authority under Article 41.1, unless approved by the vote of two-thirds of the entire Board and approved by an
ordinary resolution of the Company, the Board may only resolve to capitalise any undistributed profits of the Company not required
for paying any preferential dividend (whether or not they are available for distribution) or any sum standing to the credit of any
reserve or fund of the Company (including without limitation the Company’s share premium account and capital redemption reserve,
if any) and to issue and allot Company Ordinary Shares, as otherwise contemplated by Article 41.1, to holders of Company Ordinary
Shares on an equal per share basis.

41.3
(a)

Where, pursuant to an employees’ share scheme (within the meaning of section 1166 of the Companies Act) the Company has
granted awards (“awards” being options or other incentive awards, including, without limitation, stock appreciation rights,
restricted stock units, performance stock units and restricted stock awards) to subscribe for or with respect to shares on terms
which provide (inter aim) for adjustments to the subscription, exercise or base price payable on the exercise of such award or
to the number of shares to be allotted upon the exercise, or with respect to, such award, in the event of any increase or
reduction in, or other reorganisation of, the Company’s issued share capital and an otherwise appropriate adjustment would
result in the subscription, exercise or base price for any share being less than its nominal value, then, subject to the provisions
of the Companies Act, the Directors may, on the exercise of any of the awards concerned and payment of the subscription,
exercise or base price which would have applied had such adjustment been made, capitalise any such profits or other sum as is
mentioned in Article 41.1 above (as if such Article 41.1 did not make reference to Article 41.2) to the extent necessary to pay
up the unpaid balance of the nominal value of the shares which fall to be allotted on the exercise of such awards and apply
such amount in paying up such balance and allot shares fully paid accordingly. The provisions of Article 41.1 shall apply
mutatis mutandis to this Article 41.3 as if Article 41.1 did not make reference to Article 41.2.

(b)

Where, pursuant to an employees’ share scheme (within the meaning of section 1166 of the Companies Act) the Company has
granted awards (“awards” being options or other incentive awards, including, without limitation, stock appreciation rights,
restricted stock units, performance stock units and restricted stock awards) to subscribe for or with respect to shares, then,
subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, the Directors may, on the grant, exercise or vesting of any of the awards
concerned, capitalise any such profits or other sum as is mentioned in Article 41.1 above (as if such Article 41.1 did not make
reference to Article 41.2) to the extent necessary to pay up the unpaid balance of the nominal value of the shares which fall to
be allotted on the grant, exercise or vesting of such awards and apply such amount in paying up such balance and allot shares
fully paid accordingly. The provisions of Article 41.1 shall apply mutatis mutandis to this paragraph (b) as if Article 41.1 did
not make reference to Article 41.2.

42.

RETURN OF CAPITAL

42.1

The rights as regards return of capital attaching to the Company Ordinary Shares shall be as set out in this Article.
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42.2

On a return of capital on a liquidation, reduction of capital or otherwise, the surplus assets of the Company available for distribution
among the members shall be applied in the same order of priority as applies in respect of dividends and distributions set out in Article
39 (or as close thereto as is possible).

43.

CHANGE OF THE COMPANY’S NAME
The Company’s name may be changed by resolution approved by the vote of a majority of the Board.

44.

RECORD DATES

44.1

Notwithstanding any other provision of these Articles, and subject to the Companies Act, but without prejudice to any special rights
attached to any shares, the Company or the Directors may:
(a)

fix any date as the record date for any dividend, distribution, allotment or issue, which shall not be more than 60 days prior to
such action;

(b)

for the purpose of determining which Persons are entitled to attend and vote at a general meeting of the Company, or a
separate general meeting of the holders of any class of shares in the capital of the Company, and how many votes such
Persons may cast, specify in the notice of meeting a time by which a Person must be entered on the register in order to have
the right to attend or vote at the meeting provided that such time shall not be more than 60 days nor less than 10 days before
the date of such meeting and changes to the register after the time specified by virtue of this Article 44.1 shall be disregarded
in determining the rights of any Person to attend or vote at the meeting; and

(c)

for the purposes of sending notices to any one or more members (including, without limitation, notices of general meetings, or
separate general meetings of the holders of any class of shares in the capital of the Company), give such notices by reference
to the register of members as it stands at the close of business on a day determined by the Company or the Board, which day
may not be more than 60 days before the day that such notices are sent.

44.2

In the case of determination of members entitled to vote at any general meeting or adjournment thereof, or a separate general meeting
of the holders of any class of shares in the capital of the Company, the record date shall, unless otherwise required by the Companies
Act, not be more than 60 days nor less than 10 days before the date of such meeting.

44.3

In the case of any other lawful action, and save as otherwise provided by these Articles, the record date shall not be more than 60
days prior to such other action.

45.

ACCOUNTS

45.1

No member (as such, other than a Director) shall have any right to inspect any accounting record or other document of the Company,
unless he is authorised to do so by statute, by order of the court, by the Board or by ordinary resolution of the Company.

45.2

Subject to the Companies Act, a copy of the Company’s annual accounts and reports for that financial year shall, at least 21 clear
days before the date of the meeting at which copies of those documents are to be laid in accordance with the provisions of the
Companies Act, be sent to every member and to every holder of the Company’s debentures, and to every Person who is entitled to
receive notice of meetings from the Company under the provisions of the Companies Act or of these Articles or, in the case of joint
holders of any share or debenture, to one of the joint holders. A copy need not be sent to a Person for whom the Company does not
have a current address.

45.3

Subject to the Companies Act, the requirements of Article 45.2 shall be deemed satisfied in relation to any Person by sending to the
Person, instead of such copies, a summary financial statement derived from the Company’s annual accounts and directors’ report,
which shall be in the form and containing the information prescribed by the Companies Act and any regulations made under the
Companies Act.
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46.

NOTICES AND OTHER COMMUNICATIONS

46.1

Any notice to be given to or by any Person pursuant to these Articles shall be in writing other than a notice calling a meeting of the
Directors which need not be in writing.

46.2

Any notice, document or information may (without prejudice to Articles 46.9 and 46.10) be given, sent or supplied by the Company
to any member either:
(a)

personally;

(b)

by sending it by post in a prepaid envelope addressed to the member at his registered address or postal address given to the
Company for that purpose, or by leaving it at that address;

(c)

subject to Article 46.3, by sending it in electronic form to a Person who has agreed (generally or specifically) that the notice,
document or information may be sent or supplied in that form (and has not revoked that agreement); or

(d)

subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, by making it available on a website, provided that the requirements in (i) to
(iv) below are satisfied.

The requirements referred to in paragraph (d) are that:
(i)

the member has agreed (generally or specifically) that the notice, document or information may be sent or supplied to
him by being made available on a website (and has not revoked that agreement), or the member has been asked by the
Company to agree that the Company may send or supply notices, documents and information generally, or the notice,
document or information in question, to him by making it available on a website and the Company has not received a
response within the period of 28 days beginning on the date on which the Company’s request was sent and the member
is therefore taken to have so agreed (and has not revoked that agreement);

(ii)

the member is sent a notification of the presence of the notice, document or information on a website, the address of that
website, the place on that website where it may be accessed, and how it may be accessed ( notification of availability );
and

(iii) in the case of a notice of meeting, the notification of availability states that it concerns a notice of a Company meeting,
specifies the place, time and date of the meeting, and states whether it will be an annual general meeting, and
(iv) the notice, document or information continues to be published on that website, in the case of a notice of meeting,
throughout the period beginning with the date of the notification of availability and ending with the conclusion of the
meeting and in all other cases throughout the period specified by any applicable provision of the Companies Act, or, if
no such period is specified, throughout the period of 28 days beginning with the date on which the notification of
availability is sent to the member, save that if the notice, document or information is made available for part only of that
period then failure to make it available throughout that period shall be disregarded where such failure is wholly
attributable to circumstances which it would not be reasonable to have expected the Company to prevent or avoid.
46.3

The Board may from time to time issue, endorse or adopt terms and conditions relating to the use of electronic means for the sending
of notices, other documents and proxy appointments by the Company to members or Persons entitled by transmission and by
members or Persons entitled by transmission to the Company.

46.4

In the case of joint holders of a share:
(a)

it shall be sufficient for all notices, documents and other information to be given, sent or supplied to the joint holder whose
name stands first in the register of members in respect of the joint holding (first named holder ) only and any notice,
document or other information so sent shall be deemed for all purposes sent to all the joint holders; and
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(b)

the agreement of the first named holder that notices, documents and information may be given, sent or supplied in electronic
form or by being made available on a website shall be binding on all the joint holders.

46.5

The Company may at any time and at its sole discretion choose to give, send or supply notices, documents and information only in
hard copy form to some or all members.

46.6

For the avoidance of doubt, the provisions of Articles 46.1 to 46.5 are subject to Article 17.5.

46.7

A member present either in person or by proxy, or in the case of a corporate member by a duly authorised representative, at any
meeting of the Company or of the holders of any class of shares shall be deemed to have received notice of the meeting and, where
requisite, of the purposes for which it was called.

46.8

Every Person who becomes entitled to a share shall be bound by any notice in respect of that share which, before his name is entered
in the register of members, has been given to the Person from whom he derives his title, but this Article 46.8 does not apply to a
notice given under section 793 of the Companies Act.

46.9

Subject to the Companies Act, where by reason of the suspension or curtailment of postal services, the Company is unable effectively
to give notice of a general meeting, the general meeting may be convened by public announcement. The Company shall send a copy
of the notice to members in the same manner as it sends notices under Articles 46.1 to 46.5 inclusive if at least seven clear days
before the meeting the posting of notices again becomes practicable.

46.10

Subject to the Companies Act, any notice, document or information to be given, sent or supplied by the Company to the members or
any of them, not being a notice to which Article 46.9 applies, shall be sufficiently given, sent or supplied if given by public
announcement.

46.11

Any notice, document or information given, sent or supplied by the Company to the members or any of them:
(a)

by hand shall be deemed to have been received by the member when it is handed to the member or left at his registered
address;

(b)

by post, shall be deemed to have been received 24 hours after the time at which the envelope containing the notice, document
or information was posted unless it was sent by second class post or there is only one class of post, or it was sent by air mail to
an address outside the United Kingdom, in which case it shall be deemed to have been received 48 hours after it was posted
Proof that the envelope was properly addressed, prepaid and posted shall be conclusive evidence that the notice, document or
information was sent or supplied;

(c)

by advertisement, shall be deemed to have been received on the day on which the advertisement appears;

(d)

by electronic means, shall be deemed to have been received by the member on the day following that on which it was sent or
supplied Proof that a notice, document or information in electronic form was addressed to the electronic address provided by
the member for the purpose of receiving communications from the Company shall be conclusive evidence that the notice,
document or information was sent or supplied and such notice, document or information shall be deemed received by the
member at that time notwithstanding that the Company becomes aware that the member has filed to receive the relevant
notice, document or information for any reason and notwithstanding that the Company subsequently sends or supplies a hard
copy of such document or information by post to the member;

(e)

by making it available on a website, shall be deemed to have been received on the date on which the notice, document or
information was first made available on the website or, if later, when the member is deemed to have been received notification
of the fact that the notice, document or information was available on the website in accordance with this Article 46.11 and
such notice, document or information shall be deemed received by the member on that day notwithstanding that the Company
becomes aware that the member has filed to receive the relevant document or information for any reason and notwithstanding
that the Company subsequently sends a hard copy of such notice, document or information by post to the member, or
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(f)

by means of a Depositary, shall be deemed to have been received 24 hours after the Company, or Person acting on the
Company’s behalf, gives the notice, document or information to the Depositary.

46.12

Any notice, document or information may be given, sent or supplied by the Company to the Person entitled to a share in consequence
of the death or bankruptcy of a member or otherwise by operation of Law by sending or delivering it in any manner that the
Company may choose authorised by these Articles for the sending of notice, document or information to a member addressed to that
Person by name, or by the title of representative of the deceased or trustee of the bankrupt or by any similar description, at the
address, if any, as may be supplied for that purpose by the Person claiming to be so entitled. Until such an address has been supplied,
a notice may be given in any manner in which it might have been given if the death or bankruptcy or other event giving rise to the
transmission had not occurred.

46.13

If on three consecutive occasions, or on one occasion and reasonable enquiries have failed to establish the member’s address, notices,
documents or information sent or supplied to a member by post have been returned undelivered, the member shall not be entitled to
receive any subsequent notice, document or information until he has supplied to the Company (or its agent) a new registered address
or a postal address, or shall have informed the Company, in such a manner as may be specified by the Company, of an electronic
address. For the purposes of this Article 46.13, references to notices, documents or information include references to a cheque or
other instrument of payment, but nothing in this Article 46.13 entitles the Company to cease sending any cheque or other instrument
of payment for any dividend, unless it is otherwise so entitled under these Articles. Without prejudice to the generality of the
foregoing, any notice of a general meeting of the Company which is in fact sent or purports to be sent to such member shall be
ignored for the purpose of determining the validity of the proceedings at such general meeting.

46.14

Where a document is required under these Articles to be signed by a member or any other Person, if the document is in electronic
form, then in order to be valid the document must either:
(a)

incorporate the electronic signature, or personal identification details (which may be details previously allocated by the
Company), of that member or other Person, in such form as the Directors may approve; or

(b)

be accompanied by such other evidence as the Directors may require in order to be satisfied that the document is genuine.

The Company may designate mechanisms for validating any such document and a document not validated by the user of any such
mechanisms shall be deemed as having not been received by the Company. In the case of any document or information relating to a
meeting, an instrument of proxy or invitation to appoint a proxy, any validation requirements shall be specified in the relevant notice
of meeting in accordance with Article 17.4 and paragraph (b) of Article 23.6.
47.

DESTRUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

47.1

The Company shall be entitled to destroy:
(a)

any instrument of transfer of shares which have been registered, and all other documents on the basis of which any entry is
made in the register, at any time after the expiration of six years from the date of registration;

(b)

any dividend mandate, variation or cancellation of dividend mandates, and notification of change of name or address, at any
time after two years from the date on which it is recorded;

(c)

any share certificate which has been cancelled at any time after the expiration of one year from the date on which it is
cancelled;
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(d)

all paid dividend warrants and cheques at any time after the expiration of one year from the date of actual payment;

(e)

all proxy appointments which have been used for the purpose of a poll at any time after the expiration of one year from the
date of use;

(f)

all proxy appointments which have not been used for the purpose of a poll at any time after one month from the end of the
meeting to which the proxy appointment relates and at which no poll was demanded; and

(g)

any other document on the basis of which an entry in the register of members is made, after six years from the date on which
it is made.

Any document referred to in this Article 47.1 may be destroyed earlier than the relevant date authorised, provided that a permanent
record of the document is made which is not destroyed before that date.
47.2

It shall be conclusively presumed in favour of the Company that:
(a)

every entry in the register of members purporting to have been made on the basis of an instrument of transfer or other
document destroyed in accordance with Article 47.1 was duly and properly made;

(b)

that every instrument of transfer destroyed in accordance with Article 47.1 was a valid and effective instrument duly and
properly registered;

(c)

that every share certificate destroyed in accordance with Article 47.1 was a valid and effective certificate duly and properly
cancelled; and

(d)

that every other document destroyed in accordance with Article 47.1 was a valid and effective document in accordance with
the particulars in the records of the Company.

provided that
(i)

Article 47.1 shall apply only to the destruction of a document in good faith and without notice of any claim (regardless
of the parties to it) to which the document might be relevant;

(ii)

nothing in Article 47.1 shall be construed as imposing upon the Company any liability in respect of the destruction of
any such document otherwise than in accordance with Article 47.1 which would not attach to the Company in the
absence of Article 47.1; and

(iii) references in Article 47.1 to the destruction of any document include references to the disposal of it in any manner.
48.

WINDING UP

48.1

If the Company commences liquidation, the liquidator may, with the sanction of a special resolution of the Company and any other
sanction required by Law, subject to the provisions of the Companies Act:
(a)

divide among the members in specie the whole or any part of the assets, whether they shall consist of property of the same
kind or not, of the Company and may, for that purpose, value any assets as he deems fair and determine how the division shall
be carried out as between the members or different classes of members; and

(b)

vest the whole or any part of the assets in trustees upon such trusts for the benefit of the members as he may with the like
sanction determine;

but no member shall be compelled to accept any assets upon which there is a liability.
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48.2

The power of sale of a liquidator shall include a power to sell wholly or partially for shares or debentures or other obligations of
another body corporate, either then already constituted or about to be constituted for the purpose of carrying out the sale.

49.

INDEMNITY AND INSURANCE

49.1

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act and applicable Law, the Company shall exercise all the powers of the Company to:
(a)

indemnify to any extent any person who is or was a Director, or a Director of any associated company, directly or indirectly
(including by funding any expenditure incurred or to be incurred by him) against any loss or liability, whether in connection
with any proven or alleged negligence, default, breach of duty or breach of trust by him or otherwise, in relation to the
Company or any associated company; and/or

(b)

indemnify to any extent any person who is or was a Director of an associated company that is a trustee of an occupational
pension scheme, directly or indirectly (including by funding any expenditure incurred or to be incurred by him) against any
liability incurred by him in connection with the Company’s activities as trustee of an occupational pension scheme;

including without limitation insurance against any loss or liability or any expenditure he may incur, whether in connection with any
proven or alleged act or omission in the actual or purported execution or discharge of his duties or in the exercise or purported
exercise of his powers or otherwise in relation to this duties, power or offices, whether comprising negligence, default, breach of
duty, breach of trust or otherwise, in relation to the relevant body or fund.
49.2

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, the Company may exercise all the powers of the Company to purchase and maintain
insurance for or for the benefit of any person who is or was:
(a)

a Director, officer or employee of the Company, or any body corporate which is or was the holding company or subsidiary
undertaking of the Company, or in which the Company or such holding company or subsidiary undertaking has or had any
interest (whether direct or indirect) or with which the Company or such holding company or subsidiary undertaking is or was
in any way allied or associated; or

(b)

a trustee of any pension fund in which employees of the Company or any other body referred to in paragraph (a) of this
Article 49.2 are or have been interested;

including without limitation insurance against any loss or liability or any expenditure he may incur, whether in connection with any
proven or alleged act or omission in the actual or purported execution or discharge of his duties or in the exercise or purported
exercise of his powers or otherwise in relation to this duties, power or offices, whether comprising negligence, default, breach of
duty, breach of trust or otherwise, in relation to the relevant body or fund
49.3

No Director of former Director shall be accountable to the Company or the members for any benefit provided pursuant to these
Articles. The receipt of any such benefit shall not disqualify any person from being or becoming a Director.

50.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

50.1

The courts of England and Wales shall have exclusive jurisdiction to determine any and all disputes brought by a member in that
member’s capacity (whether in its own name or in the name of the Company) as such against the Company and/or the Board and/or
any of the Directors individually or collectively, arising out of or in connection with these Articles or any non-contractual obligations
arising out of or in connection with these Articles.

50.2

The governing Law of these Articles is the Law of England and Wales and these Articles shall be interpreted in accordance with the
Laws of England and Wales.

50.3

For the purposes of Article 50.1, Director shall be read so as to include each and any Director of the Company from time to time in
his capacity as such or as an employee of the Company and shall include any former Director of the Company.
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Exhibit 99.1

Globe Specialty Metals Announces Governance Amendments to Business Combination Agreement with FerroAtlántica and $32.5
Million Cash Payment by Combined Companies for Benefit of Globe Shareholders
Globe Shareholders Meeting To Be Adjourned to September 22, 2015
MIAMI, FLORIDA – September 10, 2015 – Globe Specialty Metals, Inc. (NASDAQ: GSM) (“Globe”) announced today that it has amended
its business combination agreement with Grupo FerroAtlántica (“FerroAtlántica”) to, among other things, provide additional governance
provisions for the benefit of the Globe shareholders. Globe also announced that, subject to certain conditions, a $32.5 million aggregate cash
payment would be made by the combined companies for the benefit of the Globe shareholders after completion of the business combination.
The amendments to the business combination agreement and the cash payment to the Globe shareholders are made pursuant to a memorandum
of understanding (the “MOU”) that outlines the terms of an agreement in principle to settle the pending legal action regarding the business
combination. Globe will adjourn to September 22, 2015 its special meeting of shareholders called to approve the business combination in order
to provide additional time for shareholders to consider these matters.
As previously announced, on February 23, 2015, Globe entered into a business combination agreement with, among others, Grupo Villar Mir,
S.A.U. (“Grupo VM”) and FerroAtlántica, pursuant to which the parties agreed to combine the businesses of Globe and FerroAtlántica under a
new holding company to be renamed Ferroglobe PLC (“Ferroglobe”). The business combination agreement was amended and restated on
May 5, 2015.
On September 10, 2015, Globe entered into the MOU that outlines the terms of an agreement in principle to settle the consolidated action
pending in the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware (the “Court”) captioned In re Globe Specialty Metals, Inc. Stockholders Litigation.
The proposed terms of the settlement are subject to approval by the Court. Pursuant to the amended business combination agreement and the
MOU, among other things:
•

An additional designee from GrupoVM’s designees to the Ferroglobe board will be required to qualify as an independent director
under applicable NASDAQ rules, bringing the total number of independent directors to five, with the effect that the Ferroglobe
board will be comprised of a majority of independent directors.

•

After the fifth anniversary of the business combination, Grupo VM will abstain from voting its Ferroglobe shares with respect to
contested elections involving the independent Globe designees to the Ferroglobe board, providing the opportunity for the
Ferroglobe public shareholders to nominate and elect independent directors to the Ferroglobe board.

•

Ferroglobe’s articles of association will require that all Ferroglobe shareholders will be offered the same type and amount of
consideration per share in any tender offer and will receive the same type and amount of consideration per share in any scheme of
arrangement, merger or other business combination that results in a change in control of Ferroglobe, ensuring equal treatment of
shareholders.

•

Subject to, among other conditions, completion of the business combination and final approval of the settlement by the Court, the
combined companies will pay an aggregate amount of $32.5 million to be distributed pro rata to holders of Globe shares (other than
the defendants in the pending actions and certain related persons) as of the close of business on the effective date of the business
combination.

Globe intends to prepare, file with the SEC and mail to shareholders a supplement to Globe’s definitive proxy statement to provide additional
disclosure regarding the amendments to the business combination agreement and the terms and conditions of the MOU. Accordingly, the
special meeting of shareholders originally scheduled for September 10, 2015 and subsequently adjourned to September 11, 2015 will be further
adjourned to provide additional time for shareholders to consider the matters described in the supplement to Globe’s definitive proxy statement.
The special meeting will be reconvened as scheduled on September 11, 2015, but Globe will not conduct any business other than with respect
to the further adjournment of the meeting. The meeting will be adjourned to Tuesday, September 22, 2015 at 9:00 a.m. local time, at 600
Brickell Avenue, Miami, Florida 33131.
Any proxies or votes already submitted by Globe shareholders in connection with the special meeting will remain valid and will be unaffected
by the adjournment of the special meeting. There is no need for any shareholder to vote again.
Completion of the business combination remains subject to Globe shareholder approval, regulatory approval and other customary closing
conditions. The parties continue to expect the transaction to close in the fourth quarter of 2015.
About Globe
Globe Specialty Metals, Inc. is among the world’s largest producers of silicon metal and silicon-based specialty alloys, critical ingredients in a
host of industrial and consumer products. Customers include major silicone chemical, aluminum and steel manufacturers, auto companies and
their suppliers, ductile iron foundries, manufacturers of photovoltaic solar cells and computer chips, and concrete producers. Globe is
headquartered in Miami, Florida. For further information please visit our web site at www.glbsm.com .
About FerroAtlántica
Grupo FerroAtlántica, S. A., is the parent company of a group of businesses in the following four areas: electrometallurgy, energy, mining and
photovoltaic solar power. The Group currently operates fifteen production centres, working in the field of electrometallurgy: five in Spain, six
in France, one in Venezuela, two in South Africa and one in China. Currently, the Group is a world-leader in the production of silicon metal, a
leading producer of ferroalloys in the European Union, a leading independent Spanish producer of hydroelectric energy. Grupo FerroAtlántica,
S. A. is wholly owned by Grupo Villar Mir. For more information, visit www.ferroatlantica.es.
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Contact Information
For media, please contact:
Cindy Leggett-Flynn
Brunswick Group
clf@brunswickgroup.com
212-333-3810
For investors, please contact:
Joe Ragan
Chief Financial Officer
Globe Specialty Metals
jragan@glbsm.com
786-509-6925
Important Information
Forward-Looking Statements
Certain statements in this communication regarding the proposed transaction, the expected timetable for completing the transaction, benefits
and synergies of the transaction, future opportunities for the combined company and products and any other statements regarding future
expectations, beliefs, plans, objectives, financial conditions, assumptions or future events or performance that are not historical facts are
“forward-looking” statements made within the meaning of Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. These statements are often, but
not always, made through the use of words or phrases such as “believe,” “anticipate,” “could,” “may,” “would,” “should,” “intend,” “plan,”
“potential,” “predict(s),” “will,” “expect(s),” “estimate(s),” “project(s),” “positioned,” “strategy,” “outlook” and similar expressions. All such
forward-looking statements involve estimates and assumptions that are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual
results to differ materially from the results expressed in the statements. Among the key factors that could cause actual results to differ
materially from those projected in the forward-looking statements are the following: the timing to complete the proposed transaction, including
the receipt of shareholder approval and satisfaction of the other conditions to completion of the transaction; that regulatory approvals required
for the proposed transaction may not be obtained on the terms expected or on the anticipated schedule; the possibility that the parties may be
unable to successfully integrate Globe’s and FerroAtlántica’s operations and that such integration may be more difficult, time-consuming or
costly than expected; operating costs, customer loss and business disruption (including, without limitation, difficulties in maintaining
relationships with employees, customers, clients or suppliers) may be greater than expected following the transaction; the retention of certain
key employees may be difficult; regional, national or global political, economic, business, competitive, market and regulatory conditions
including, among others,
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changes in metals prices; increases in the cost of raw materials or energy; competition in the metals and foundry industries; environmental and
regulatory risks; ability to identify liabilities associated with acquired properties prior to their acquisition; ability to manage price and
operational risks including industrial accidents and natural disasters; ability to manage foreign operations; changes in technology; ability to
acquire or renew permits and approvals; and other factors identified in Globe’s periodic reports filed with the SEC. Additional information
concerning these and other factors can be found in Globe’s filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), including Globe’s
most recent Annual Reports on Form 10-K, Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q and Current Reports on Form 8-K, and in the registration
statement on Form F-4 filed by Ferroglobe. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements that speak
only as of the date hereof and the parties undertake no obligation to update or revise publicly any forward-looking statements, whether as a
result of new information, future events or otherwise.
Additional Information and Where to Find It
This communication may be deemed to be solicitation material in respect of the proposed transaction among Globe, Grupo VM, FerroAtlántica
and Ferroglobe. In connection with the proposed transaction, Ferroglobe has filed with the SEC a registration statement on Form F-4, which
includes a proxy statement of Globe that also constitutes a prospectus of Ferroglobe. Investors and security holders are urged to read the
definitive proxy statement/prospectus, which was filed with the SEC by Globe on August 12, 2015, as supplemented on August 26, 2015 and
as it may be further supplemented, together with all other relevant documents filed with the SEC, because they will contain important
information about the proposed transaction. Investors and security holders are able to obtain the documents (once available) free of charge at
the SEC’s website, http://www.sec.gov, or for free from Globe by contacting the Corporate Secretary, Globe Specialty Metals, 600 Brickell
Avenue, Suite 3100, Miami, FL 33131, telephone: 786-509-6900 (for documents filed with the SEC by Globe) or from Grupo VM by
contacting Investor Relations, Torre Espacio, Paseo de la Castellana, 259 D 49a, 28046 Madrid, Spain, +34 91 556 7347 (for documents filed
with the SEC by Grupo VM, FerroAtlántica or Ferroglobe).
Participants in Solicitation
Globe, Grupo VM, FerroAtlántica and Ferroglobe and their directors and executive officers and certain employees may be deemed to be
participants in the solicitation of proxies from the holders of Globe common stock with respect to the proposed transaction. Information about
Globe’s directors and executive officers is set forth in the definitive proxy statement filed in connection with Globe’s 2014 annual meeting of
shareholders, which was filed with the SEC on October 27, 2014. Investors may obtain additional information regarding the interest of such
participants by reading the definitive proxy statement/prospectus regarding the proposed transaction, which was filed with the SEC on
August 12, 2015, as supplemented on August 26, 2015. These documents may be obtained free of charge from the SEC’s website
http://www.sec.gov, or from Globe and Grupo VM using the contact information above.
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Non-Solicitation
This communication shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities,
nor shall there be any sale of securities in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or
qualification under the securities laws of any such jurisdiction. No offer of securities shall be made except by means of a prospectus meeting
the requirements of Section 10 of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended.
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Exhibit 99.2
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
By and through their respective undersigned attorneys, the parties (the “Parties”) to the consolidated putative class-action lawsuit pending
in the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware (the “Court of Chancery”), styled In Re Globe Specialty Metals, Inc. Stockholders Litigation,
C.A. No. 10865-VCG (the “Litigation”), have reached an agreement in principle providing for the settlement of the Litigation (the
“Settlement”) on the terms and subject to the conditions set forth in this Memorandum of Understanding (the “Memorandum”).
WHEREAS , on February 23, 2015, Globe Specialty Metals, Inc. (“Globe”) and Grupo FerroAtlántica, S.A.U. (“FerroAtlántica”)—a
company which is wholly owned by Grupo Villar Mir, S.A.U. (“Grupo VM”)—announced they had entered into a definitive Business
Combination Agreement (as amended and restated on May 5, 2015, the “Business Combination Agreement”), pursuant to which the two
companies will combine in an all-stock transaction (the “Proposed Transaction”) under a new holding company named VeloNewco Limited
(“VeloNewco”), which will be renamed Ferroglobe PLC (“Ferroglobe”).
WHEREAS , between March 23, 2015 and April 21, 2015, four Globe stockholders filed separate class action lawsuits in the Court of
Chancery challenging the Proposed Transaction under the following captions: Fraser v. Globe Specialty Metals, et al ., C.A. No. 10823-VCG,
filed March 23, 2015; City of
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Providence v. Globe Specialty Metals, et al ., C.A. No. 10865-VCG, filed April 1, 2015; International Union of Operating Engineers Local
478 Pension Fund v. Globe Specialty Metals, et al ., C.A. No. 10899-VCG, filed April 10, 2015; and Cirillo v. Globe Specialty Metals, et al. ,
C.A. No. 10929-VCG, filed April 21, 2015 (the “Actions”).
WHEREAS , the complaints in the Actions named as defendants: Jeff Bradley and the following members of the Globe board of
directors, Alan Kestenbaum, Stuart Eizenstat, Frank Lavin, Donald Barger, Jr., Alan Schriber, and Bruce Crockett (collectively, the “Individual
Defendants”); Globe; Grupo VM; FerroAtlántica; Ferroglobe (under its current name, VeloNewco); and Gordon Merger Sub, Inc. (“Merger
Sub”) (collectively, the “Defendants”). The complaints allege that the Individual Defendants breached their fiduciary duties to Globe’s
stockholders in connection with the Proposed Transaction because, among other things, they allegedly failed to engage in an adequate decisionmaking process as members of the Globe board of directors and their decision to recommend a stockholder vote in favor of the transaction was
unreasonable. The complaints also allege that Globe, Grupo VM, FerroAtlántica, Ferroglobe, and Merger Sub aided and abetted these
purported breaches of fiduciary duty. The Actions sought, among other things, an order enjoining or rescinding the Proposed Transaction and
damages.
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WHEREAS , on May 4, 2015, the Court of Chancery consolidated the Actions under the caption In Re Globe Specialty Metals, Inc.
Stockholders Litigation, C.A. No. 10865-VCG, and appointed Prickett, Jones & Elliott, P.A., Kessler Topaz Meltzer & Check, LLP, Bernstein
Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP, and Robbins Geller Rudman & Dowd LLP as co-lead counsel (collectively, “Lead Counsel”).
WHEREAS , on May 5, 2015, plaintiffs City of Providence and International Union of Operating Engineers Local 478 Pension Fund
(“IUOE”) moved for expedited proceedings.
WHEREAS , on May 6, 2015, Ferroglobe filed with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) a registration
statement on Form F-4 (the “Form F-4”), which included a preliminary prospectus for Ferroglobe and a preliminary proxy statement for Globe
(the “Preliminary Proxy Statement/Prospectus”). Ferroglobe filed three amendments to its Form F-4 on June 24, 2015, July 21, 2015, and
August 7, 2015, respectively.
WHEREAS , between May 26, 2015 and July 10, 2015, Globe produced to Lead Counsel non-public documents relating to the Proposed
Transaction, including electronically stored information. Globe and its advisors produced more than 177,000 pages of documents.
WHEREAS , on June 2, 2015, counsel for Defendants and Lead Counsel entered into a confidentiality agreement to protect confidential
information exchanged during discovery in the Litigation. The Court of Chancery so-ordered the confidentiality agreement on June 2, 2015.
WHEREAS , on June 15, 2015, plaintiffs City of Providence, IUOE, Fraser, and Cirillo (collectively, “Plaintiffs”) filed a consolidated
amended complaint (the “Consolidated Complaint”) in the Litigation. The Consolidated Complaint named as defendants Globe, the Individual
Defendants, FerroAtlántica, Grupo VM, Ferroglobe, and Merger Sub and included claims for purported breaches of fiduciary duties by the
Individual Defendants in connection with the Proposed Transaction.
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WHEREAS , on June 26, 2015, following arms-length negotiations, counsel for Defendants and Lead Counsel stipulated to a schedule
for expedited document and deposition discovery in the Litigation. The scheduling stipulation also included a briefing schedule for Plaintiffs to
file an application for a preliminary injunction. The Court of Chancery so-ordered the scheduling stipulation on June 29, 2015.
WHEREAS , between July 7, 2015 and July 24, 2015, Lead Counsel deposed Donald Barger, Globe director; Jeff Bradley, former Chief
Executive Officer of Globe; Luke Gordon of Goldman Sachs & Co.; Javier López Madrid, Vice Chairman of FerroAtlántica; and Alan
Kestenbaum, Executive Chairman of Globe.
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WHEREAS , on July 25, 2015, Plaintiffs served their opening expert report, on August 4, 2015, Globe served a rebuttal expert report
and, on August 10, 2015, Plaintiffs served their reply expert report.
WHEREAS , on August 10, 2015, Plaintiffs filed a motion to preliminarily enjoin the Proposed Transaction and an opening brief in
support of that motion. Globe filed an answering brief on August 17, 2015 and Plaintiffs filed a reply brief on August 21, 2015.
WHEREAS , on August 12, 2015, Globe filed its definitive proxy statement on Schedule 14A (the “Proxy Statement”). On August 26,
2015, Globe filed a Form 8-K (the “Form 8-K”) and Definitive Additional Proxy Materials with the SEC, which disclosed a description of the
summary of financial items FerroAtlántica provided to Globe on July 28, 2015, as well as a summary of the August 7, 2015 Globe Board
meeting. Also on August 26, 2015, the Court held a hearing on Plaintiffs’ motion for a preliminary injunction.
WHEREAS , counsel for the Defendants and Lead Counsel have engaged, on behalf of the Parties, in arms-length negotiations
concerning a possible resolution of the Litigation and have negotiated various governance and economic terms.
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WHEREAS , the Parties have reached an agreement in principle to settle the Litigation, subject to Court of Chancery approval, the
closing of the transaction, and other terms and conditions set forth below. Such terms include an aggregate cash payment of $32.5 million (the
“Cash Payment”) for the benefit of the Settlement Class (defined below) and various corporate governance provisions to be added to the
Business Combination Agreement and the corporate governance documents for Ferroglobe (the “Governance Amendments”).
WHEREAS , pursuant to the Settlement, Globe has agreed to prepare, file with the SEC and mail to stockholders, by no later than
Friday, September 11, 2015, a supplement to Globe’s Proxy Statement to provide additional disclosure regarding the amendments to the
Business Combination Agreement and the terms and conditions of this Memorandum, and to adjourn the Globe stockholder meeting
concerning the Proposed Transaction, currently scheduled for September 10, 2015, to Tuesday, September 22, 2015, to provide sufficient time
for stockholders to review the supplement to Globe’s Proxy Statement.
WHEREAS , after completing the discovery referenced above, consultation with their forensic valuation expert, and consulting with
their counsel, Plaintiffs have determined that a settlement of the Litigation on the terms reflected in this Memorandum is fair, reasonable,
adequate, and in the best interests of the Settlement Class.
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WHEREAS , Defendants, solely to avoid the costs, disruption, distraction, and risk of further litigation, and without admitting the
validity of any allegations made in the Litigation, or any liability with respect thereto, have concluded that it is desirable that the claims against
them be settled on the terms reflected in this Memorandum.
WHEREAS , Defendants have denied, and continue to deny, all allegations of wrongdoing, fault, liability or damage to any of the
Plaintiffs or the other members of the Settlement Class; deny that they engaged in any wrongdoing; deny that they committed any violation of
law; deny that the Form F-4, the Preliminary Proxy Statement/Prospectus, the Proxy Statement or any other public disclosures were in any way
deficient; deny that the process by which the Proposed Transaction was negotiated or is being executed was or is insufficient in any way; deny
that the consideration to be paid by FerroAtlántica in connection with the Proposed Transaction is insufficient in any way; deny that they acted
improperly in any way; believe that they acted properly at all times; and believe the Litigation has no merit; but wish to settle the Litigation to
avoid the burden, expense, and risk of further litigation.
WHEREAS , Plaintiffs’ entry into this Memorandum is not an admission as to the lack of merit of any of the claims asserted in the
Litigation.
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NOW, THEREFORE , as a result of the foregoing and the negotiations among counsel for the Parties, the Parties have agreed as
follows:
1. As soon as practicable after the execution of this Memorandum, the Parties agree to negotiate promptly and attempt in good faith to
agree upon and sign a Stipulation of Settlement (“Stipulation”) reflecting the terms set forth in this Memorandum, and such other
documentation as may be required in order to obtain final approval by the Court of Chancery of the Settlement and the dismissal of the
Litigation with prejudice. The parties shall work in good faith towards entering into a Stipulation of Settlement for submission to the Court no
later than September 25, 2015.
2. Immediately following the execution of this Memorandum, counsel for Plaintiffs shall inform the Court of Chancery of the execution
of this Memorandum.
3. In consideration for the full and final settlement and dismissal with prejudice of the Litigation, as well as the other provisions set forth
herein, the Parties agree to the terms of the Settlement set forth herein. Pursuant to the Settlement, Defendants shall pay or cause to be paid a
Cash Payment totaling in the aggregate $32.5 million. The Cash Payment shall be paid into an interest-bearing account jointly controlled by
Lead Counsel and counsel for Globe (the “Account”) no later than five (5) business days after the later of (a) the closing of the Proposed
Transaction; and (b) entry of a judgment approving the Settlement, notwithstanding any appeal or potential appeal of the judgment or any
collateral
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attack on the Settlement or any part thereof. The Cash Payment, together with any interest earned thereon, shall be distributed on a pro rata
basis to Class members (excluding the Excluded Stockholders (defined below)) whose shares of Globe common stock were exchanged for
shares of Ferroglobe common stock in the Proposed Transaction (“Eligible Class Members”). The Cash Payment shall not be paid from the
Account to Eligible Class Members until (a) the Proposed Transaction has closed; (b) the Court of Chancery has finally certified the Class (as
defined below); (c) the Court has entered a judgment providing for the Releases (as defined below), (d) Final Approval of the Settlement has
occurred; and (e) the Court of Chancery has entered an order confirming that the Cash Payment will not give rise to appraisal rights in
connection with the Proposed Transaction for holders of Globe common stock. If the Cash Payment is not made, the Settlement will be null and
void and the Parties will be restored to their previous positions as described in paragraph 13 below.
4. Also, pursuant to the Settlement, the parties to the Proposed Transaction agree to revise the Business Combination Agreement and
related agreements to:
(1) Include an “equal treatment” provision in Ferroglobe’s Articles of Association requiring that, until the Sunset Date (as defined
in Exhibit A to the Business Combination Agreement), all Ferroglobe stockholders (a) are offered the same type and amount of
consideration per share in any tender offer for Ferroglobe (which must include a non-waiveable condition that the tender offer be
accepted by
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holders of a majority of shares not held by Grupo VM), and (b) receive the same type and amount of consideration per share in any
scheme of arrangement, merger, consolidation or other transaction with Ferroglobe that is not a tender offer and that results in a
change of control of Ferroglobe. The Ferroglobe Articles of Association shall further provide that, until the Sunset Date, the equal
treatment provision cannot be repealed or amended without approval of a majority of Ferroglobe public stockholders, present at a
stockholders meeting.
(2) Amend Ferroglobe’s Articles of Association and §1.11 of the Business Combination Agreement to require that two (2) of Grupo
VM’s five (5) designees for the Ferroglobe board shall be independent directors (meeting the NASDAQ independence
requirements), so that a majority of the Ferroglobe board consists of independent directors. For the avoidance of doubt, the number
of directors that Grupo VM has the right to nominate and to designate shall not be reduced.
(3) Amend Ferroglobe’s Articles of Association to require approval of a majority of independent directors to increase or decrease
the size of the Board during the five-year period beginning on the Effective Date (as defined in the Business Combination
Agreement).
(4) Amend the shareholder agreements of Grupo VM and Alan Kestenbaum to open the election of Globe rollover directors to
proxy contests, beginning five years after the Effective Date (such five-year period, the “Transition Period”). The Grupo VM
shareholder agreement shall be amended to provide that, after the Transition Period, in any election of directors at an annual
meeting where a public stockholder nominates a director candidate in opposition to a Globe rollover director (each, a “Contested
Election”), Grupo VM shall abstain from voting for either the publicly nominated director candidate or the Globe rollover director.
Alan Kestenbaum’s shareholder agreement will be amended to provide that, after the Transition Period, he will have the right to
vote his Ferroglobe shares in his discretion, in any Contested Election, and his shareholder agreement will be amended accordingly,
but must still vote his shares for the Grupo VM nominees. The Articles of Association shall allow for the nomination of director
candidates by public stockholders.
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5. Defendants acknowledge that, prior to the Settlement, as a result of the filing and prosecution of the Litigation, the Board met on
August 7, 2015 to review financial and other information for purposes of continuing to discharge the Board’s fiduciary duties in the context of
recommending the Proposed Transaction. Defendants also acknowledge that, prior to the Settlement, as a result of the filing and prosecution of
the Litigation, Defendants made the supplemental disclosures in Amendment No. 3 to the Form F-4 filed August 7, 2015, the Proxy Statement
filed August 12, 2015, and the Form 8-K filed August 26, 2015.
6. Defendants acknowledge that the filing and prosecution of the Litigation and discussions and negotiations with Lead Counsel were the
sole cause of their decision to provide the additional governance provisions in the Business Combination Agreement and related agreements
provided herein. As a condition of this Settlement, neither Plaintiffs nor their counsel will seek additional disclosures or forbearances with
respect to the Business Combination Agreement and the transactions contemplated therein, or contend that any additional disclosures or
forbearances with respect to the Business Combination Agreement and the transactions contemplated therein are required, beyond the
supplemental disclosures in response to Plaintiffs’ disclosure claims contained in Amendment No. 3 to the Form F-4 filed August 7, 2015, the
Proxy Statement filed August 12, 2015, and the Form 8-K filed August 26, 2015.
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7. The Stipulation shall provide for the certification of the Litigation, for settlement purposes only, as a class action pursuant to Court of
Chancery Rule 23, on behalf of a non-opt-out class consisting of all record and beneficial holders of common stock of Globe who held such
stock at any time during the period from and including February 22, 2015 through and including the date of the consummation of the Proposed
Transaction (the “Class Period”) and who were allegedly damaged as a result of Defendants’ conduct alleged in the Consolidated Complaint,
excluding the Excluded Stockholders (as defined below) (the “Settlement Class”). The Stipulation will further provide that, in the event the
Settlement does not become final for any reason, the certification of the Settlement Class may be revoked and Defendants shall reserve the
right to oppose any motion for class certification in future proceedings in the Litigation. “Excluded Stockholders” shall include the Defendants;
subsidiaries and controlled affiliates of Globe; any corporations, limited liability companies, partnerships, trusts or other entities of which any
Defendant is a primary beneficiary or in which any Defendant holds a material equity interest between the date hereof and the Effective Date;
and the Immediate Family Members (as defined below) of any Individual Defendant (other than with respect to the Designated Family Member
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Shares). “Designated Family Member Shares” means shares of Globe common stock that were owned and controlled by Immediate Family
Members prior to the execution of the Business Combination Agreement, which Defendants agree do not and shall not exceed 2,000,000 shares
in the aggregate, and which include no more than 750,000 shares held in trust for the benefit of Immediate Family Members and which were
included in the August 12, 2015 Proxy Statement as shares owned by an Individual Defendant. The basis for identifying shares as Designated
Family Member Shares shall be disclosed and approved among the Parties, in good faith, in connection with the Stipulation of Settlement.
“Immediate Family Members” means children, stepchildren, and spouses (including a husband, a wife, or a partner in a state-recognized
domestic relationship or civil union). For the avoidance of doubt, no shares transferred, acquired or otherwise placed under the control or
indirect ownership of an Immediate Family Member since the execution of the Business Combination Agreement can qualify as Designated
Family Member Shares. Excluded Stockholders are excluded from the Class and shall have no claim to and shall not receive any of the Cash
Payment, in whole or in part.
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8. The Stipulation shall provide that, upon the Effective Date (as defined below) of the Settlement, Plaintiffs and all other members of the
Settlement Class (the “Releasing Plaintiff Persons”) shall fully and completely discharge, dismiss with prejudice, settle and release, and shall
forever be enjoined from prosecuting, against any of the Released Defendant Persons (defined below), any and all claims, demands, rights,
litigation or causes of action, liabilities, damages, losses, obligations, judgments, suits, fees, expenses, costs, matters, and issues of any kind or
nature whatsoever, whether known or unknown, contingent or absolute, suspected or unsuspected, disclosed or undisclosed, matured or
unmatured, that Plaintiffs or any or all other members of the Class ever had, now have, or may have against any or all of Defendants and/or
their respective controlling persons and/or their respective families, parent entities, associates, affiliates, or subsidiaries, and each and all of
their respective past, present, or future officers, directors, stockholders, agents, representatives, employees, attorneys, financial or investment
advisors, other advisors, consultants, accountants, investment bankers, commercial bankers, trustees, engineers, insurers, co-insurers and
reinsurers, heirs, executors, trustees, general or limited partners or partnerships, limited liability companies, members, heirs, executors,
personal or legal representatives, estates, administrators, predecessors, successors, and assigns, whether or not any such person or entity was
served or appeared in the Litigation (collectively, the “Released Defendant Persons”), whether based on state, local, foreign, federal, statutory,
regulatory, common, or other law or rule (including, but not limited to, any claims under federal securities laws or state disclosure law or any
claims that
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could be asserted derivatively on behalf of Globe), which have been, could have been, or in the future can or might be asserted in the Litigation
or in any other court, tribunal, or proceeding, that are based upon the Class member’s ownership of the common stock of Globe or Ferroglobe
shares purchased by Class Members after consummation of the Proposed Transaction, and that arise out of or relate to the allegations, facts,
events, acquisitions, matters, acts, occurrences, statements, representations, misrepresentations, or omissions alleged in the complaints filed in
the Litigation, including those allegations concerning: (i) the Proposed Transaction, or any amendment thereto; (ii) the adequacy of the
consideration to be paid to Globe stockholders in connection with the Proposed Transaction; (iii) any fiduciary obligations of any of the
Defendants or Released Defendant Persons in connection with the Proposed Transaction, or any amendment thereto; (iv) the negotiations in
connection with the Proposed Transaction, or any amendment thereto, including any alleged deal-protection devices; (v) the disclosures or
disclosure obligations of any of the Defendants or Released Defendant Persons in connection with the Proposed Transaction, including without
limitation the disclosures or lack of disclosures made in the Preliminary Proxy Statement/Prospectus and/or the Proxy Statement; (vi) the
alleged aiding and abetting of any breach of fiduciary duty in connection with the Proposed Transaction; or (vii) any alleged improper personal
benefit, conflict of interest, improper payments of any remuneration or
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employment benefits to any individual made in connection with the Proposed Transaction (collectively, the “Settled Plaintiff Claims”);
provided, however, that the Settled Plaintiff Claims shall not include claims to enforce the Settlement or claims based on actions or events
occurring after the closing of the Proposed Transaction.
9. The Stipulation shall provide that, upon the Effective Date of the Settlement, Defendants shall fully and completely discharge, dismiss
with prejudice, settle and release, and shall forever be enjoined from prosecuting, against any or all of Plaintiffs and/or their respective
controlling persons and/or their respective families, parent entities, associates, affiliates, or subsidiaries, and each and all of their respective
past, present, or future officers, directors, stockholders, agents, representatives, employees, attorneys, financial or investment advisors, other
advisors, consultants, accountants, investment bankers, commercial bankers, trustees, engineers, insurers, co-insurers and reinsurers, heirs,
executors, trustees, general or limited partners or partnerships, limited liability companies, members, personal or legal representatives, estates,
administrators, predecessors, successors, and assigns, whether or not any such person or entity was served or appeared in the Litigation
(collectively, the “Released Plaintiff Persons”), any and all claims, demands, rights, litigation or causes of action, liabilities, damages, losses,
obligations, judgments, suits, fees, expenses, costs, matters, and issues of
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any kind or nature whatsoever, whether known or unknown, contingent or absolute, suspected or unsuspected, disclosed or undisclosed,
matured or unmatured, whether based on state, local, foreign, federal, statutory, regulatory, common, or other law or rule, which have been,
could have been, or in the future can or might be asserted in the Litigation or in any other court, tribunal, or proceeding, arising out of or
relating to the institution, prosecution, settlement, or resolution of the Litigation (the “Settled Defendant Claims”); provided, however, that the
Settled Defendant Claims shall not include any claims to enforce the Settlement. The releases set forth in paragraphs 8 and 9 of this
Memorandum are collectively referred to herein as the “Releases”.
10. The Stipulation shall provide that Defendants each have denied, and continue to deny, that they have committed or aided and abetted
in the commission of any violation of law or breaches of duty or engaged in any of the alleged wrongful acts; that Defendants expressly
maintain that they diligently and scrupulously complied with their fiduciary, disclosure, and other legal duties; and that Defendants are entering
into the Settlement solely to eliminate the risk, burden, and expense of further litigation.
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11. Consummation of the Settlement is expressly conditioned on and subject to the execution of the Stipulation and definitive settlement
papers, as well as the following conditions, which shall be included in the Stipulation: (a) consummation of the Proposed Transaction; (b) final
certification of the Settlement Class on a non-opt out basis for purposes of settlement only; (c) a finding by the Court of Chancery that the Cash
Payment does not create appraisal rights in connection with the Proposed Transaction; (d) entry of a final order and judgment by the Court of
Chancery dismissing the Litigation with prejudice and providing for the Releases, (e) Final Approval of the Settlement; (f) payment of the Cash
Payment; and (g) revision of the Business Combination Agreement and related agreements pursuant to paragraph 4 above. As used herein,
“Final Approval” of the Settlement means that the Court of Chancery has entered an order approving the Settlement and that such order is
finally affirmed on appeal or is no longer subject to appeal and the time for any petition for reargument, appeal, or review, by certiorari or
otherwise, has expired.
12. In the event that any Settled Plaintiff Claim is commenced or prosecuted against any of the Released Defendant Parties in any court
prior to Final Approval of the Settlement, Plaintiffs shall reasonably cooperate with Defendants’ efforts to secure the dismissal with prejudice
thereof (or a stay thereof in contemplation of dismissal with prejudice following Final Approval of the Settlement).
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13. All provisions of this Memorandum, as well as any Stipulation of Settlement, shall be null and void and of no further force and effect
in the event that any of the conditions specified in paragraph 11 above is not satisfied. In any event of nullification of this Memorandum and
the Stipulation of Settlement, the Parties shall be deemed to be in the position they were in prior to the execution of this Memorandum and the
statements made herein and in connection with the negotiation of the Memorandum or the Settlement shall not be deemed to prejudice in any
way the positions of the Parties with respect to the Litigation or any other litigation or judicial proceeding, or to constitute an admission of fact
or wrongdoing by any Party, and neither the existence of this Memorandum or Stipulation of Settlement, nor their contents nor any statements
made in connection with the negotiation of this Memorandum or Stipulation of Settlement, nor any settlement communications shall be
admissible in evidence or shall be referred to for any purpose in the Litigation, or in any other litigation or judicial proceeding. The “Effective
Date” of the Settlement shall be the first date by which all of the conditions specified in paragraph 11 above have occurred and been met (or
have been waived in a writing signed by the Party that is waiving the event and condition).
14. Plaintiffs and their counsel acknowledge and agree that the parties to the Proposed Transaction may negotiate amendments or
modifications to the Proposed Transaction (including to the Business Combination Agreement), and agree that they will not challenge or object
to any such amendments or modifications so long as they are not inconsistent with the terms of this Memorandum.
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15. Subject to the approval of Plaintiffs and the Court, Defendants shall retain an administrator (the “Settlement Administrator”) to
oversee the administration of the Settlement and distribution of the Cash Payment. The Settlement Administrator shall provide notice of the
proposed Settlement and distribute the Cash Payment to Eligible Class Members, as approved by the Court. Defendants shall provide or cause
to be provided to the Settlement Administrator and Lead Counsel stockholder information from Globe’s transfer agent as appropriate for
providing notice to the Class and issuing payments to Eligible Class Members, which shall include (a) a list including all Globe common
stockholders not excluded from the Class who were stockholders at any point during the period from February 22, 2015 through and including
the date on which the Court enters an order approving the form of notice of the Settlement and scheduling the final approval hearing; (b) a list
of all Globe common stockholders whose shares of Globe common stock were exchanged for shares of Ferroglobe common stock in the
Proposed Transaction; and (c) a list of all Excluded Stockholders, including identification of where and how their shares of Globe common
stock were held. Defendants shall pay or cause to be paid any and all fees, costs and expenses incurred by Defendants, the Settlement
Administrator, or
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any other person in connection with providing notice (including postage and any broker reimbursement costs) and administering the
Settlement, including all fees, costs and expenses incurred in connection with issuing payments to Eligible Class Members (“Notice and
Administration Costs”), and in no event shall the Cash Payment, Plaintiffs or Lead Counsel be responsible for the payment of any Notice and
Administration Costs.
16. Defendants acknowledge that if the Settlement is approved by the Court of Chancery, Plaintiffs’ counsel are entitled to be paid
reasonable attorneys’ fees, and reimbursement of reasonable costs and expenses incurred by Plaintiffs’ counsel for their efforts in prosecuting
the Litigation and in achieving the Settlement described in this Memorandum. After the execution of this Memorandum, Lead Counsel and
counsel for the Defendants will negotiate in good faith regarding the amount of attorneys’ fees and expenses to be paid to Plaintiffs’ counsel in
the Litigation, subject to the approval of the Court of Chancery (“Agreed Fee”), and Defendants will not oppose any application up to the
amount of an Agreed Fee. Any fee and award relating to the benefits provided by this Settlement shall be payable only if the Settlement is
approved by the Court and then only upon satisfaction of the conditions set forth in paragraph 17 below. However, if the Settlement is not
approved, the Proposed Transaction is not consummated, or the Effective Date otherwise fails to occur, that shall not prevent
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Lead Counsel from seeking an amount of attorneys’ fees and expenses based on the benefits provided prior to the Settlement described in
paragraph 5 above. If the Parties are unable to reach agreement with respect to the amount of attorneys’ fees and expenses to be paid to
Plaintiffs’ counsel, Lead Counsel reserve the right to submit an application to the Court of Chancery seeking such reasonable attorneys’ fees
and expenses, and Defendants reserve the right to oppose and object to the amount of any such application and make any and all arguments
against the amount of the fee and expense application as Defendants deem appropriate. Defendants shall pay or cause to be paid the attorneys’
fees and expenses approved pursuant to an order by the Court of Chancery and no portion of the fee and expense award will come from the
Cash Payment. Execution of the Stipulation shall not be contingent on an agreement on attorneys’ fees and expenses. If the Parties are unable
to reach an agreement on attorneys’ fees and expenses prior to execution of the Stipulation, the Parties agree to submit the Stipulation for final
approval.
17. Any attorneys’ fees and expenses awarded by the Court of Chancery shall be paid to Lead Counsel, pursuant to written instructions
provided by Lead Counsel, within five (5) business days after the later of: (i) entry of an order making such fee and expense award,
notwithstanding the existence of any timely filed objections thereto, or potential for appeal therefrom, or collateral attack on
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the Settlement or any part thereof, subject to Lead Counsel’s obligation to make appropriate refunds or repayments to Defendants if (a) the
Settlement is terminated or (b) if, as a result of any appeal or further proceedings on remand, or successful collateral attack, the award of
attorneys’ fees and/or litigation expenses is reduced or reversed and such order reducing or reversing the award has become final and no longer
subject to appeal; and (ii) the closing of the Proposed Transaction. Lead Counsel, jointly and in their sole discretion, shall determine the
allocation among Plaintiffs’ counsel of any attorneys’ fees and expenses awarded by the Court of Chancery. Defendants shall have no
responsibility for, and no liability with respect to, the allocation or distribution of attorneys’ fees or expense among Plaintiffs’ counsel or any
other person who may assert any claim thereto. Except as provided herein, the Released Defendant Persons shall bear no other expenses, costs,
damages, or fees alleged or incurred by Plaintiffs in the Litigation or by any of their attorneys, experts, advisors, agents, or representatives.
18. Final resolution by the Court of Chancery of Lead Counsel’s fee and expense application shall not be a precondition to the dismissal
of the Litigation in accordance with the Stipulation, and shall not affect the validity of the Settlement in any manner. Neither Plaintiffs nor any
member of the Settlement Class shall have any right to terminate or withdraw from the Settlement by reason of any order or other proceeding
(including, without limitation, any appeals) relating to the
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application by Plaintiffs’ counsel for, or any approval by the Court of Chancery of, attorneys’ fees and/or expenses. If the Settlement is not
approved, the Proposed Transaction is not consummated, or the Effective Date of the Settlement otherwise fails to occur, Lead Counsel reserve
the right to make an application for attorneys’ fees and expenses based on the benefits provided prior to the Settlement described in paragraph 5
above, and Defendants reserve their rights to oppose any such fee and expense application.
19. The Parties to this Memorandum will present the Settlement to the Court of Chancery for hearing, approval and appropriate notice to
the Settlement Class members as soon as practicable following execution of the Stipulation, and will use their best efforts to expeditiously
obtain Final Approval of the Settlement and the dismissal of the Litigation with prejudice.
20. The Stipulation shall provide a statement that: (a) the releases contemplated by the Settlement shall extend to claims that any of the
Releasing Plaintiff Persons and Defendants do not know or suspect to exist at the time of the releases, which if known, might have affected the
Releasing Plaintiff Persons’ or Defendants’ decision to enter into the release; (b) the Releasing Plaintiff Persons and the Defendants shall be
deemed to relinquish, to the extent applicable, and to the full extent permitted by law, the provisions, rights and benefits of Section 1542 of the
California Civil Code (and any similar law or statutes under the laws of other jurisdictions), which states that:
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A GENERAL RELEASE DOES NOT EXTEND TO CLAIMS WHICH THE CREDITOR DOES NOT KNOW OR SUSPECT TO
EXIST IN HIS OR HER FAVOR AT THE TIME OF EXECUTING THE RELEASE, WHICH IF KNOWN BY HIM OR HER
MUST HAVE MATERIALLY AFFECTED HIS OR HER SETTLEMENT WITH THE DEBTOR.
and (c) the Releasing Plaintiff Persons and the Defendants shall be deemed to waive any and all provisions, rights and benefits conferred by
any law of any state or territory of the United States, or principle of common law, which is similar, comparable or equivalent to California Civil
Code Section 1542. Plaintiffs and Defendants acknowledge, and the other members of the Class by operation of law shall be deemed to have
acknowledged, that the inclusion of this provision was separately bargained for and was a material element of the Settlement and was relied
upon by each and all of Parties in entering into the Settlement.
21. Pending negotiation, execution, and Final Approval of the Stipulation and Settlement by the Court of Chancery, the Parties and their
counsel agree to stay the proceedings in the Litigation and not to initiate any other proceedings other than those incident to the Settlement itself.
The Parties will cooperate in seeking an order from the Court of Chancery extending indefinitely their respective deadlines to respond to any
filed or served pleadings or discovery requests. The
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Stipulation shall provide that all proceedings in the Litigation, except for proceedings relating to the Settlement, shall be stayed until the
proceedings related to the Settlement are concluded. Within one business day of the execution of the Stipulation, Plaintiffs will withdraw all
challenges to confidential treatment previously filed in the Court of Chancery.
22. This Memorandum will be executed by counsel for the Parties, each of whom represents and warrants that they have the authority
from their client(s) to enter into this Memorandum and bind their clients thereto. Each of the Plaintiffs represents and warrants that they are the
only holders and owners of their claims and causes of action asserted in the Litigation, and that none of Plaintiffs’ claims or causes of action
referred to in any complaint in the Litigation or this Memorandum have been assigned, encumbered, or in any manner transferred in whole or
in part.
23. This Memorandum shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Delaware, without regard to any
state’s principles governing choice of law. The Parties agree that any dispute arising out of or relating in any way to this Memorandum, the
Settlement or the finalization of the Settlement documentation shall be resolved by the Court of Chancery and shall not be litigated or otherwise
pursued in any forum or venue other than the Court of Chancery.
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24. This Memorandum may be modified or amended only by a writing, signed by all of the signatories hereto, that refers specifically to
this Memorandum.
25. The provisions contained in this Memorandum, and the existence of this Memorandum, shall not be deemed a presumption,
concession, or admission by any Defendant of any fault, liability, or wrongdoing as to any facts or claims that have been or might be alleged or
asserted in the Litigation, or any other action or proceeding that has been, will be, or could be brought, and shall not be interpreted, construed,
deemed, invoked, offered, or received in evidence or otherwise used by any person in the Litigation, or in any other action or proceeding,
whether civil, criminal or administrative, for any purpose other than as provided for expressly herein.
26. This Memorandum is intended by the Parties to be a legally binding agreement that sets forth the material terms and obligations of the
Parties in connection with the Settlement, and it shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the Parties and their respective agents,
executors, heirs, successors, and assigns.
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27. This Memorandum may be executed in any number of actual, copied, or electronic counterparts and by each of the different Parties on
several counterparts, each of which when so executed and delivered will be an original. The executed signature page(s) from each actual or
copied counterpart may be joined together and attached and will constitute one and the same instrument.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Memorandum effective as of the date set forth below.
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DATED: September 10, 2015
PRICKETT, JONES & ELLIOTT, P.A.
OF COUNSEL:

BERNSTEIN LITOWITZ
BERGER & GROSSMANN LLP
Mark Lebovitch
Jeroen van Kwawegen
Christopher J. Orrico
John Vielandi
1285 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10019
(212) 554-1400
Co-Lead Counsel for Plaintiffs

By: /s/ Michael Hanrahan
Michael Hanrahan (# 941)
Paul A. Fioravanti, Jr. (#3808)
Corinne Elise Amato (#4982)
Kevin H. Davenport (#5327)
1310 N. King Street
Wilmington, Delaware 19801
(302) 888-6500
Co-Lead Counsel for Plaintiffs

KESSLER TOPAZ
MELTZER & CHECK, LLP
Marc A. Topaz
Lee D. Rudy
Michael C. Wagner
Justin O. Reliford
280 King of Prussia Road
Radnor, Pennsylvania 19087
(610) 667-7706
Co-Lead Counsel for Plaintiffs
ROBBINS GELLER RUDMAN
& DOWD LLP
Randall J. Baron
David T. Wissbroecker
655 West Broadway, Suite 1900
San Diego, California 92101
(619) 231-1058
Co-Lead Counsel for Plaintiffs
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HACH ROSE SCHIRRIPA
& CHEVERIE LLP
Frank R. Schirripa
185 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016
(212) 213-8311
Counsel for Plaintiff International
Union of Operating Engineers Local
478 Pension Fund and Additional
Counsel for Plaintiffs
RICHARDS, LAYTON & FINGER, P.A.
OF COUNSEL:
LATHAM & WATKINS LLP
Samuel B. Isaacson
330 North Wabash Avenue
Suite 2800
Chicago, Illinois 60611

By: /s/ Raymond J. DiCamillo
Raymond J. DiCamillo (#3188)
Elizabeth A. DeFelice (#5474)
920 North King Street
Wilmington, Delaware 19801
(302) 651-7700

Blair Connelley
885 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022

Counsel for Defendants Globe Specialty Metals, Inc., Alan
Kestenbaum, Stuart Eizenstat, Frank Lavin, Donald Barger, Jr., Alan
Schriber, Bruce Crockett and Jeff Bradley
MORRIS, NICHOLS, ARSHT & TUNNELL LLP

OF COUNSEL:
CRAVATH, SWAINE &
MOORE LLP
Robert H. Baron
Worldwide Plaza
825 Eighth Avenue
New York, New York 10019

By: /s/ William M. Lafferty
William M. Lafferty (#2755)
Megan Ward Cascio (#3785)
Shaun M. Kelly (#5915)
1201 North Market Street, 16th Floor
Wilmington, Delaware 19899
(302) 658-9200
Counsel for Defendants Grupo FerroAtlántica, S.A.U., Grupo Villar
Mir, S.A.U., VeloNewco Limited and Gordon Merger Sub, Inc.
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